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STRASBURG AND THE BLACK FOREST

Travel strengthens the nerves, enlarges the mind,

destroys prejudices, makes all men countrymen,

and the value of life deepens incalculably with

the privileges of travel. It is our purpose to go

up and down Germany, where we shall find every

diversity of hill and dale from the sandy plains of

Brandenburg to the Bavarian Alps. We propose

not only to pass along the beaten tracks of the

tourist, but to seek out its hidden wealth of

wonders, its historic sites and scenes, its majestic

rivers, its ancient fortresses, and to allow ourselves

to be impressed with its two thousand years of

history, and be fascinated with its legendary

lore.

Germany has been called the central land of

Europe. When we remember that it is sur-

rounded by Russia, Austria, Switzerland, France,
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Luxembourg, Belgium, Holland, and Denmark,

we may well realise the truth of the designation.

With such a long and varied line of boundaries,

open to attack from every point of the compass,

and with so many powerful neighbours, it is well

for Germany that it is the most powerful military

nation in the world. Since 1891, when Emperor

William uttered the word : "Our future lies on

the water," Germany has developed its naval

strength with such rapidity that Britain and

America look on with astonishment and wonder.

Its manufacturing industries, its trade and com-

merce, its means of transportation by water and by

land have increased since 1871 in a similar propor-

tion. Progress and prosperity greet us wherever

we go. If Germany at the close of the Thirty

Years' War had sunk so low that even those who

loved her most despaired of her future, she has

risen from her ashes, and now at last has taken

her place among the nations that dominate the

world.

Where shall we begin our pilgrimage through

her borders ? Let us suppose that we are journey-

ing from Paris, and, passing through Alsace and

Lorraine, enter by way of Strasburg. It would be
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well for us, if time permitted, to visit the battle-

fields of Metz and Worth and St. Privat, and go

up and down those regions made classic by the

Erckmann-Chatrian tales, and climb some of " the

blue Alsatian Mountains that keep watch and

ward alway." Time fails and we must on.

For some years after the war of 1870 the

French Railway carried you only to French

Avricourt, where you were left standing till the

German locomotive came to carry you into what

had now become part of the new German Empire.

Armed neutrality, if not hostility, filled the

atmosphere. French Avricourt looked askance

at German Avricourt, and German Avricourt

answered with an air triumphant. Time has

healed the old wounds in great measure, and

the traveller no longer suffers the long detention,

nor is the air so full of the electricity of aversion

as it was forty years ago.

As we enter Strasburg, having passed some of

the great outer forts that are the new fine of

defence, we sing,

O Strasburg, O Strasburg,

Thou city wondrous fair,

How many a gallant soldier,

Alas, is lying there.
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Of course we go through the narrow and crooked

streets of the old town to stand in front of the

Cathedral. Its oldest part, the crypt, dates from

1075. It is the only part left of the old basilica that

was burned about 1160. The rebuilding was begun

in 1176, and the eastern portion, the apse, was

carried out in Romanesque style, finished in 1250,

and the nave, which was completed in 1275, is

a fine example of Early Gothic. Soon after this

the erection of the west fa9ade and the tower was

begun, and the work was in an advanced stage of

progress when, on August 15, 1298, during the

visit of King Albert, a fire destroyed the roof of

the nave and the west fa9ade. Then Erwin of

Steinbach appears, and furnished a new design for

the west fa9ade, with its singularly beautiful screen.

Before it had been completed death overtook him,

and his sons carried out their father's plan. Years

went by, and at last, in the fifteenth century, John

Hultz, the architect of Cologne Cathedral, built the

towers, and the open-work spire was added, and in

1435 the Cathedral was complete. The different

styles of architecture are wondrously blended to-

gether to make a harmonious whole. Stained-

glass windows that were a world's wonder were

added. Alas ! these were nearly all destroyed
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during the siege in 1870, and the old medieval

artists in glass have unfortunately taken their secret

with them into their graves.

Every day at noon all strangers in Strasburg

and all the pickpockets gather together in the

Cathedral in front of the famous clock.

So we went in and stood in the crowd

To hear the old clock as it crooned aloud,

With sound and symbol, the only tongue

The maker taught it while yet it was young.

And we saw St. Peter clasp his hands.

And the cock crow hoarsely to all the lands.

And the twelve apostles come and go.

And the solemn Christ pass sadly and slow :

And strange that iron-legged procession,

And odd to us the whole impression,

As the crowd beneath, in silence pressing,

Bent to that cold mechanic blessing.

Since Strasburg returned to its natural owners in

1871, the ravages made by the siege have all been

removed. The old fortifications have been razed,

and beautiful garden walks with new villas have

come in their stead. Five miles outside, great forts,

hke those that surrounded Paris in 1870, have been

built, and Strasburg has thus become one of the

strongest defenced cities of the world.

The storks still build their nests on the towers

of the Cathedral. They come with the swallow, and
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so depart again to their southern haunts. They

have always been an object of interest to the

visitant.

Old Strasburg still retains its former appearance.

New Strasburg has entirely changed the aspect of

the surrounding region. Great industries have

arisen, and brought wealth and activity into what

used to be a sleepy old town. German workmen

have been attracted, and German enterprise has

created a new city with great factories, great bazaars,

and splendid palaces. Thus a strong German

political influence makes itself manifest. It is true

the old French feeHng is still very persistent, and

dies hard even after forty years of German

occupation. The Royal Palace and the splendid

University buildings have added new beauties, and

aided in creating a local pride even in the hearts of

the most radical adherents ofthe French connection.

New Strasburg is not an expansion of the old, but

an entirely new development. Its aspect is

completely changed, and it may be said to be a

new city with only the Cathedral and the beautiful

mediaeval Kommerzell's house, which adorns the

Cathedral square, left as memorials of the olden

time.

In the middle ages Strasburg had in its garrison
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One of the numerous canals in the old part of the

town. Cathedral in the distance.
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many Swiss hired soldiers. An old folk-song

sheds light on this ancient usage :

At Strasburg on the long long bridge

I stood upon a day,

When southwards as I turned my eyes

The mists lay thick and grey.

"Behind that veil of mist/' methought,

" In glorious radiance stand

The Alps, with all their lofty peaks,

In my Swiss Fatherland."

As thus I mused and thus I felt

A youth came slowly by.

Who played upon the Alpine horn

Our loved home melody.

Then, growing hot and cold by turns,

I plunged into the flood,

To breast the Rhine with stalwart arm

And sweetly-tingling blood.

Had not the sergeant spied me then.

No ill had I to dree.

They chased and caught me,

And to-day's the last of days for me.

" O masters mine, just tell me how

Could I resist that call ?

The lad who played the Alpine horn

—

Just blame him for my fall.

" But lead me out beyond the gate ;

Your fifteen paces set.

And shoot like men,

But, ere ye do,^ my last wish may I get.

1 It was the custom in ancient times to grant to the person

condemned to die a last wish.

2
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" O let me hear the Alpine horn

In tones sublimely grand^

And greet me many thousand times.

My dear Swiss Fatherland."

Baden-Baden

Long ago Baden-Baden was the home of the

gambUng-table, and attracted all votaries of rouge

et noir. Many stories are still told of the tragic

end of the unsuccessful player. His last thaler

gone there seemed but one thing left—suicide. It

was predicted, that when the gambhng-table was

abolished, the glory of Baden-Baden would for ever

depart. That Cassandra-like prophecy has not

been fulfilled. The Queen of Watering-places is

more attractive than ever. How could it fail to

be ? Where can you find a more fascinating spot

for a summer hoHday ? The bright old town in the

valley, with its encircHng dark hills and its number-

less attractive walks, delights each visitor. Its

healing springs, known even in the old Roman

days, have given new Hfe to myriads. Its lovely

promenades have seen most famous and fashionable

crowds come and go year after year. Emperor

WilUam I. and Empress Augusta used to spend

a few weeks each year at Messmer's. King Edward
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View from the Castle terrace.
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VII. rarely failed to make his yearly visit during the

famous race week, when Baden-Baden puts on her

best attire to welcome her guests.

The old Castle overlooking the town, the royal

residence, the valley of the Murg with Eberstein

Castle, the hill of Mercury, the little lake in the

woods are all favourite places for a morning stroll.

The daily concerts amid the spreading chestnut

trees and the blossoming lindens, the Conversation

House with its frescoes of the legends that attach

themselves to all the region round, charm us. We
are moved to see for ourselves the places about

which these legends speak to us, and to view with

our own eyes what painters have deemed worthy of

their pencils.

Of the legendary frescoes those of the Knight's

Leap and the Mummel See are the most beautiful.

The park-like environs of the Kurhalle are

adorned with the loveliest flowers and shrubs and

trees. In early summer the lilacs and the red haw-

thorns give a charm that is remarkable. Out on

the Lichtenthaler AU^e, beneath the blossoming

trees, a crowd of international visitors, speaking

every European tongue, creates an ever-varying

scene of interest. No one grows weary amid such

surroundings.
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The favourite drive is through the dark valley

of the Murg. Up on the heights stands the old

historic Castle of Eberstein, with the boar's head as

its heraldic symbol. The steep side of the ramparts

overlooking the Murg is pointed out as the spot

over which the knight spurred his steed, and

reached the ground below in safety.

The drive leads us to Gernsbach with its ancient

bridge, its river beloved of anglers, and its fine

parish church. Passing Rothenfels, we turn aside

to see La Favorite, the castle where that beautiful

woman Countess Sybilla indulged her vanity, and

inflicted tortures upon herself in her old age

to expiate the fashionable follies of her youth.

Thence we pass through Rastatt, that former

fortress, with its memories of the Rastatt Congress

of 1799, when the French plenipotentiaries were

murdered by a company of Hungarian hussars

—

an event that sent a thrill of horror throughout

all the world.

We are back again in Baden in time for the

evening concert. We join the great throng on the

Promenade, and have a constant delight in the

little boutiques filled with Bohemian glass, with

laces, and everything that tempts the tourist.

Some twenty-five years ago Edmund Yates
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Seen from the Schlossberg and looking across the

Rhine valley to the Vosges mountains in Alsace.
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wrote an article on Baden-Baden which he entitled

"An old Love." He spoke of the Russian Chapel,

and the Hamilton Palace, and the hot springs that

cure men in summer and heat the churches in

winter ; of Miller's Bank and Bergner's Store, and

Tiroler Haag, the seller of famous deerskin gloves ;

and Friiulein Marx, whom he declared to look as

young as she did when she sold him books forty

years before. His article woke a responsive echo in

the hearts of all those who have come under the

magical charm of the Queen of German Water-

ing-places, the Pride of the Black Forest.

The Black Forest

Let us take a run round the Black Forest. We
wish to see its dark hills and bright green valleys,

its hardy woodsmen and its peasant wood-carvers,

so well depicted for us in Souvestre's The

Sculptor of the Black Forest ; its industrious

straw-piaiters, its cuckoo-clock makers, and the

picturesque costumes of its peasant population.

We cannot do better than visit a typical farm-

house. We note its straw-covered roof with over-

hanging eaves, and its outer gallery that encircles

the whole second story. It is a massive building.
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having its barn, its cart -shed, its stables and

dwelling all under one roof! The house is large

and comfortable. The nearness of the cattle is

not regarded as any disadvantage. We enter the

kitchen. A wood fire is burning on the hearth,

and the wainscoting is all darkened by the smoke,

whose only outlet is a circular hole in the roof.

The smoke dries and preserves the long row of

hams that are the joy of the farmer and the pride

of the good housewife. In the living-room a high

porcelain stove gives a degree of warmth and

comfort. Benches are placed against the walls

;

a smaller bench round three sides of the stove

is the favourite seat of the family in winter.

Opposite the stove hangs a carved crucifix, and

this is called "The Lord God's Corner." Here

the carver or the straw-plaiter or the clockmaker

plies his trade. A leather strap nailed to the

wooden casing of the room holds the spoons and

forks. The knife for table use is almost invariably

taken out of the pocket. There is an air of rude

plenty and comfort in such a farmhouse. In the

Black Forest the people, the flocks and herds, the

trees and the soil itself are close and akin to each

other from of old. The inhabitants of the Black

Forest, notwithstanding the severity of their climate
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and their hard toil, love their land with intense

devotion

:

Mein Schwarzwald, mein Heimat,

Wie bist du so schon !

My Black Forest homeland,

How beauteous art thou !

is their unfailing song. They cling to their

costumes more firmly than do those of any

other district. The women wear a head-dress

like that of their Alsatian sisters. In some

parishes straw hats with high crowns, like those

of the Welsh peasantry, are commonly worn. A
white bodice edged with lace, and a gown of

dark cloth reaching a little below the knee, white

stockings, and good solid shoes with silver buckles

complete the brave attire. The men wear short

jackets with silver coins for buttons, red vests,

and knee-breeches. The bride's dress is fearfully

and wonderfully made. On her head she wears

a gleaming crown studded with artificial pearls

and silver flowers. It is about a foot high and

just as wide. Round her neck she has an Eliza-

bethan ruff, round her waist silver chains, and

from her shoulders hang many variegated strips

of silk ribbons. The bridegroom has only great

rosettes above his Sunday attire.
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Setting out on our journey we cannot omit a

hurried visit to Offenburg, in whose market-place

we find a monument to the memory of Sir Francis

Drake, the Englishman who introduced the potato

into Europe, and conferred a benefit on the peasants

of all lands. Truly he deserves this tribute to his

memory, for what a blessing he was the means of

bringing to the dwellers in the Black Forest.

As we look out of the train we catch occasional

glimpses of the Rhine, and the Vosges mountains,

and the hills that guard the entrance to the Hol-

lenthal, that valley which is the darkest and

gloomiest in the Black Forest. Beneath the

shadow of these dark hills, sheltered from eastern

and northern blasts, Freiburg-im-Breisgau lies

before us. Its Cathedral is the magnet that

attracts visitors. The open masonry of its two

lofty spires is generally recognised as the most

beautiful open carved work in stone that the

world holds. It is interesting to know that nearly

every householder in Freiburg in the fifteenth

century mortgaged his home that the Cathedral

might be completed. Such pride had the citizens in

the honour of their city, and such desire to provide

a house of God which should be the admiration

of all men. Not its University with its famous
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professors and its 2000 students, not its fine old

Rathaus or Town Hall, nor its still grander new

one, not its picturesque old Falckenstein house,

where Maximilian was once a guest, and where

Erasmus of Rotterdam lived from 1529 to 1531,

but this Cathedral is the glory of Freiburg. Pro-

nounced to be the most perfect specimen of Gothic

architecture in Europe, all its details are worthy

of study. The carved work on the windows and

pillars and portal represents the wonders of God's

kingdom on earth and in heaven.

As we go behind the Cathedral we follow a

company of young people who are ascending the

rocky heights. Honeysuckle is cUnging to every

wall, and flowers, growing beside the pathway,

greet us as we pass. Soon we are higher than the

Cathedral towers, and still upward we climb till we
are 1200 feet above the market-place. What a

view we have of the city with its mediaeval gates,

its winding streets, its red-tiled roofs, and its great

storks' nests! We see many signs of modern
industrial prosperity, and learn that even the Black

Forest feels the throb of the commercial Ufe of

the German Empire.

From Freiburg we speed southwards, passing

many great farmhouses and catching occasional

3
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peeps at the Rhine, until we come to Basel,

and so on to Waldshut. Those who love William

Black's Kilmeny would hardly omit a walk

down the pleasant main street, or a visit to one

of the peasant inns and taste falscher Vogel

—veal cooked till it is like chicken—and to hear

a famous zither-player play skilfully on his simple

instrument.

At Waldshut we find corridor-carriages on our

train and come into closer relations with our fellow-

passengers. How eager these South Germans are

to point out the beauty of their native hills and

vales ! What tales they tell us of winter with its

thick mists, its piercing cold, and its howling

tempests. The winds seem always to tell some

terrible tale, and hearts shudder at the unearthly

sounds. No wonder that the Black Forest is the

home of legends innumerable.

We have reached the falls of the Rhine and

cross the river by a footbridge. We are permitted

to walk through the grounds of the Castle of

LaufFen, and descend to the Fischetz. We stand

there on a little platform so close to the falls that

we have an excellent view. This is only a fall

of 80 feet, but it is divided by limestone rocks.

Before it reaches the rapids the water is of a dull
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grey colour, but as soon as it begins the descent

it is broken into broad patches of fleecy white.

It seethes and it boils, and bubbles and roars as

when water contends with fire. Then it shines

with all the hues of the rainbow.

We recross by a large ferry-boat, the ends of

which rise high and pointed like a Venetian gondola.

As we enter, the water is as smooth as glass, but a

few feet from the shore it is raging furiously. The

ferry-man stands at the stern with a single oar in

his hands. He rows upstream, close to the shore,

to the foot of the fall, and as we gaze at the rushing

water it seems as if the waters would engulf us

;

but that instant we have struck the angry tossing

torrent, and, suddenly as an arrow is shot from a

bow-string, our boat is sped violently—not down-

stream as you would expect—but almost directly

across the Rhine. With about a dozen strokes of

his oar the boatman has kept us from drifting down

the stream, and the current has done the rest. We
land and ascend the steep river -bank, and are

rewarded with a glimpse of the far-off snowy

Alps.

From SchafFhausen we are bound for Constance.

We skirt a low-lying country with an occasional

height, on which the ruins of some old castle are
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visible. Then we come in sight of Lake Constance

or the Bodensee. As the old ballad says :

Constance lies on the Boden see
;

If you doubt it, come and see.

Constance is an old old town with many narrow

streets and quaint nooks and corners. The houses

are generally tall, with long sloping roofs and

timbers black with age. Here and there they are

adorned with most artistic carved work. A large

and picturesque house attracts us. It is the

Hohehaus or High Hall, where in the fourteenth

century the beautiful daughter of the Burgo-

meister was married to a Margrave of Brunswick.

It has many lovely oriels, and looks like an old

baronial hall.

In a square near at hand we find the Cathedral,

grand and grim and grey, with splendid pillars and

many side-chapels. Our guide calls our attention

to a spot on the stone floor near one of the pillars,

where it is said Huss stood as he was condemned.

The guide declared that every other part of the

floor was perfectly dry, but that this stone was

constantly moist. He said, "The people call it

the weeping-stone, that continually sheds tears at

the thought of the injustice here perpetrated."
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CONSTANCE

A glimpse of the lake between the roofs ahnost
shows the island of Mainau.
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We pass the beautiful Protestant church, and,

wandering through the crooked by-paths, find the

house where Huss was arrested. On the front

wall there is an old relief of the martyr, with some

verses more curious than poetical

:

Woe's me, poor human drop !

Here men seized me by the crop.

I came for refuge as a stranger.

But, alas ! I was not out of danger.

Retracing our steps, we find a long straight street,

and near it we descry an old wooden building that

has the look of a drill-shed. Now used as a granary,

it was the meeting-place of the notorious Council

of Constance that condemned Huss and Jerome

of Prague.

We seek the shore of the lake, and watch the

multitude of little pleasure-boats darting hither

and thither. The strains of the " Lorelei " and the

"Watch on the Rhine," and many another folk-

song float over the waters. The island of Meinau,

where Grand Duke Frederick loved to sojourn and

where in 1907 he died, gleams gloriously in the

evening sunshine, and the snowy peaks of the Vor-

Arlberg in Austria are tinged with the evening

glow.

We now go up the third side of the Black Forest
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railway triangle. The character of the country

is almost the same as it is near Freiburg. It is a

fine rolling country with highly cultivated valleys ;

its farmhouses lie embosomed in great orchards,

now in finest blossom. We see the kine, with sleek

and shining hides, knee-deep in the long meadow-

grass. Hill follows hill in endless succession,

frowning with the gloom of its dark fir-trees.

We had planned to rest at Villingen, that

old town with its thick walls and massive gates,

that had resisted many an army, but, alas ! could

not keep out " the pestilence that walketh in dark-

ness, nor the destruction that wasteth at noonday."

A Swiss fellow-traveller, however, advised us

rather to see Donaueschingen, the reputed source

of the Danube. Our Swiss friend calls for us the

porter of the Hotel Post, commends us to his

care, and whispers in our ear, "You are in luck.

There is a marriage feast at the Post to-night. Thus

you will see a genuine Black Forest wedding."

When the marriage feast was nearing its end,

we were allowed to enter the banqueting - hall.

The choir of the village church arrive. Straight-

way the bridal pair arise, the guests group them-

selves in a semicircle behind them, whilst the

joyous marriage songs are rendered by the singers.
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The town occupies the whole of an island and is

connected with the land (Bavaria) by two bridges.

The mountains in the distance are partly in Vorarl-

berg (Austria) with the town of Bregenz visible

on the left. Those to the extreme right are in

Switzerland above the valley of the upper Rhine.
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Having received the thanks of the bridegroom and

a large gratuity, the choir offer congratulations,

make their obeisance, and withdraw.

Now we have an opportunity to survey

bridegroom and bride. The bride is a tall blonde

of some twenty summers, not a great beauty, but

with an intelligent, kindly face. She is gowned

in white satin with a train so long that she needs

train-bearers. She has an immensely high wreath

upon her head, and a long veil, fastened by a

diamond coronet, falls over her shoulders to her

feet. The bridegroom wears evening-dress, with

flowers and the regular Black Forest rosette in his

buttonhole. The whole party evidently belong

to Donaueschingen's first families. About a dozen

officers are present, and smiles wreathe the faces

of those ladies whom the officers invite to be

their partners in the dance. We soon noticed that

at the supper-table everything was regulated by

one whom you might call "the governor of the

feast." At the ball authority passed over into the

hands of one whom you might call the floor-

manager. He was a little grey-haired man of

about sixty, with finely chiselled features, and a

long white moustache carefully tended ; he seemed

a regular drum-major, and exercised his authority
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with such mihtary precision as demanded implicit

obedience. He looked as if he had stepped out of

Vautier's famous picture "The Dancing- school."

A few of the guests wore the genuine costume of

the Forest. Their dress, however, was just as

costly as that of those who had adopted modern

fashions. Whilst their shoes with their silver

buckles were heavier than those of their sisters,

their feet were just as nimble and their motions

just as airy and graceful in the dance. Next day

the landlord informed me that they had kept up

the ball with much spirit till five o'clock in the

morning. Thus it seems that young people are

the same in all lands.

Next morning we crossed the square in front of

our hotel, and entered the magnificent park of the

Fuerst von Fuerstenberg. We took our stand at

the balustrade of a circular basin adorned with a

group of statuary representing the German rivers

—the Rhine, the Elbe, the Oder, and the Danube.

Here we saw the source of the Danube. A tiny

streamlet issuing from the ground is received into

this marble basin. Long ago Wordsworth had

visited the spot and said :

Not, like his great Compeers, indignantly

Doth Danube spring to life ! The wandering Stream
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(Who loves the Cross, yet to the Crescent's gleam

Unfolds a willing breast) with infant glee

Slips from his prison walls.

Donaueschingen is famed for its wonderful

library, which, thanks to the wealth, literary taste,

and generosity of the Prince, rivals many of the

great libraries of the world, especially in the

number of priceless manuscripts it possesses. The

great fire of two years ago carried the name of

Donaueschingen all over the world.

We set out on our journey to Triberg along a

railway that is a triumph of engineering skill.

How it cuts its way through the granite mountains,

how it winds in and out, how it descends a hill

spiral-wise and crosses a ravine by means of a high

viaduct, and leads up and down and in and out

amid the hills and vales ! There is much in Triberg

to charm the visitor. The village consists of one

long street with neat but low houses of one story.

Here and there you find a large modern hotel

built of red sandstone. Mountains, pine-covered

to their summits, surround the village. When the

sun shines down at mid-day the heat is intense.

At the doors of the houses women are diligently

plaiting the straw, and making straw hats with

broad brims, narrowing as they rise upward to a
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point. This is just such a hat as old Mother

Hubbard is represented as wearing in the story-

book of our childhood.

Triberg is also the seat of the great clock

factories. Thousands of these cuckoo clocks are

made here and sent out over the four quarters of

the globe. Behind the village in the forest the

Triberg waterfall is the goal of all tourists. The

brook or stream is only 8 feet wide, and its

entire fall about 180 feet. In three successive

leaps of about 60 feet each it comes down so

joyously that you are infected with its glee, and

you are forced to rejoice in its joy.

Ye hills and vales, ye well-springs and foun-

tains of health in the Black Forest, Baden and

St. Blasien, and Freudenstadt and Wildbad and

Todtmoos, what have ye not done for jaded bodies

and strained nerves and weary hearts ! How often

ye have given new vigour and new heart and hope

to the sad invalid who has sought healing within

your borders I We greet you heartily well and

say, '* Anf Wiedersehen''
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IN THE LAND OF BADEN

Carlsruhe, the capital and residence city of the

Grand Duchy, is very modern. It is said that

Margrave Charles of Baden-Durlach, on one of his

hunting expeditions, lay down beneath the shadow

of an oak. As he slept he dreamed that a lordly

castle, around which a town spread itself out like

a fan, stood before him. This caused him to build

as he had seen in his dream. Such is the legend.

On the other hand, it is well known that the Mar-

grave, living very unhappily with his Duchess,

Wilhelmina of Wiirtemberg, resolved to build for

himself a residence, and chose the present site of the

Grand Ducal Palace. Here he caused a hunting-

lodge with a tower, that is still standing, to be built.

He gave it the name Carlsruhe. Here he sought

rest. A Latin inscription is still to be seen at

the entrance to the Palace. It reads as follows :

29
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In the year 1715 I was a forest, the resort of wild beasts

:

a lover of peace sought out this solitude where he might

contemplate the beauties of nature and, despising vain things,

worship the great Creator. Nevertheless the people followed

after and built what thou seest. Thus there is no peace, so

long as the sun shines, except in God. If thou dost truly

desire this peace, thou mayest enjoy it even in the midst of

the world.—Anno 1728.

The little settlement, thus inaugurated, grew

and soon numbered one hundred wooden houses

with the beginnings of streets planned to radiate

from the Palace as the JNIargrave had seen in his

dream. This is still the character of the city now

that it has 120,000 inhabitants.

Under the long reign of the benign Charles

Frederick, from 1785 to 1811, trade and industry

increased by leaps and bounds. The Court

attracted such personahties as Goethe, Schiller,

\'^oltaire, Klopstock, Herder, A^arnhagen, and

Wieland, and was renowned for its literary taste.

The present Palace was built in 1758 and is a

fine example of the Empire style. After the

manner of medieeval cities it was surrounded by

walls and moat and gates, but it was never fortified.

It is a beautiful modern city, marked by enterprise

and progress and prosperity. Among its many

monuments there is naturally one to Emperor
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William I., and one of the reliefs represents the

"Proclamation of the German Emperor at

Versailles," and, as is fitting, Frederick, Grand

Duke of Baden, is portrayed with uplifted hands

as he leads the cheering.

The town of Durlach, the former capital, is, like

a cast-off favourite, a little neglected. Nevertheless

it is an interesting old town, more picturesque

than the new capital that has overshadowed it. A
certain quiet melancholy seems to pervade the

whole town with its walls and gates, its deserted

castle and its beautiful old church. It is only an

hour's drive from Carlsruhe to Durlach. All along

this road cherry-trees have been planted, and to-day

the fruit, rich, ripe, and red, sorely tempts us. The

driver warns us that the trees are the property of

the community, and the fruit is sold by auction to

the highest bidder. In lands where law is not so

highly respected as in Germany, few cherries would

remain for the purchaser ; but here they are

untouched.

A short run by rail brings us to the little town

of Bretten, where Melanchthon, the Preceptor

Germanise—the greatest of all the Badensers

—

was born. The house where he was born has been

turned into a Melanchthon Museum. Only those
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who love and admire this associate of Martin

Luther turn aside to pay a visit to the birthplace

of the great scholar.

The vast majority continue their journey to

Heidelberg, which attracts about a quarter of a

milUon visitors yearly. What a picturesque city

it is ! Neither Dresden nor Cassel can compare

with it for beauty of situation. Encircled by hills,

with its great castle—the largest ruin in Europe—its

picturesque bridges, and its joyous river, it nestles

on the banks of the Neckar. It forms one of the

fairest sights of Europe. That it is greatly beloved

by many who speak the EngHsh language is

attested by the fact that all over the British

Empire, and in almost every town in the American

Union, there are few cultured families that have

not on their walls an engraving or a large

photograph of Heidelberg with the Neckar and

its bridges.

Heidelberg is a city of the Muses with a famous

University—the oldest in Germany—founded in

1386. It has awakened the songs of the poet as few

spots on earth have done. It has, moreover, suffered

woes innumerable through the wars of religion. It

saw and suffered from the visitations of the Swedes

and then of the Imperial troops. Its castle was
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greatly injured by the French troops under Melac.

The Castle was restored in the eighteenth century

only to be shattered by a lightning stroke. Through

its devotion to the Reformed Faith—being second

only to Geneva in its devotion to Calvin and

his teachings— Heidelberg drew upon itself the

fury of its CathoUc princes. They harassed and

persecuted the populace and harried them out of

the land. The name of Heidelberger and emigrant

became synonymous. Thousands of its inhabitants

sought religious freedom in the New World.

To-day the ravages of time and war are obliterated,

and all seems fair and beautiful. Should not the

vast pile of ruins, Heidelberg Castle, on the heights

be excepted ? Perhaps the Castle in ruins as it

stands is more attractive than it would be were it to

suffer restoration at the hands of one of its most

artistic admirers. A visit to the Castle is ever most

impressive, but, like fair Melrose, it is most beautiful

in the pale moonhght. When its great solid tower,

its Elizabethan building with memories of the

English princess, daughter of James I. and wife of

the unfortunate Winter King, and all its lofty

turrets and oriels are silvered by the brightness of

the moon, you gaze in wrapt admiration and

wonder.
5
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No visitor fails to ask for the great Heidelberg

tun or cask, which is now for ever empty. By its

side stands the figure of Perceo, the Austrian dwarf,

jester to the Court, who could put fifteen bottles

of wine daily under his belt. He is condemned

to stand there in mute effigy and continue his

jesting by smiting with his fox-tail any one who

rings for wine. Heidelberg, Hke so many places

in the land of Baden, has been wreathed in song

by Victor von SchefFel, the author of " Ekkehard
"

and the " Trumpeter of Sackingen." Perhaps the

most beautiful verses he has written are those in

praise of Heidelberg

:

Old Heidelberg, thou ancient

And greatly honoured town

On Neckarstrand, in Rhineland,

None hath such high renown.

O town of joyous burghers !

Rich in wisdom as in wine.

Clear flow thy river's wavelets,

And blue eyes glance divine.

When Spring from out the Southland

O'er all the land has flown.

For thee she weaves of garlands gay

A beauteous bridal gown.

Within my heart's engraven

Thy name as 'twere a bride's.

And like unto one's first love's

For ever there abides.
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Whenever thorn-cares sting me.

And foreign sights grow pale,

I spur my steed and ride with speed

To my loved Neckar vale.

The Neckar runs through a great plain to jom

the Rhine at Mannheim. Behind Heidelberg lies

the romantic Odenwald with its hilly forests lying

in the triangle between the Main, the Neckar,

and the Rhine. The old folk-song, " There stands

a Tree in Odenwald," is one of the best beloved of

the German folk-songs. The Odenwald is also

rich in legend.

From the Odenwald to Mannheim is but a step,

yet what a contrast between the legend-haunted

forest and the hurry and bustle and hard driving of

this modern inland seaport, Mannheim. A painter

would delight more in painting a Black Forest farm-

house with its thatched roof than all the modern

houses of Mannheim. For Mannheim is modern,

intensely commercial, and proud of its prosperity.

It has no crooked lanes, nor strange nooks and

crannies, to make it picturesque and interesting.

It is built in squares at regular right angles

like an American city. It boasts of being the

most regularly built town in Europe. Instead of

naming its streets, it has numbers and letters of
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the alphabet to distinguish them, as is done in

Washington.

In 1866 Mannheim had 26,000 and to-day it

has 200,000 inhabitants. This increase is due to

the enterprise of its citizens and to the building

of the Rhine harbour, which has made it

the greatest inland port in the world. The

Grand Ducal Residence, surrounded by a fine

park, lies between the city and the banks of the

Rhine. " The Second Residence City," as it is called,

is a lovely title and nothing more. The present

Grand Duke has chosen Freiburg as his favourite

summer abode. Princes of industry, of merchandise

and high finance may well be proud of the develop-

ment of their city, but it has nothing to attract

a stranger.
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THE SWABIAN LAND

Up the Neckar valley from Heidelberg we seek

the Swabian land. It is a land of hills and valleys,

and one-third of the Black Forest hes within its

bounds. Many fortresses crown the hills, and

castles are here that were the cradles of the

Hohenlohes, the Tecks, and the Hohenzollerns. It

is a land whose peasants still wear many quaint

costumes ; a land of hardy, daring woodsmen ; a

land of health - giving springs ; a land whose

history runs back to the brave old Roman days.

"What shall we send," says one of its admirers,

•* to you dwellers in cities, who are worn out and

weary with the bustle of modern life ; what shall

we send you as a pledge of what our Swabian land

can give you ? Why, can we not send you a splendid
39
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part of the ever-fresh beauty that is here, so that

you may feel something of the recreation that

would enter into your body and soul ? To you

tired and weary denizens of the city, who hardly

breathe as you should amid the madding crowd,

shall we say to this hill with its lonely pine-tree

standing in the glow of sunset, * Go thou : thou

art the ideal of rest ' ? Shall we send the rock

eaten by the indenting tooth of time, or this brook

in its dark green bed, or the silent meadow with

its babbling brooklet, in which the speckled trout

are springing ? Shall the shy blackcock, the fleet

stag, or the beloved roe of our homeland be our

messenger? Shall the wood -pigeons that coo

round the tree-tops, or the magpies and jays with

their shrill cries bear our message ? Or shall the

beauty of a summer day, when the heart of the

pines exudes in a wonderful sweat at every pore,

woo you to us ? Shall we send you a dream of the

magic power this wondrous air possesses to give

new strength and fresh courage, and a new glow to

the cheek ? Or if, to you outsiders, this scene is

too quiet and tame, shall we send you a storm

night, when the forests roar in the fierce blasts,

and the tree-tops groan, and the branches are

shivered ? Is not that magnificent ? Does not
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everything that is petty and mean sink into

insignificance? Do not the carking cares, that

suck out the strength of you dwellers in cities,

flee away when you come near to great Nature's

heart? Surely you will find amid the majesties

of our mountains and forests a new standard

of life."

As Scheffel sings :

Whenever thorn-cares sting me.
And foreign sights grow pale,

I spur my steed and ride with speed
To my loved Neckar vale.

Our first visit should be paid to Marbach. It is a
friendly little town, that mirrors itself in the waters
of the Neckar. An old tradition asserts that it

was founded by a heathen giant, who came from
Asia and was a great devotee of Mars. Hence it

has received the name Marbach. The poem which
relates the story of the founding of Marbach,
concludes by saying that another giant—a giant
whose body was by no means gigantic, but whose
spirit and genius towered high over all—even
Schiller the poet, was born here. The house in

which he was born is still standing, and has become
a Schiller Museum. On a height overlooking the
town his monument was erected in 1876. The
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park in which it stands has been named Schiller's

Heights.

In 1597 the remains of an old Roman camp

were unearthed here, and thus we learn that these

masters and makers and moulders of men were the

true founders of Marbach.

We cannot afford to pass Weinsberg. It is only

a little village with the ruins of an ancient fort over-

looking it. The old tower that crowns the fort is

called " The Faith of Woman." It is said that the

Emperor Conrad III. besieged the fortress, and its

garrison surrendered under the stipulation that the

women should be allowed to carry away with them

their most cherished possessions. The emperor

believed that they would collect their jewels and

such precious treasures as are dear to the heart of

woman. Imagine his surprise as, standing at the

head of his army to watch the exit of the women,

he saw every one of them carrying a husband, a

brother, or a sweetheart upon her shoulders.

Enraged at this, Frederick, the emperor's brother,

urged the emperor to seize the men and shoot

them through the heart. Conrad replied, " The

foulest blot on a man's name is that men should

have just cause to call him a liar. I who am
emperor am doubly bound to keep my word."





CASTLE OF LICHTENSTEIN
(WURTEMBERG)
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Pursuing our way along the Neckar, we reach

Wimpfen, one of the most interesting Httle towns

in Swabia. It has two divisions—Wimpfen-on-the-

Hill, and Wimpfen-in-the-Vale. Wimpfen-on-the-

Hill stands where the old Roman town was built,

and great numbers of coins of the age of Antoninus

Pius that were found here attest its antiquity.

The town, it is said, retained its Roman character

and aspect till it was devastated by the Huns. A
great Tower, erected by the Romans to protect

shipping on the Neckar, is still standing, and shows

three distinct epochs of building. The lowest

consists of great broad stones laid upon each other

without mortar, but fastened with iron clamps.

Above this we find mediaeval building stones

bulging out in the middle and having the date of

the tenth century. This is surmounted by a

fifteenth-century addition of poor blue stone, badly

built. This great Tower dominates the landscape

and is seen from afar. It doubtless formed part

of the line of fortification with the town walls and

gates. Residents from all the country round

sought refuge in Wimpfen whenever an enemy

appeared.

Wimpfen has a richer treasure of old German

art than almost any other place in South Germany.
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The church of the Capuchins commemorates the

visit of Frederick II. and Emperor Henry. The

centre of the town is a labyrinth of crooked streets

and lanes, with much that is picturesque and much

that is unsightly. Many of the old buildings are

of rare architectural beauty, black though they are

with age. The Evangelical church is a gem of

old German architecture. It dates from 1492.

The choir seats are adorned with exquisitely carved

figures of the twelve apostles. The pulpit is hewn

out of a single block of stone and is richly orna-

mented. Over the high altar there is a fine old

example of the " Taking Down from the Cross."

In the wings are fine figures of St. Christopher and

St. John. A beautifully executed monument is

sacred to the memory of Count von Falckenstein,

who fell in the battle of Wimpfen fighting against

Tilly. The two towers of the church terminate in

high pointed spires of rare loveliness. Wimpfen-in-

the-Vale rejoices in its Cathedral church. The

portal built in 1278 is a magnificent and exquisite

work of art. The interior is full of beautiful carved

work—even the ends of the pews are fashioned like

unto the art of Tilman Riemenschneider.

Half a mile from the village lies the scene of the

fearful battle of Wimpfen, fought 5th May 1622,
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between Tilly and the Margrave of Baden, where

it is said the margrave's four hundred Pforzheimer

cavalry were cut off to the last man, after per-

forming prodigies of valour and rescuing the

margrave from the hands of his foes. The day

is not far distant when this town, almost unknown

to tourists, will attract multitudes.

We are now in that region of the Neckar where

Gotz von Berlichingen dwelt. We meet with his

footsteps as we come to Heilbron, where Gotz

ruled in the Rathaus for a time with that hand

which could give a blow that "cured toothache,

headache, and every other ache," as says the old

record. Goethe inaccurately says Gotz died

here in Heilbron, whereas he lived to an old age,

wrote his Memoirs, and died in his own castle at

Hornberg. Heilbron is very picturesque in its

surroundings and in its market-place. A little old

house in the market square is said to have been

the dwelling of the armourer who was the father

of the famous Katie of Heilbron. It is the centre

of the wine trade of Swabia, and on the Wartberg,

near the town, there is a well-known tavern, which

during the wine harvest is the heart of the glad

festivities with which this ingathering is crowned.

Naturally we rejoice in wending our way to
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Stuttgart, the capital of the little Kingdom of

Wiirtemberg and the residence of the royal family.

Napoleon often visited this capital, and was very

much attached to the old king. He used to say

of this king, Frederick I., that he was the fattest,

the roughest, and the cleverest prince in Europe.

Stuttgart is beautifully situated in a valley near

the Neckar, surrounded by vine - clad hills and

splendid forests. It is a city of a quarter of a

milUon inhabitants, and is a very agreeable place

of residence. An American consul said, as the

Stuttgarters are fond of telling you, " that this is

an ideal city for a man who has made his pile to

choose as his resting-place. There is more comfort

to the square inch than in any other spot on

earth."

The Royal Palace, which stands in a beautiful

square, is the heart and centre of the city. It is an

imposing structure, consisting of a main building

with wings on each side. All the Government

buildings and many other notable edifices cluster

round it. In front of it the Jubilee Column, in

honour of King WilHam I., rises to a height of

98 feet. Two fountains adorn the square, one of

which represents the Neckar, the other the Danube

—the two chief rivers that water the Swabian land.





STUTTGART—COURTYARD OF OLD
PALACE

On the left monument to Eberhard ini Bart, one of

the old Dukes of Wiirtemberg.
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Stuttgart is essentially a modern town, regularly

built, scrupulously clean, and well governed. It

rejoices in its splendid monument to Schiller, the

greatest of all the Swabians. In the courtyard of

the old palace there is also an equestrian statue of

Eberhard with the Beard, who, when the princes

of Saxony, Rhineland, and Bavaria were boasting

of their dominions, bore away the palm :

Wiirtemberg's beloved monarch,

Eberhard the Bearded, cried :

" See, my land hath little cities,

'Mong my hills no metals hide.

" Yet one treasure it hath borne me

—

Sleeping in the woodland free,

I may lay my head in safety

On my lowliest vassal's knee."

Kerner (trans, by H. W. Dulcken).

Stuttgart has many lovely suburbs, but the

most delightful is the town of Cannstadt. This is

an ancient Roman settlement. It boasts of fine

mineral springs, and houses that are built for use

rather than ornament. It overlooks one of the

loveUest valleys in the land. In 1682 a courtier

strove with might and main, but unsuccessfully,

to induce Duke Ludwig of Wiirtemberg to make

this his capital. In 1700 remains of more than a
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thousand prehistoric animals were found close to

an old Roman wall. No fewer than seven Roman

streets have been unearthed. The remains of

Roman baths and water conduits, pieces of old

Roman gods, and coins that date from the second

and third centuries, rejoice the heart of the

archaeologist. Indescribable is the devastation

wrought by the Thirty Years' War. In the wars

of the eighteenth century Cannstadt suffered stiU

more. It lay between the Austrian forces and the

French army under Moreau. The terrible cannon-

ade of both armies was directed against the town.

Phoenix-hke it has risen from its ashes, and all

traces of its former desolation have been obliterated.

The Monastery of Maulbron is not far distant,

and well deserves our notice. In ancient times

this region was infested by bands of robbers. It

was believed that the only way of deliverance lay

in founding a monastery. The sound of the

monastery bell usually forced every sword into

its scabbard, and affrighted the heart of even the

roughest robber. Under the patronage of the

Bishop of Speyer, Walter of Lomersheim began

to build. The robbers viewed the proceedings with

alarm, and resolved to prevent the completion of

the building. They gathered together and tried





TUBINGEN

View of the old part of the town, a glimpse of the

Neckar with bridge on the right. In the centre

foreground is an ancient gateway leading to the

Castle, from which the view is taken.
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to intimidate the builders. A cunning monk
persuaded them to enter the walls and see for

themselves the unfinished structure. " You do

not need to tear down these walls or destroy this

masonry. You see for yourselves that it is far

from completion. If you will swear by all that is

holy that you will abstain from all violence, we
also will take an oath that this holy house will

never be finished." The mutual oaths were duly

sworn. The monks, however, continued their

work as if no covenant had been made, and built

until only one stone in the side wall was awanting.

Then they called the robbers together again, and

showing them the vacant space in the wall assured

them that the monastery would never be completed

till the day of judgment. The robbers saw plainly

that they had been outwitted by a clever and

cunning monk, and thus they were rooted out of

the land.

Every stranger ought to visit this monastery,

which is one of the noblest, best preserved, and

most romantic in Germany. The monastery

church, with its rose window in front and six

smaller ones on each side, with its immense
crucifix all hewn out of one block of stone,

curiously coloured to resemble wood, with its
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carved choir seats, where the prints of the

monks' feet are deeply indented, fills the beholder

with admiration and wonder. The choir is so

exquisite in its design, and its stained -glass

windows are beautiful beyond compare, so that it

has been called a little paradise.

Wurtemberg has one university at Tubingen,

which was founded by Eberhard the Bearded in

1477. It has 1600 students, and is known all over

the world. Its famous theological school, associated

with the names of Baur and Strauss, was the

stronghold of destructive criticism. Melanchthon

taught here till he was called to Wittenberg in

1518, and it has had many famous men among

its professors and its graduates. The University

buildings are very spacious and imposing, and

they have a quarter of the city set apart for them-

selves.

Its old Rathaus, in the market-place, and its

fine Gothic fifteenth-century church of St. George

are the most attractive features of the town.

Uhland the poet was born here, and he shares the

glory of having his statue reared close to that of

the famous Duke Eberhard the Bearded, whom
Wiirtemberg delights to commemorate.

Ulm on the Danube bids us welcome. Its
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Gothic cathedral is one of the largest and one of

the most beautiful in Germany. It was built in

1477 and restored in 1840. Its spire, 528 feet

high, is the loftiest church spire in the world.

The pulpit is a gem of the wood-carver's art and

is the masterpiece of Bernard Engelberg. Its

octagonal baptismal font, the work of Syrlin the

elder, is a magnificent example of carved stone-

work.

Ulm has two other churches worthy of a visit

—

the Trinity Church and the Garrison Church.

The Town Hall is a sixteenth-century structure

with famous frescoes, a world-renowned clock, and

a splendid assembly hall. The Fugger house

—

the ancestral home of the famous bankers, the

Rothschilds of the sixteenth century—is one of the

noteworthy features of Ulm. The older parts of

the town—its little Venice, its narrow streets, its

crooked lanes with picturesque old houses, and

its ancient gates— are charming and fascinating.

New Ulm across the river is in Bavarian territory.

Ulm is, however, still more noteworthy because its

municipality under the leadership of the burgo-

meister has done more to solve the problem of

housing the working-classes and enabling the

workman to possess his own cottage home than
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any other city. By so doing it has helped greatly

to bridge the gulf that separates capital and labour,

and commissions are sent from many countries of

Europe and America to study what Ulm has done.

May many cities follow Ulm's example

!

From Ulm we set out for the region of the

Swabian Alb. This is a remarkable region, full of

noble valleys, of hills that are castle-crowned, and

of softer scenes of such loveliness that it is as a

paradise for the painter. From one of the hills in

the centre of this district you may, on a clear day,

see the cradle of the HohenzoUerns, of the Hohen-

staufens, of the Hohenlohes, and of the Tecks.

Even the cradle of the Hapsburgs, though it is near

Aarau in Switzerland, formerly belonged to Swabia.

It is remarkable that this Httle corner of Germany

should have given to the world so many of its

mighty rulers. Surely this is glory enough for

Swabia. Yet, it says, one more wreath must be

added. Count Zeppelin, who has ushered in a new

era, in the navigation of the air, we proudly claim

as our own.

Space forbids us to do more than mention

Blaubeuren, with its immense natural basin called

the Blautopf or Blue Kettle, in which water springs

up with a hissing and bubbling sound ; of Lichten-
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stein, that wonderful castle built upon an isolated

rocky height, and connected with its neighbouring

hill by a drawbridge that spans the vast chasm

;

of its quaint mediaeval villages, whose market-places

and streets bear the stamp of the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries, and where you would expect to

see knights in mediasval armour and men-at-arms

in ancient panoply suddenly start up instead of

simple townsfolk and peasants in the garb of

this twentieth century. Farewell, thou romantic

Swabian land, the light of thy Hohenstaufens has

been extinguished, the light of thy Hapsburgs

burns dim and low, but the glory of the Hohen-

zollerns fills the empire with blessing, and the light

of the Tecks blazes to a more splendid glow in that

noble daughter of thine, Britain's gracious Queen.
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What a comfort it is that all good things are not

gathered together in one little spot on this earth,

but that they are widely and wisely distributed.

If Swabia prides itself on its lovely valleys, its

mediaeval castles, and its great ruling famihes,

Bavaria can make its boast that it has a cluster of

cities that would give distinction to any country.

The names of Augsburg, Nuremberg, Ratisbon,

Passau, Munich, Rothenburg-on-the-Tauber, and

—last but not least—Bayreuth, are world-famous.

Americans are fond of calling the United States

God's own country. In this they are only imitating

the Bavarians, who tell us that long centuries ago

men said, " Let us go unto Bavaria. There the

Lord God Himself doth dwell." Thus we learn

how devoted the Bavarian is to his land. We
make our entry at Augsburg—the city of the

67 8
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Augsburg Confession—the city of Agnes Bernau

and Philippina Welser and Fugger's Bank.

The square heavy Town Hall with its carved and

gilded chambers is the most ornate municipal

building in Germany. Its master-builder, EUas

Holl, covered himself with glory in the splendour of

his conceptions and the beauty of his workmanship.

The grandeur of the hall in which their sessions are

held should banish all low thoughts and stifle

every selfish scheme. The Perlach Tower that

stands rooted in uprightness surely preaches to

them of that righteousness that should characterise

every councillor.

How strangely silent is the great central street

of Augsburg ! There is scarcely a sound of wheels,

and hardly a carriage of any kind is visible. In

the outskirts industry has its home, and great

factories give employment to thousands of work-

men, but on this great historic street all is silent

and leisurely. From St. Ulrich's Church, past the

Fugger house with its curious frescoes
;

past the

old hotel of the Three Moors—one of the oldest

hostelries in the world—where Napoleon once

sojourned
;
past the fountain of Hercules, that of

Mercury, and that most beautiful fountain com-

memorative of Augustus, the founder of the city
;
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past the Town Hall and the Bishop's Palace
; past

the Cathedral to the Hall of State, where the

Augsburg Confession was read for the first time

before an Imperial diet,—what a history in stone

!

From the days of Augustus, all down the ages,

Augsburg has played its part in the progress of the

world's civilisation. Everywhere in this city we
find homes and haunts and traces of the Fuggers.

In St. Ulrich's we admire the richly decorated

Fugger Chapel ; near the Town Hall we pass the

statue of Jacob Fugger, but best of all we discover

what is called the Fuggerei. This is a little

enclosed village with four gates, a fountain, and

one hundred little dwellings, and the Chapel of

St. Mark's, founded by Marcus Fugger in 1584.

Each dwelling has four apartments that are given

to worthy poor Cathohcs, who must, however, pay

four marks a year as rent. The rules ordain that

each one must sweep in front of his own door, and

lead a peaceable and sober life, repeating a Pater-

noster in the morning, an Ave Maria at noontide,

and the Apostles' Creed at evensong, with an added

prayer for the souls of the departed Fuggers. We
think more kindly of those bankers when we see

how comfortably these hundred families are housed

through their benefactions. We visited one of
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these little homes. The old shoemaker and his

wife were pleased to show their little dwelling, and

to call our attention to the " rules of order " that

hang in every corridor. They had applied twenty

years ago, but twelve years elapsed before their

good fortune came to them.

Three famous beauties of Augsburg who married

princes had a variety of fates. Agnes Bernau, the

barber's daughter, who married Prince Albert of

Bavaria, was cruelly murdered by her father-in-law,

and lies buried in Straubing beside her husband,

who either shared her fate, or was done to death

by some hired assassin shortly after. Every now

and then the tragedy of Agnes Bernau is performed

in some theatre. It is a tragedy greatly beloved

by the common people. And Agnes Bernau lives

on in the hearts of those who are interested in

Shakespeare's words

:

For aught that ever I could read,

Could ever hear by tale or history,

The course of true love never did run smooth.

Philippina Welser, married to Duke Ferdinand of

Austria, and Clara von Detten, consort of Frederick

the Victorious of the Palatinate, had happier wedded

lives.

Augsburg, although it is an inland city, had in
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the fifteenth century a commerce that extended as

far as India. All the rich goods of the Orient

passing through the famous German house at

Venice were carried over the Alps to Augsburg,

and were thence distributed over Germany. Then

its merchants were princes, and its bankers richer

than most of the kings of the earth. We recall

that scene in the life of Charles V. when old Fugger

astonished him by throwing into the fire all the

promissory notes Charles had signed. Surely

Charles must have thought this a new way to pay

old debts. That fire must have warmed his old

bones and made his heart glad. Becker the painter

has portrayed for us this scene, and depicted the

astonished joy on the face of the emperor as he

sees his indebtedness vanishing in smoke. The

picture hangs in the National Gallery at Berlin.

The fortifications are demolished now, and

though here and there an old gate or picturesque

five-cornered tower is left, yet the arts of peace

have taken possession of the vacant space and do

more for the welfare and defence of the citizens

than a hundred forts, massive gates, and walls

bristling with cannon. In this outer circle of the

city the din and bustle and smoke of the city's

engineering works and factories form a great
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contrast to the quiet leisure of the Maximihan

street. It seems as if the silent dignity of ancient

Rome dominates the street where the statue

of the stately Augustus surveys 2000 years of

history. If only these stones could speak ! Half

an hour's walk from Augsburg brings us to

Wdrishofen, the village of Father Kneipe, who

introduced the cold water cure that has found so

many adherents.

Going southwards we are charmed by our first

view of the Ammersee, one of the many beautiful

lakes of Bavaria. Mountains shelter its eastern

shores. The surface of the lake is mirrored in

sunshine, and pleasure yachts and steamers

alternate with market barges to give it a sign of

human activity, and to invest it with the interest

of holiday recreation. Yet the heart of this lake

keeps the secret of many a tragic story. An old

ballad may illustrate, as it says :

A willow stands by the Ammersee
Whose branches bend down to the flood :

" Farewell, my golden-haired darling, to thee
;

I'm my king's to my last drop of blood.

" Sweet is't to caress as our boats thus lie

Where the waters murmur in Ammersee.

Who knows but in some fierce fight I may die ?

Farewell now, my darling, to thee."
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His boat he unfastens, his hat he doffs.

Where the waters murmur in Ammersee.
" When the king calls, at danger a soldier scoffs

;

Farewell now, my treasure, to thee."

A year passes by, and a lonely grave

Holds the brave one so heedless of danger

;

And over its head gnarled willow trees wave

Far away in the land of the stranger.

They sigh in the wind, and the wind bears the breath

Where the waters murmur in Ammersee :

" Fair maiden, our waters bewail thee in death.

Farewell now, my treasure, to thee."

This ballad reveals to us tragedies that

frequently fall to the lot of the peasantry, who

give their sons and sweethearts to the military

service of king and country. An old farmer from

the banks of the Ammer had three sons who went

with their regiments to France in 1870. He heard

nothing from them, and so he went in his anxiety

to Munich to inquire at the War Office. " What
about my son Sepp?" "He fell at St. Privat."

" And Fred ? " " He died in a charge before

Metz." " And Rudolph ? " " He was shot through

the heart at Sedan." The old man steadies him-

self a few minutes by leaning on the desk ; then

he grasps the door and goes to the bench before

the house, where he sits down all unconscious

of the hundreds of wagons and carriages. The
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passers-by see an old peasant with his hat in his

hand ; they see the big tear-drops coursing down

his cheeks, and they hear him ever repeating the

words in his Bavarian dialect ;
" Drei Buabn und

—alle drei"—"Three boys—and all three gone."

" Pro patria mori dulce est et decorum." Yet

the hearts left behind are sad, and the old folks at

home are very lonely.

But the sun is bright to-day and the waters of

the Ammer are clear as crystal, and the fields

rejoice in a bountiful harvest. Hills and vales are

smiling on this glorious September day. It is

the anniversary of Sedan. The forty years that

have gone by have long since assuaged the grief of

those whose hearts were torn, and tears for those

that fell have been wiped from all faces long years

ago. The heroism of the sons who died for the

Fatherland has become historic in the family.

They are proud to tell the tale of bravery and

valorous deeds.

As the train bears us onward we enter the

Bavarian Highlands. Higher and higher rise the

far-off majestic peaks of the Vor-Arlberg. When
we arrive at Murnau we are enchanted with the

beauty of the Staffelsee and its seven islands. It

only needs some minstrel like Sir Walter Scott
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to make this lake as renowned as Loch Lomond.

The little town of Murnau has a whole series of

frescoes on the house-fronts of its main street.

At the baker's a Munich artist has painted the

costumed figure of a mediseval baker carrying

his wares. There is endless enjoyment in these

frescoed houses, both in Murnau and at Mitten-

wald. At the south end of Murnau, Gabriel Seidel,

a celebrated Munich architect, has a summer villa

surrounded by a noble park of more than a

hundred acres. This park is full of heights and

hollows, of brooklets and little lakes where swans

are swimming, and of Grecian columns and Greek

temples that crown its highest heights. Into these

grounds, so artistically laid out, we entered one dark

night in September. About fifty guests were

gathered together, and the famous company from

the Deutsches Theatre—the most classical players

in Germany—had come from Berlin to perform

Shakespeare's Midsummer-Nighfs Dream in honour

of the Queen of the Belgians and the Queen
of Naples, who were the guests of Seidel, the lord

of Murnau. As the performance was about to

begin, torch-bearers ui Bavarian costume, with

wreaths of oak-leaves encircling their heads and

shoulders, escorted us along the sloping paths that
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led down to the swale. Here a wooden platform

was laid on the grass, and chairs were provided for

the fifty guests. In front of us, a clump of bushes

formed a backgroimd for the performance in which

Oberon, Titania, Puck, etc., played their parts.

High up in the park, where a heathen temple stands,

the dancers seemed in the limelight hke a group

of muses and graces exhibiting their rhythmic

measures before the gods on high Olympus. The

scene was like one of BockHn's pictures. Whilst

the dancers were still moving in merry mood and

measure, silhouetted by the limelights against

night's black curtain, we were conducted by our

highland torch-bearers to the borders of a little lake

where swans were gracefully ghding. Here we
stood, and looking across the tiny lake saw Bottom

the weaver and his peasant associates play Pyramus

and Thisbe. At the close the torch-bearers escorted

us uphill again, where in front of the villa, under

the trailing arbutus and the roses, the guests were

presented to their Majesties.

Murnau became greatly endeared to us, and, in

spite of the fact that the rain rained every day, we

enjoyed the quiet life of the mountain village.

We could see from our windows the snow-clad

peaks of the Herzogstand, the Heimgarten and the
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Krotenkopf, and far up the valley beyond Garmisch

the Wetterstein range in snowy majesty. The

lonely lake with its seven islands, on one of which

stands the oldest church in Bavaria, with its

thousand -year -old linden tree and its history

illustrated by frescoes on its walls, was a perpetual

source of attraction and interest.

The stream of visitors to the Passion Play at

Ober-Ammergau was a constant source of interest.

To the Passion village an electric railway makes

the journey in an hour. It carries you through a

beautiful hill country, rich with meadowland and

forests. You pass Kohlgrub, beloved of those

who love mountain air and strong mud baths.

On the summit of the plateau, about 3000 ft.

above the sea, you reach Unter-Ammergau. This

is a remarkable village. The Municipality owns

many hills covered with splendid timber, and many

hone quarries, and it has retained the management

of these natural resources in its own hands.

Consequently, instead of paying heavy taxes for

the common good, the citizen of Unter-Ammergau

receives a yearly bounty of from £l5to £50. In

order to participate you must obtain the right of

citizenship, which is almost an impossibility.

A very agreeable half-hour s walk brings you to
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Ober-Ammergau, which once in ten years becomes

like a great fair. From every quarter of the globe

visitors come by tens and hundreds of thousands

to see the Passion Play. Those who saw it twenty

years ago under the leadership of Burgomeister

Lang—the Bismarck of Ober-Ammergau, as he

was called—saw Ober-Ammergau and its famous

Passion Play before the inroads of our modem
automobile travel had begun to alter it. The love

of gain has done much to secularise what once was

sacred. JNIany good friends of Ober-Ammergau, its

play and its people, think the time has come when

it should take end.

From Ober-Ammergau to the Monastery of

Ettal is a pleasant afternoon's walk. We follow

the banks of the clear-flowing Ammer, shadowed

by mountains that come close to the roadway,

among blooming meadows richly carpeted with

wild flowers. Just before we reach Ettal, a round

tower of strong Roman workmanship has been

transformed into a dweUing. Here and there you

find traces of Roman roads and Roman rule. In

many families you note striking Roman features,

that prove that the Roman soldiers stationed at

the Kofel intermarried with the daughters of the

land.
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An old ballad says :

The monks of Fail

They brewed good ale

And supped rich kail

On Fridays when they fasted^

And never lacked good meat and wine

As long as their neighbours' lasted.

Like them, the monks of Ettal brew good Bavarian

beer, and live a strenuous life, and instruct a

whole regiment of young men who attend their

college. It fills us with astonishment to find so

large a monastic establishment, and a church so

ornate and magnificent, in this lonely height in the

highlands of Bavaria. It is said that Ludwig of

Bavaria in 1300 was once delivered from a great

danger at Rome by a wonder-working Madonna,

whose marble image was brought to him by an old

monk. He vowed that he would build a shrine in

his own dominions for the Madonna as an expression

of his gratitude. Thrice on the summit of the Ettal

his horse stumbled, and refused to go farther. The
king regarded this as a heavenly sign indicating the

spot where the church should be erected. At his

bidding monastery and church were completed. He
adorned the church with the most costly marbles,

and beautified it with the works of the greatest

painters he could find in his dominions. On the
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high altar the httle marble image of Mother Mary

and her Holy Child, which Ludwig carried beneath

his cloak all the way from Rome, has found its place.

Up here in the hill country of Bavaria in the

neighbourhood of the unique castles like Linderhof

and New Schwanstein you hear much of King

Ludwig. Among these highlanders there is a

profound devotion to the art-loving king. Many
of them refuse to beUeve that he is dead. Many
think he is only sleeping, like Barbarossa, and that

he will come again when Bavaria is in straits.

Strange as it may seem, many Bavarians assert

that the kingly brothers Ludwig and Otto had

no trace of insanity, but that they were simply far

in advance of their time. It will take a whole

century before we are sufficiently advanced to

appreciate them and understand them. Methinks

there was more wisdom in the words of an aged

official in one of the Munich galleries, who said,

*' The two princes lost their father when they were

very young. They were not mature enough to

guide themselves wisely, and this was as great a

misfortune for our country as it proved for them."

Munich, the capital of Bavaria, the city of art

and learning, calls itself " Athens on the Isar." It
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has grown to be a great city with half a million

inhabitants. Its art treasures afford pleasure

untold to the visitor who brings a soul attuned

to art. A century ago it was an unattractive

second-rate town. King Maximilian I. and his

successor Ludwig I. were the creators of the new
and splendid Munich. They gathered round them

great artists like Schwantaler and Cornelius, and

great architects like Klenze and Ohlmiiller, who
helped to make Munich the beautiful city it is.

The Marien Platz, with the column to Mother

Mary, and the Town Hall form the heart of the

city. Maximihan Street, with its royal theatre,

its splendid hotels, its magnificent shops, and the

Maximihaneum perched on the height, is one of

the handsomest streets not only in Germany but

in Europe. Its great statue of Bavaria, its gates

preserved as a reminiscence of mediaeval times,

its "Victory" after the manner of the Arch of

Constantine, its royal palace with its famous

Niebelungen frescoes, and the English garden are

the pride and glory of Munich. In the English

garden you have an admirable opportunity of

communing with the Isar as you walk along its

banks—" Isar rolling rapidly," wrote Campbell. No
other phrase would suffice to describe that river.
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Life in Munich, its inhabitants say, is remarkable

for its GemUtlichkeit. This word is untranslat-

able, the people of that city declare, because that

which is called by that name has no existence outside

of Germany. It is a combination of easy-going

comfort and contentment. It is to be seen in all

its fulness in some of the great beer-haUs which

are so characteristic of Munich.

Comparing the city with the country im-

mediately surrounding it, Gustavus Adolphus

called Munich "a golden saddle on a lean

horse."

Ratisbon, or Regensburg as it is called by the

Germans, is an ancient city with a most remarkable

history. It has many Roman remains, the most

conspicuous of which is the massive Porta Pretoria,

whose foundations lie far below the level of the

street. The splendour of the past is crystallised in

many monumental buildmgs of all periods of the

Christian era, and belonging to many styles of

architecture. Regensburg is a historical jewel,

and is one of the most interesting cities in the

land. Its magnificent Cathedral with its two

splendid spires, its exquisite triangular portal, its

inner harmony of proportion, its gaUery running
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round the whole building, and its richly coloured

glass, crowns the scene.

In one of the churches the memory of its

Scottish monks and missionaries is preserved.

It was ordained that the prior of the Scottish

Monastery of St. James's should always be a Scot.

Among those commemorated we read the names

of Bernard Baillie, Placidus Fleming, Maurus

Stuart, and Samuel Arbuthnot. Of the last it is

said he fell asleep in Jesus, leaving his brethren dis-

consolate. Then you find traces of the monarchs

who visited—Frederick Barbarossa and Charles V.

At the hotel of the Golden Cross an inscription

tells how " Charles became enamoured of Barbara

Blumberg. Thereby arose a scandal. It was

a great blot on Emperor Charles's name, but it was

a blessing to Christendom, because from this liaison

Don John, the hero of Lepanto, issued."

Emperor \¥illiam I. and Prince Regent Luit-

pold have also honoured the city with their presence.

So also have princes of German literature and

music and art. An old hotel, which has seen better

days, carries this inscription over its entrance :

I, ancient house once known to fame.

And proud to bear the " White Lamb's " name.

More to be envied am I than many lordly halls,

For I've sheltered Goethe, Mozart, and Haydn within my walls.

10
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Up and down the narrow streets, in and out the

crooked lanes we go, and our hearts are gladdened

ever and anon by some new beauty of architecture

or some striking monument of long ago. We
stand in front of the Town Hall, where, in the

days when Ratisbon was the capital of the empire,

parliaments were held. Here foreign embassies

were received with pomp and circumstance. Down
in the vaults below you may tremble as you see

the torture - chamber, and the place where the

secretary sat behind the screen to note every word

that issued out of the poor victim's mouth, and

you learn something of man's inhumanity to man.

Over the entrance of this ancient building two

figures are carved in stone : the one with uplifted

finger seems to say, " See that thy matters are

right " ; the other has a stone in his hand, and is

supposed to be adding, " or I will stone you."

There is a charm about this old town that is

indefinable. No one seems to be in a hurry.

After the strenuous fife of sight-seeing the tourist

has pursued amid the art galleries of Munich, the

restfulness of Ratisbon is delightful.

Moreover, it is a paradise for the student of

architecture, and has hundreds of sermons in

stones for those who know how to read. Those
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marvellous arches in the quadrilateral of the old

monastery, which has now become an accessory of

the Palace and Chapel of the Prince of Thurm

and Taxis, are all different in design.

Situated at the junction of the Danube and the

Regen, a famous stone bridge unites this city with

its suburb Stadt-am-Hof The bridge has sixteen

arches, and is about 600 yards in length. When
it was built in the thirteenth century it was

deemed one of the wonders of the world. It is

said that the designer of the bridge and the

architect of the Cathedral were great rivals. The

architect of the Cathedral made a bet that he would

finish the Cathedral before the bridge was com-

pleted. The designer of the bridge accepted the

challenge. In order to win, he saw that it was

necessary to call in the aid of the Prince of Dark-

ness. Satan duly appeared, and promised to further

his wishes on condition that he should receive the

first three beings who crossed the bridge. By

diabolic help the bridge was finished long before

the Cathedral. Satan called for the fulfilment of

his bargain, whereupon the builder of the bridge

sent first a dog, then a goat, and then a chicken

over the long structure. The builder had fulfilled

his bargain to the letter, for Satan had simply said
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" beings," and not persons or souls. Thus foiled

and outwitted, Satan seized his prey, and with loud

thunder-growls gave expression to his displeasure.

Before we cross the bridge we are attracted by

a building that is called " The Goliath House."

It has a gigantic figure of Goliath and David on

its gable. It is so grotesque that once seen it is

never forgotten. It is the house in which Bishop

Thundorfer, who built the Cathedral, was born.

As we approach the bridge we find a restaurant,

which was formerly the chapel of a Cistercian

monastery. An inscription in the dining - room

preaches its little sermon as follows :

Where thou art set at festal board.

The Lord our God was once adored.

Then as you eat and drink

Upon God's goodness think.

Now we cross the bridge. At once the constable

calls our attention to the rule, " Keep to the right."

The footpath is narrow, and it is well that we

encounter no one walking in the opposite direction.

What a view we have of the Danube, and the

island in the river with the old mill and its great

water - wheel ! Then we reach Stadt - am - Hof

Here a great battle was fought between Napoleon

and the Austrians. As we wished to see the battle-
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field we inquired of the first person we met. " I

do not know," said he ;
" but go into that baker's

and you will learn all about it." We entered and

found the baker as willing as he was capable. He
led us a little way along the street, stood in front

of the nunnery, and showed us several cannon-balls

still embedded in the masonry. Then he led us

up a height that overlooks the town and has a

charming view of the Danube, and of the Cathedral

that reigns supreme over all the region round.

Here Napoleon took up his position, surveying his

troops and directing the fight. Yonder the fight

was fiercest, and the cannonade was kept up with

fury. The spUnter of a cannon - ball pierced

Napoleon's ankle. This was the only wound the

Little Corporal received in all his long career, and

Stadt-am-Hof has the honour of being the scene

of that notable event. We learned afterwards that

this baker who had shown us such courtesy was

the Mayor of the little town.

The Valhalla, that stately building of marble

modelled after the Parthenon at Athens, is designed

to receive the busts of Germany's great men. It

stands on a noble height overlooking the Danube.

This white marble temple of Doric architecture,

with its fifty-two supporting pillars, is one of the
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finest works of Klenze. Wagner and Bismarck

are the most recent additions to that galaxy of

great Germans who are shrined in this Valhalla.

In the opposite direction from Ratisbon we find

at Kehlheim a splendid circular temple called " The

Hall of Deliverance." Round the walls of this

temple thirty-four statues of the Goddess of Victory

are stationed. They are designed to call to our

remembrance how the thirty-four states ofGermany

joined hands and triumphantly freed the empire

from the French domination.

Down the Danube, at its junction with the Ilz

and the Inn, lies Passau—the most romantically

situated city in Germany. There is no scene on

the Danube, from its source in the Black Forest

to its end in the Black Sea, that is equal to the

view from the heights behind the town of Passau.

Every visitor feels the charm of this fortress city.

Yet the great majority of strangers rush through

it as though it had neither warlike bulwarks, nor a

cathedral of much beauty, nor a multitude of seven-

teenth and eighteenth century buildings, that give

Passau a stately, even queenly, aspect. The union

of the three rivers—the meeting of the waters—as

seen from the heights is a lovely sight. The yellow-

green Danube, the white Inn, and the dark waters
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of the Ilz meet and make "the beautiful blue

Danube " so celebrated in song.

From this border fortress we turn our faces

towards Nuremberg. An old folk-song says :

Whoe'er would see the German land

And know the German heart,

Needs but to go to Nuremberg,
The home of German art.

Thou city of Hans Sachs and Albert Dlirer, of

Peter Vischer and Camerarius, we rejoice to greet

thee
!
We return to thee gladly, and we sigh for

thee many a time and oft. Oh to see again the

beauty of thy "lovely fountains," and walk beside

thine ancient picturesque houses, and cross thy

quaint bridges, and see thy river, over which
Longfellow has cast the glamour of his poetic

genius

!

Who knows thee not, thou ancient

And greatly honoured town,

Where Diirer's art won triumphs

And Sachs' songs renown ?

It is very interesting to arrive at Nuremberg at

night. In the glow of morning how the city bursts

upon us with all its wonders ! Twenty years ago,

before it began its mighty march of progress as an

industrial centre, one felt as if the centuries had
rolled back. A group of meistersingers, with Hans
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Sachs at their head, returning from a tournament

of song would have seemed natural and in harmony

with the surroundings. The gates, the towers,

the pinnacles, the oriels, the majestic Burg, the

churches with their tracery and carved work lead

you captive. You are in a mediseval city. You
feel the atmosphere of bygone times, of ages passed

away. The watch in your vest-pocket connects

you with Nuremberg. The toys of your childhood

made you first acquainted with the city's name.

Here you are in her streets, realising the dreams

you have dreamed, and satisfying the yearnings

you have had to see that place of which it was said :

Nuremberg's hand

Goes through every land.

You saunter out at your own sweet will, and

wherever your eye looks you discover some new

attraction. Here are great store-houses, with four

stories of attics in the long sloping roof, wherein

were treasured up the rich wares that were brought

from far - off Oriental lands. Here are old inns

ready to welcome you as they gave welcome to

wayfarers centuries ago. Here is that great and

high square Nassau house with its fair gallery,

where gallants and ladies looked down generations

ago. What tales these walls could tell

!
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Suddenly you stumble upon the monument to

Hans Sachs, and a few paces distant you see the

house where he made shoes and wrote his comedies

and songs. You are fascinated with the doggerel

over the doorway, which reads thus :

Hans Sachs was a shoe-

Maker and a poet too.

Near by you are amused at the figure of the bag-

piper, that speaks of the strange music which gave

pleasure to Nurembergers as it does to the Scot.

Then you stand before the St. Lorenz Church,

the glory of Nuremberg. Its slender and graceful

towers, its finely sculptured portal, its great rose

window, its magnificent interior and all its treasures

afford you unbounded delight. It is resplendent

with all the ornamentation the art of the architect

can devise.

Then its great rival, St. Sebald's Church, allures

you. That famous sepulchral monument, which is

the triumph of Peter Vischer's art and which

enshrines the Saint, is glory enough for any earthly

edifice. As you see St. Sebald surrounded by the

twelve apostles in bronze you are standing before

the incomparable masterpiece of the greatest worker

in bronze Germany has produced. In the parsonage
11
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across the street there is one of the most beautiful

oriels to be found in this city so rich in lovely oriels.

By the side of the Church, and forming an outer

part of the Church building, is the " Brat wurst

Glocklein," where the people of old took their

refreshment between the preachings, and where

every visitor seeks to be initiated into the mysteries

of German sausages with Sauer-Kraut and the

famous Nuremberg beer.

The best description of this city in brief compass

is to be found in Longfellow's poem of "Nuremberg."

Poetically we would not set it among his most

successful, nor yet among his most artistic

productions. Nevertheless, it touches gracefully

everything that is worthy of notice, and brings

before us the Burg with its five-cornered tower,

the linden planted by Kunigunde, beneath which

Gustavus Adolphus loved to rest. It com-

memorates Hans Sachs, and leads us past Dlirer's

house to St. John's graveyard, where he sleeps his

last sleep with the simple word : Emigravit.

Dead he is not,—but departed,—for the artist never dies.

Nuremberg has grown greatly, and its industries

have made it rich and spread its boundaries.

Happily its new buildings are stamped with the
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spirit of old Nuremberg ; thus no part of the city's

charm is lost.

Through the Franconian Switzerland, where

the largest stalactite caves in Germany attract

many visitors, we make our way to the old

town of Bayreuth. It was a sleepy provincial

town till Wilhelmina, the favourite sister of

Frederick the Great, was married to the Margrave.

Her coming sent a thrill of life through the

slumbering town. She caused an opera house to

be built, and a castle called the Hermitage, where

Napoleon spent a night, and where he was dis-

turbed by the apparition of the White Lady, as the

story goes. It is a miniature Versailles with its

statues of gods and goddesses, and its multitude

of fountains. Wilhelmina sought to instil the

stirring life of a great capital into the stagnating

provincial town. Her efforts ran the principaUty

deeply in debt. Her gilded royal boxes in the

opera and her palaces were far above the measure

of the resources of the little state. After her death

the tovni relapsed into its own easy-going way again.

A little ray of sunshine burst upon it, and the eyes

of the world were turned towards it again, when

Jean Paul Richter settled there. His monument

stands in front of the Town Palace. On the way to
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the Hermitage, where the road turns to the left,

there is a country ale-house, where Jean Paul sat

daily with his great mug of foaming beer before him,

and dreamed those dreams of beauty that are

inimitable. Thus the fame of Bayreuth had come,

but not its awakening. That came as the result of

the failure of the proposals King Ludwig made to

Munich. He desired that the "Athens on the

Isar" should build such a theatre for Richard

Wagner as should conform to the ideas and wishes

of the great German composer. What Munich
would not, Bayreuth was ready to do. Right

nobly did it carry out its plans and purposes. The
heart of Wagner rejoiced. The day of his triumph

had dawned. Who can forget the outburst of

enthusiasm with which the theatre was dedicated ?

Who can forget the joy that filled the musical world

when the Niebelungen Ring and Parsifal were so

auspiciously presented ? Wagner and Liszt became

residents of Bayreuth.

The villa which Wagner built for himself he called

Wahnfried. On the front wall you read his words :

Hier wo meine Wahnen Frieden fand,

Wahnfried sei dieses Haus von mir benannt.

Here, where my phantasies found release,

Wahnfried I name thee, house of peace.
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In festival seasons the sight of eager throngs

driving in endless succession to the theatre on the

hill, and as furiously as the police permit, is a

unique spectacle. For an hour before each per-

formance there is a gathering of visitors speaking

many languages. Here Wagner is king. His music

is in the air. His presence dominates the scene.

His widow Frau Cosima, till her health failed,

used to stand with Siegfried and her daughters in

front of the Opera House and greet her faithful

adherents. Then kodaks were busy, and many a

stranger carried away a picture of the scene where

Frau Cosima was the central figure. She was

wont also in the days of her health to gather

together the elite among the visitors, and the

soirees musicales at Wahnfried are precious

memories to those of us who were fortunate

enough to be invited.

From Bayreuth to Bamberg we cross a very

fertile country, and the nearer we come to

Bamberg, market-gardens abound. We are in

the midst of a strong Catholic community. The

Cathedral, the churches, and the monastic buildings

overshadow the whole city as they do in Quebec.

If you desire to study old German plastic art,

Bamberg affords you an admirable field.
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We are in the valley of the Main, and at

Lichtenfels the view from the heights is one long

to be remembered. On the left the Castle of Banz,

the most beautiful of all the Franconian castles,

has a remarkable situation on the hill-top. Across

the valley to the right the Monastery Church of

the Fourteen Saints crowns the mountain's brow.

From the terrace of the castle or from the platform

in front of the church the whole valley of the

Main is spread out at our feet. The river winding

among the meadows lights up the landscape as the

eye lights up the human countenance. Near the

end of the valley a peasant's house bears this very

curious and amusing rhyme :

God protect us from rain and the wind's cold breath,

And from talkative comrades that tire us to death.

Wiirzburg is a fine old city we fain would visit.

Here Charlemagne celebrated Christmas in 792 ;

here Barbarossa was married with great pomp to

Beatrix of Burgundy ; here St. Kilian, the Irish

apostle, rests beneath the high altar in the

Cathedral, and close beside him sleeps Walter von

der Vogelweide, known to Anglo-Saxons through

Longfellow's poem :
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Vogelweid the Minnesinger,

When he left this world of ours.

Laid his body in the cloister.

Under Wiirzburg's minster towers.

Wagner has also given him a new crown of fame,

as he carries off the prize at the contest of song

in the Meistersingers of Nuremberg. Here in

olden times Tilman l^iemenschneider was born,

and here also in March 1821 Prince Luitpold,

Prince Regent of Bavaria, first saw the light.

We go up to the Marienbiirg, the great fortress

that is the defence of the city. It stands on a high

rocky plateau. The glorious prospect that presents

itself as we reach the summit is an ample reward

for the toilsome ascent. We look down at the

city, and note how the wharves along the river are

piled high with wine casks. A large fleet of boats

and barges is needed to carry abroad the precious

commodities Wiirzburg can supply, and to bring

hither what its citizens desire. Those wine casks

remind us of the well-known verse :

At Bacharach on the Rhine,

At Hocheim on the Main,

And at Wiirzburg on the Stein

Grow the three best kinds of wine.

The market-place has been the scene of un-

speakable horrors. It has seen the blood of its
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inhabitants running like a swollen brooklet as the

sword of the invader or the headsman's axe smote

young and old, high and low, with remorseless

cruelty. In the thirteenth century a frenzied fury

against witchcraft seized the citizens, and hundreds

of innocent men and women were dragged to the

stake. Even Renata Sanger, the grey-haired

prioress of the nunnery, fell a victim to the frenetic

fury of the mob, but, fortunately, she was the last

victim bound to the stake and consumed by the

devouring fire.

Our faces are turned towards Rothenburg-on-

the-Tauber. We must use its name in full, for

more than a dozen Rothenburgs are scattered over

Germany. Yet there is but one Rothenburg, the

dream city, the German Jerusalem, beautiful for

situation, the joy of all the Franconian land. It

lay many years in unobserved obscurity, because

it is on a branch line of railway aside from the

beaten track of the tourist. Of late years it has

been discovered, and in July and August English

is daily heard in the streets. To painters and

architects it is specially attractive. Many of them

make it their abode for months. It is full of

nooks and corners filled with such hidden beauties
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as delight the painter s heart. He revels in the

old town : he calls it a treasure-house of old

German architecture, a casket of rare jewels, a

vision of mediaeval loveliness, a dream city, and

an inexhaustible fountain of inspiration.

We arrived at Rothenburg at nightfall and saw

the dark shadows of the Roderthor and the St.

Mark's tower ; we could see the outline of the

fountain in the market-place silhouetted against

the dark background of night, and we heard the

rippling of the water ; but the glorious beauty of

Rothenburg waited for the morning light. Then we

saw its manifold loveliness and our hearts rejoiced

greatly. "A mouldy old town," said a tourist to us

;

and from the hygienic point of view perhaps it is.

Nevertheless it is full of such beauty as makes it "a

joy for ever " and " beggars all description. Age

carmot wither nor custom stale its infinite variety."

Such encircHng walls, such quaint gables, such a

complex of high roofs made picturesque by the red

tiles, such unusual architecture, such pinnacles and

turrets are nowhere else to be seen.

A walk round the outside of the walls is

advisable. It gives a general impression of the

town and its environment. Towards the north

it lies open to attack, but on the south it faces

12
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the valley of the Tauber, looking down into that

great ravine which reminds travellers so much of

the valley of Jehoshaphat at Jerusalem.

From the market-place, that rejoices in its

beautiful fountain and its splendid Town Hall, the

street, where the patricians dwelt in days of old,

runs down to the Burg gate. Nearly every house-

front has a tablet recalling the visit of Emperor

MaximiUan, King Christian of Denmark, or some

other royal personage. As we pass the gate and

come into the courtyard of the ancient citadel,

which has now been transformed into a garden-

park for the delectation of the citizens, we look

with admiration upon a lordly linden tree. Close

to it we find the spot where the judgment-seat

was placed in former times, and we are greatly

interested in the St. Blasius Chapel, the oldest

building in the town. It is filled with relics of

old Rothenburg. Among these is a curious old

clock with stone weights and an inscription which

says

:

To the Almighty's praise

I measure minutes, hours, and days.

From this park the view is surpassingly grand.

The valley of the Tauber stretches far and wide

below our feet. To the left it seems like a vast
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natural amphitheatre, where tens of thousands

could sit on the slopes and witness some royal

spectacle. Here it is said tournaments were held

for the entertainment of princely guests. Across

the river the Engelberg, with an ancient fortress-

wall, greets us. In the valley the mills for which

the Tauber is celebrated are driven by the great

water-wheels, whose murmurous sound we hear.

Farther to the left is that strange but picturesque

double-bridge, or rather two-storied bridge as we

should say, and beneath its shadow the old church,

that was a favourite place of pilgrimage. The

southern side of the walls of Rothenburg looks

down on the gardens and vineyards that rejoice

in the sunshine. We see many old people seated

on the benches scattered along this walk, and

they are warming their old bones by "becking

foment the sun." Turning to the right we have

a longer vista. There lies the village of Detwang,

made classic by its old church with its remarkable

dead lantern, and its memories of the three bachelor

musicians, the most distinguished of whom was

fagot -player to Catherine of Russia. All the

three came back to spend hfe's eventide in the

little village where they were born, and here they

sleep their last sleep within a stone's throw of
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the house that heard their first infantile cry and

their departing groan of anguish. Here is the old

tavern called the Black Lamb, where the lady who

calls herself Vernon Lee communed with the old

linden tree, and wrote her beautiful description of

this idyllic scene. Far away you follow the line of

the Tauber as it glides between the hills and skirts

the road to Creglingen, whose church, called the

Lord God's Church, is remarkable for its marvellous

carving. On this road in the seventeenth century

a burgomeister met the cruel death of which it is

said he had a premonition. In a dream-vision he

saw a riderless horse flying home in furious haste,

and he knew that steed was his own. Every even-

ing as the sun is setting a crowd gathers to look on

the goodly prospect. The beauty of these sights

and scenes, methinks, would inspire any man to

be a painter or a poet.

The Church of St. James has famous stained-

glass windows and a blood altar, so called because

in a crystal a drop of the Saviour s blood is enclosed.

It prides itself also on the possession of wood-carving

by Tilman Riemenschneider that far surpasses the

masterpiece by Veit Stoss at Creglingen. It has

two high towers, one ofwhich, called " The 'Prentice

Tower," is much more ornate than the other. The
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figure of a man on the roof is said to be that of the

master-builder, who, chagrined that his apprentice

surpassed him, cast himself down to the pavement

below.

Time and space fail us to speak of the Francis-

kaner Church, the Westminster Abbey of Rothen-

burg; the Ploenlein, the house of the builder ; the

old Jewish dance-house, the Hegereiter house, the

Gymnasium, and, above all, the magnificence of the

double Town Hall. The lantern in the courtyard

of this building has been more frequently painted

than any other subject in the empire.

The great event that is commemorated every

year at Whitsuntide, The Maste?' Draught, took

place in this hall. The play was written by good

old Adam Horber, whose kindly face, painted by an

artist hand, looks at you in one of the upper rooms.

It seems that in 1631 Tilly sat down before

the town to starve it into submission if he could

not take it by storm. Gustavus Adolphus had

sent 500 Swedes to assist the townsmen in their

defence. At last the powder tower exploded and a

rent was made in the walls. Nothing was left but

an unconditional surrender, and Tilly's motley army

entered the Town Hall. At once an order was

issued that the whole guild of the city's magistracy
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should be executed, and with a refinement of

cruelty characteristic of a barbarian, Tilly compelled

the Burgomeister to fetch the headsman. Women
and children kneeled and implored mercy ; but they

asked grace of a graceless face. At length the

niece of the castellan or janitor of the building

said to her uncle, " Many a time when man's wisdom

fails, woman's wit prevails. There is in the cellar

some Tauber wine that invariably puts men into

good humour. Persuade Tilly to drink of it." No
sooner is this said than the wine is produced. A
great flagon holding thirteen Bavarian quarts is

set before the seven generals. Tilly drinks and the

others follow his example. "A respectable wine,"

says Tilly, "but (looking at the flagon) all of us

have not half emptied it." At this point the cries

for mercy wax louder, and some one cries, " Oh, is

there no way of escape ? " " Yes, there is," said

Tilly, '* If any one can be found who will drink

this flagon dry without drawing breath, I will spare

your lives." Then old Mayor Nusch stepped for-

ward. Kneeling down he prayed God to help him,

and seizing the great wine cup, to the astonish-

ment of Tilly but to the delight of the populace,

he drained it dry. " Your word," was all he was

able to say. " I will keep it," said Tilly. Then was
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their sorrow turned into joy and their tears into

laughter. In haste they sent a messenger to con-

vey the good news to the Burgomeister, and the

place where the messenger found him is called the

" Street of Joyful Tidings " until this day. All

this is portrayed in the Town Hall, the scene of its

occurrence, with a fineness of art that is incom-

parable. The play lasts three hours, and is fol-

lowed by a procession in which the various parties

are represented in costumes that are historically

exact. A camp-fire closes the day's celebration.

If you would reahse the glorious beauty of

Rothenburg, you must go out at the Burg gate and

down the Esel Steig, i.e. the little path the donkeys

used as, laden with sacks of flour, they came up to

the town. Here in the valley is that romantic

little castle that Toppler built for a country house,

and in which he entertained emperors. Then go

up the Engelberg. The most charming path lies

through the woods, where some of the trees are

patriarchs and giants that seem to desire to

commune with you and give you some message of

comfort and peace. Emerging into the open, the

remains of a ring wall have divided archaeologists

into two contending armies. The one alleges that

this was part of the outer fortification for the
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defence of Rothenburg ; the other that it was

connected in some way with the Druidical form of

worship. Let these dispute, but let us give our-

selves up to the enjoyment of this scene. What a

sight all these towers and gates and walls and spires

present as they shine in the golden rays of the

setting sun ! Shall we try to discover each tower

and call it by name ? Here is the Straf tower, and

there is the powder tower, etc. On this coign of

vantage we can count more than eighty towers and

spires. Rothenburg, as its ocean of red roofs, its

towers and gates are lighted up by the golden

gleams of sunset, seems like the New Jerusalem.

You cannot fail to be fascinated and entranced by

the wonderful wealth of beauty, and you are con-

strained to say, " Behold, what manner of stones

and what buildings are here !

"

The colossal personality of Toppler, the greatest

of all the Rothenburgers, rises out of the past.

Five centuries and more have fled, but they cannot

efface the memory of the great statesman nor wipe

out the "deep damnation of his taking off"." He
was the head of the little commonwealth, and had

the genius that could make a little city a great state.

Attended by a company of friends, like a volun-

tary body-guard, he stood up for the townsmen's
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right, fearing neither king nor kaiser. Wliat a

wondrous hold he takes of the imagination ! He
enlarged the boundaries of the little community.

He represented it in parliament, and made peace

or war at his pleasure. He waxed great in

influence and power, and then his fellow-citizens

began to look upon him with an envious and

jealous eye. They thrust him into the dungeon,

and his rescuers, making a subterraneous passage-

way from his home into the dark dungeon, found

him lying stark and stiff in death. It is the

old story—Caesar must be struck down. 1 asked

Adam Horber once why he had not taken the

tragedy of Toppler for Rothenburg's folk-play

instead of The Master Draught. He told me that

he had tried, but found it beyond his dramatic

power. Another native of the dream city told me

afterwards that Horber was too loyal and patriotic

to write a tragedy that would show that Rothen-

burg had treated Toppler as the Jews treated Jesus

Christ.

Many German cities have inscriptions on the

front walls of their houses, but Rothenburg is

especially rich in these. Some of them are witty,

some sarcastic, and some breathe an air of sweet

piety. Perhaps the most touching of them all is this

:

13
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Who nor sorrow nor pain has felt in his time,

I give hira leave to rub out this rhyme.

Over the butcher's shop you read :

Through the butcher's art can even swine

Find their way into company fine.

The baker retails his bread beneath this didactic

word

:

Bread for your daily food

This house supplies.

The bread for your immortal soul

In God's Word lies.

If there were no Rothenburg, how we would rave

over Dinkelsbiihl and Nordlingen ! Dinkelsbiihl

is as a pendant to Rothenburg. It has noble walls

and gates. Its market-place is rich with great

buildings that have the most interesting and im-

pressive gables. St. George's Church is worthy of

a great city. It is one of the finest examples of

Gothic in South Germany.

Here, as everywhere, the destruction and havoc

wrought by the Thirty Years' War sank so deeply

into the hearts and memories of men that, handed

down in tradition from generation to generation,

its terrors still survive. Like Rothenburg, Din-

kelsbiihl has a folk-play that recalls the story of

its deliverance from a threatening fate. On the
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third Monday of July this historic festival-play is

performed. It is called the children's festival, and

begins in the great hall of the Corn Exchange. It

carries the audience back to the terrible days of

the wars of religion. The cannon thunder from

the town walls and gates. Then the city fathers

meet to deliberate on the course they should

pursue. The Swedish army is at their gates, and

their means of defence have proved unavailing.

Cannon-balls are falling in the streets, carrying

death and destruction everywhere. They even

crash against the Council Chamber and find a lodg-

ment in the thick walls. Unconditional surrender

is demanded by the Swedish commander. Despair

enters their hearts and looks from their faces. At

this moment of peril a young and slender maiden,

the daughter of the town-watchman, enters the

Council Chamber and proposes to the city fathers

that she, accompanied by all the school children,

should act as intercessor. She has secretly drilled

the children, and they all know the role they

are to play. With heavy hearts they resolve

to present the keys of the town to the enemy,

to receive him at the gate, and entrust the

fate of the town to Lore and her band of little

children. Accordingly they hie to the city gate
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and surrender. The angry voice of the Swede

takes away all hope of mercy. The councillors

feel themselves as dead men. The Swedes make

a haughty entrance into the town, when they are

suddenly confronted with Lore and her singing

bands of children. Their songs are songs of sweet

peace. They fall on their knees, and lift up their

little hands, imploring mercy. Lore lifts up her

voice, and making her supplication holds up a blond-

haired boy. The artless words of Lore and the

innocent face of the child touch the heart of Colonel

Sperent, the Swedish commander. The little blond

child bears a striking resemblance to the darling of

his heart and home, whom death had but recently

taken from him. He lifts up the child and seats

him by his side, proclaiming mercy as he rides

onwards amid the joyous acclamations of the

multitude.

We turn now to the last of the three jewels of

this part of Bavaria—the old walled town of

Nordlingen. What a wealth of sixteenth-century

houses, with every form of gable and with so many

different styles of architecture ! Its streets are

crooked, and its lanes dark and dingy, but they

have many picturesque features to reward the

wayfarer. No town in Germany has preserved its
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walls with such care. Its gates and towers remain

as they appeared to Gustavus Adolphus and his

warriors. It is easy to walk all round the walls.

Under a roof with many an opening for the sharp-

shooter, and a railing on the town side for the

protection of the pedestrian, the path on the walls

leads you through the towers at the gates. They

are now pressed into the service of the arts of

peace. This serves the rope-maker as a rope-walk.

The next is a store-room where the tanner is

drying his hides, and another is a carpenter's shop

filled with the sounds of the hammer, the axe, and

the saw. What a view is before you as you look

upon the country round ! Nordlingen lies on the

edge of a great circular depression of land. It has

been compared to a kettle great and deep. In

prehistoric days, geologists tell us, this was a lake

larger than Lake Constance. Now it is a fertile

region rejoicing in its rich meadows, its smiling

orchards, and its fruitful fields. What a view of

the town itself from this high tower ! The Town
Hall before you has a wonderful outer stairway,

"carved like an ivory palace," and almost as

beautiful as that in Liibeck. Its magnificent St.

George's Church is like the twin sister of St. George's

in Dinkelsbiihl. It is of the same period, and had
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undoubtedly the same architect and master-builder.

A great art critic who was a native of NordUngen

has well said, " Its eighteen towers are like

goodly pearls that form a chain of adornment

round the neck of my beloved, mine own romantic

town."
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King of all rivers is the Rhine
;

The Danube is his Queen so fine.

So runs an old saying that relates to the two

streams that in ancient days were regarded as the

two historic rivers of Germany. Yet the Rhine

does not rise in Germany, but far off in the Grisons

in Switzerland ; and though the Danube rises in

the Black Forest, it is far more an Austrian than a

German river. Nevertheless, if the heart of Europe

is Germany, the heart of Germany is the Rhine.

Its beginning in Switzerland and its ending in

Holland count for little. It is the German Rhine

that is the famous river—the river upon which the

patriotic heart of Germany lavishes its loving

delight, and that has been the theme of German
song for more than a millennium. It has been

celebrated in a hundred romances. Every rock
105 14
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and hill has gathered legends as numberless as the

leaves in the vineyards or the lichens that cleave

to the cUfFs. Hither came Julius Ceesar with his

legions, and crossing near Coblenz, his feet touched

Rhine's waters, and made Rhineland classic ground.

All the history of ancient Germany is associated

with the Rhine. At Frankfort the emperors were

chosen ; at Aix-la-Chapelle they were crowned

;

and at Spires they were buried.

The great company of British and American

tourists, if they know nothing more of Germany,

almost always include the journey on the Rhine

from Mayence to Cologne, or vice veisa, in their

route. The Rhine is the favourite goal of con-

tinental travellers. Has not Tom Hood made it

famous ? Has not Thackeray described the average

impressions and the average experiences of an

Englishman in his Kickleburys on the Rhine ?

Has not Bulwer-Lytton written of this river and

its legends in his Pilgrims of the Rhi7ie ? There is no

better preparation for a tour in the Rhineland than

a careful perusal of all these three English classics.

We begin our Rhine pilgrimage with Spires, the

Westminster Abbey of the early emperors. The

Cathedral— a Romanesque basilica— was almost

entirely destroyed by the French in 1688, but it is
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being restored to something of its former dignity

and grandeur. Bernard of Clairvaux preached the

Crusade within its walls, and by his impassioned

words many warlike knights were induced to adorn

their mantles with the sign of the cross, and to seek

by force of arms to deliver the Holy Sepulchre

from the polluting hands of the Moslem. The

story is told that one day Bernard came late to a

service he had appointed, whereupon the JNIadonna

took up her parable and inquired, " Bernarde, cur

tam tarde ? " Bernard rebuked her with the

Scriptural word, " Muher taceat in ecclesia." It is

said that the speaking Madonna of Spires has ever

since kept silence.

Round the Cathedral are grouped a mediaeval

Gethsemane and the great Cathedral sandstone

platter, a gigantic basin which each bishop was

expected to fill with wine, that his fellow-citizens

might drink his health.

The fine old gate—the Alt portal—is the only

part of the fortifications that escaped destruction

when the French burned down the city and put the

inhabitants to the edge of the sword. It is the

pride of the citizens. A few paces distant stood

the old building where the Reformers presented their

famous protest at the Diet of Spires. A glorious
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Gothic church—the Protestations Church— has

been built by means of the contributions of

Protestants—German, British, and American. We
who are Protestants are therefore bound by a

close and intimate tie to the old town of Spires.

Worms, which is the old Niebelungen town, the

scene of the legends made so familiar to us by

Wagner's trilogy, is also a Luther town. Here

in the Kaisersaal he made his famous defence

before the might of Rome temporal and spiritual,

and uttered the historic words :
" Here I stand.

I cannot do otherwise. God help me. Amen."

Down one of the meanest streets of the town you

find Luther's little gate. His friends, fearing

treachery, made a breach in the wall and hurried

him out of the city under cover of the darkness, that

he might be conveyed to the Wartburg, his haven

of refuge. It is fitting that the noblest of all the

Luther monuments should stand here. Luther is

the central figure, and all his precursors and

associates are around him. A great history has

been written here by inventive minds and plastic

hands in these figures of bronze and marble.

We betake ourselves to Mayence that we may
journey down the river to Cologne. Here for

most travellers the Rhine begins. Thou town of
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Gutenberg, we greet thee. Thou gavest birth to

him who has given us the art preservative of all arts.

Here in the heart of his native city we seek out his

monument. It is market-day, and the market

women are beside their stalls with fruit and

vegetables. Some of them have goldfish and

everything that pertains to an aquarium set out

for sale. They are buying and selling and getting

gain between the shadow of the Gutenberg monu-

ment and the Cathedral, heedless, as it seems, of

all that has come and gone in their ancient town.

Mayence is another of those towns which claim

Roman origin. Here Drusus, the son-in-law of

Augustus, pitched his camp, and some of the stones

that have been unearthed seem to indicate that the

XXII. legion formed part of his army. The

Cathedral is the chief building in the city, and

Bonifacius, the Apostle of Germany, lies buried

beside the high altar. It is in Romanesque style,

with later additions in Gothic. Its interior is very

imposing. Among its treasures is an old Gothic

basin for holy water, which is no longer used

for sacred purposes, because Gustavus Adolphus

allowed his horse to drink out of it.

In mediaeval times Mayence enjoyed such

prosperity that it was called " the Golden Mayence."
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It suffered in the wars more than any city, but its

citizens had a courage that would not be cast down.

Napoleon was gi-eatly attracted to it, because he

admired the spirit of its citizens and he had a great

opinion of its possibilities. He caused architects to

prepare plans for extending its borders and making

it a city of beauty. It passed out of his hands, and

his plans were never carried out. Situated at the

junction of the Main and the Rhine, in the midst of

gardens and vineyards, it is a great commercial, and

is becoming, with its suburb Castel, a great manu-

facturing city. When you ascend one of the

towers you have a splendid view of the city, and

you can look up the valley as far as Frankfort and

the region of the Taunus. Several bridges span the

Rhine, and along its banks broad promenades invite

you to saunter, and dream of the robber knights, and

how Mayence headed the cities that broke their

power.

Now we embark on one of the new express

steamers that seem like floating palaces. Ere

long the scenery begins to fascinate us. In

places it rises into wild and grand beauty, and the

heart glows with emotion as we call up the legends

that haunt rock and castle and hill. We seem

again to be on some lonely lake shut in by frowning
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hills, from the underbrush of which we fancy that

a thousand clansmen might rise from their ambush

at the whistle of their chieftain and surprise their

foes. Farther on, the vines on the rocky terraces

speak of the patient industry of the vine-dressers.

The vines are bright with the green gloss of early

summer, and the grey rocks are beginning to clothe

themselves with the brownish-green and purple of

the lichens and mosses. We pass a great timber

raft that has been floated down from the Black

Forest, pursuing its sluggish course to the sea. On a

bold rocky headland at a new bend of the river the

glorious mediaeval Castle of Rheinstein, with close

beside it an old chapel, stands on the edge of the

rock. It is wondrously beautiful. One of its

windows is so richly ornamented, and adorned with

such delicate tracery, that our hearts were wrung
with regret as the vision flitted from us in a

moment. We felt an earnest longing to land, and

dream of the mailed knights coming home with

their armour blood-stained and their hands yet red.

We think of them with their swords dripping with

the blood of their foes as in the glare of their

torches they enter the little chapel to be assoiled

by the priest and to render praise unto the God of

battles.
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At Bacharach—which is really Bacchi ara, the

altar of Bacchus—Marshal Bliicher crossed with

his army on New Year's Day 1814. A quarter of a

mile farther, on an island in the river, an old fortress

stands, where every ship that passed was hailed

and compelled to pay tribute. Those who refused

were cast into the dungeons. Later it was used as

a prison for political offenders, and many a sorrow-

ful tale could these old dungeons tell us.

By and by we pass the stirring little town of

Caub, and come to Oberwesel, where it is said

students allure the Burgomaster and on the heights

call out, " What is the Burgomaster of Oberwesel ?

"

and the famous echo answers *' esel," an ass.

The river bends again, and right before us a high

and bare rock appears. Our attention is directed

to the peculiar contour of the upper portion of the

rock. It bears a striking resemblance to a human

face. Some say it is like Napoleon. We can dis-

tinctly discern the high forehead, the thinly chiselled

nostrils, and the heavy under jaw indicative of fierce

passion and strength of will. This is the rock that

is the weirdest feature of the Rhine. There in

lonely grandeur behold the Lorelei—the maiden

with golden tresses and ravishing beauty, who

lures the unwary to their doom. We are lost in
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day-dreams by the side of the Lorelei, as suddenly

the sky grows dark, and the wind blows fierce,

and Rhine's waters are troubled, and the hghtnings

flash, the thunder peals, and the Lorelei is hidden

by the misty torrents of rain.

In a httle while the sun is shining again, and

the air is cool and clear as our steamer reaches St.

Goar and the ruins of the old Castle of Rheinfels.

The river winds in and out for a time, then

broadens into the semblance of an inland lake, and

on an island stands Hatto's tower, where the noble

rats devoured the ignoble bishop who hoarded the

corn and would not sell it to neighbours who were

perishing of hunger. Southey has told the story

in one of his finest ballads.

At Boppard the Rhine curves again and the

mountains recede, giving us a view of fair meadows,

fertile cornfields, and vine-clad slopes. We draw

near the bold mountain with its twin peaks, on

each of which the ruins of a castle are visible.

How they frown at each other, these castles of the

two hostile brothers ! How beautiful appears the

Castle of Stolzenfels, which Emperor William L

restored when he was Crown Prince. It is like an

old baronial mansion of the Tudor times with

many turrets and oriels and a high tower. Queen
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Victoria was a guest here in 1845, and was

enchanted with Stolzenfels and the Rhine.

The valley of the Lahn opens to the traveller's

delight as it joins the Rhine, and Coblenz and the

great fortress of Ehrenbreitstein are looked on with

wonder and awe. Here a bridge of boats con-

necting Coblenz with the Gibraltar of the Rhine

opens, and our good steamer makes its way past

Apollinaris Church and the seven mountains

;

past Rolandseck, where we see Roland's tower with

its memories of the tragedy of a faithful love and

life. Directly opposite, on the nearest point of the

seven mountains, the castled crag of Drachenfels

presents itself. As Byron sings :

The castled crag of Drachenfels

Frowns o'er the wide and winding Rhine,

Whose breast of waters broadly swells

Between the banks which bear the vine.

Soon we touch at the city of Bonn with its famous

University. Here Emperor Frederick took his

university course. Here the present Emperor

pursued his career of study, and here his son

Prince August William took his degree as a doctor

of law. A university that could not only number

these, but also the present Crown Prince and

Prince Eitel Frederick, among its graduates, has
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surely glory enough. Bonn rejoices that it is the

birthplace of Beethoven ; and should you ask in the

streets of this city, Is Wagner or Beethoven to

be preferred ? Who is the greatest German com-

poser ? there is little doubt that the answer would

be Beethoven. The author of the Ninth Symphony

is regarded by every loyal citizen of Bonn as

excelling the composer of Parsifal.

The sun is beginning to sink in the west as the

famous Cologne Cathedral bursts upon the view.

For many centuries one of the spires of the

Cathedral was unfinished. An old legend averred

that the architect was urged to design such a noble

fane as would outdo every other ecclesiastical

building in the world. He drew up plan after

plan, but his ideal was not attained. In dis-

consolate mood he was walking along the banks of

the Rhine, when a stranger accosted him. " You

are in trouble because you have not been able to

plan such a cathedral as shall excel all others.

I can help you. What do you think of this

sketch ? " There on the sands of the Rhine the

stranger had sketched a most lovely design. It

was the ideal of his dreams. The architect began

at once to transfer it to his sketch-book. " Stop,"

said the stranger ;
" you must bargain with me for
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this glorious plan. I will give it to you in

exchange for your soul." " Nay, verily," said the

architect ;
" in the great name of God I bid you

begone." The stranger, as he looked round, had

mysteriously disappeared ; the air was laden with

sulphurous fumes, and whilst the design remained,

the foot of the departing demon had obliterated

the spire.

The legend lived on, and multitudes said the

spire will only be finished at the Greek Calends.

However,Josh Billings said, "Never prophesy unless

you know." On August 14, 1880, the spire was

crowned with a cross weighing fifty tons, and in

presence of Emperor William, October 15, 1880,

the completion of the Cathedral was worthily

celebrated.

The interior makes an overpowering impression.

The beauty of the choir, with its vaulted arches

rising heavenward, has a majestic simplicity that

baffles description. In a mighty row the groups of

slender columns look like trees in a primeval forest.

Only at the highest point are they woven together

into a crown of branches that spring together to

the vaulted roof, and it is difficult for the eye

to follow them and mark the beauty so richly

unfolded there.
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The glory of the Cathedral is the shrine or

casket containing the three Kings with their

golden crowns—those three Kings or Wise Men of

the East who came to worship the infant Saviour.

The outer portal was declared by King Frederick

William IV. to be "the noblest gateway in the

world."

Emperor William I. presented twenty - two

cannon, taken in the French war, that they

might be made into a bell for Cologne. The bell

bears this inscription :

The Emperor's bell—that is my name

—

The Emperor's honour I proclaim.

On this holy tower I stand

And ever pray for the German land,

That God would grant it, without surcease.

Unsullied honour and hallow'd peace.

Cologne has become a great city, with treasures of

art, monuments of beauty, quaint houses, and great

modern emporiums. Moreover, it is a very clean

city, giving the lie to tlie old slanderous lines

:

The river Rhine, it is well known,

Doth wash the city of Cologne.

But tell me, nymphs, what power divine

Shall henceforth cleanse the river Rhine ?

Fain would we continue our journey down the

famous river and view Dusseldorf, of which it is
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said, **Who knows not Dusseldorf knows not

the beauty of Germany." It is a city where

palace gardens, beauteous fountains, and boulevards

watered by murmuring brooklets lend a charm.

Here Heine was born, and a visit to the humble

house where he first looked out on the world, and

the little chamber where his youth was spent,

brings many curious and strange feelings into the

heart and many strange thoughts into the brain.

It caUs itself the city of art and the city of the

Muses. There is great rivalry between Cologne

and Dusseldorf.

It has been said, " It is very dangerous to visit

Egypt, for he who once drinketh of the waters of

the Nile desires to see his own country no more."

Karl Simrock in a beautiful poem, which H. W.
Dulcken has translated, warns us against the

seductions of the Rhine and bids us beware.

By the Rhine, by the Rhine, dwell not by the Rhine,

My son, I counsel thee fair
;

Too beauteous will be that life of thine,

Too lofty thy courage there.

Seest the maidens so frank and the men all so free,

A noble assembly so bright.

With thy soul all aglow, there's the dwelling for thee.

There seem all things fitting and right.
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From the stream, how they greet thee, the towers in their

might.

And the ancient cathedral town,

When thou chmbest aloft to the dizzying height

To gaze on the waters down.

In the river upriseth the nymph from the vale.

And if once on thee she hath smiled,

And if Lorelei sings, with her lips so pale,

My son, thou'rt for ever beguiled.

The glamour of sight and of sound will combine,

Till with shuddering delight thou shalt burn,

—

Thou'lt sing of thy home " By the Rhine, by the Rhine "
;

To thine own thou wilt never return.
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IN THE MOSEL LAND
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IN THE MOSEL LAND

The Mosel from Coblenz to Treves is very

romantic. It flows in and out, winding among

hills that are cultivated to their summits. Like

the region of the Rhine, Mosel land is also vine-

land. The whole course of the river is beautiful,

and everywhere the hills stand close to its banks.

The most picturesque view is obtained from the

mountains between Trarbach and Berncastel. The

most romantic feature of the whole region is Burg

Eltz. It is one of the finest burgs in Germany,

and is as well preserved as if it had come but

yesterday from the builder's hands. The only sign

of age appears in the grey stone walls with their

mantle of ivy and lichens. There it stands in

majestic solitude. On its rocky steep it bids

defiance to every foe. Its towers and turrets,

its great drawbridge and its massive walls have a

123
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haughty look. It is the impersonation of strength

and safety. The Burg has buildings of four or

five different epochs blended together to fornn a

harmonious whole. We are delighted with its

fine old chapel, its armoury, its old torn flags, its

magnificent rooms filled with antique furniture and

most artistic mosaics. The courtyard, the watch

towers, and the platform whence the defenders

looked down upon their foes in days of old, absorb

our interest. This Burg, wellnigh a thousand

years old, was a little world in itself The knights

and men-at-arms seem to come at our call and

people the ancient Burg again with the stirring

life of the days when might was right. There

is something in us all, despite rumours of universal

disarmament and perpetual peace, that delights in

the sound of the bugle, and rejoices in the clash

and clang of armour. Gone are the old brave

days

:

The knights are dust,

Their swords are rust,

Their souls are with the saints, we trust.

There are three ways of going from Eltz to

Cochem—by steamer, by railway, or, best of all,

like Bayard Taylor, afoot. The old town goes

back to the days of the Celts, long before Rome
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sent its legions hither. It is therefore rich in

Celtic, Roman, and mediaeval remains. Its narrow

crooked streets cling to the hillside. Its modern

hotels line the river's banks. It exercises a fascina-

tion over the artist. Singers and players come here

in high summer for rest. The surrounding hills are

clothed with such refreshing green, and the river

runs by with such a leisurely grace, that cares

vanish, and weary heart and tired brain experience

again the joy of living. Under the strange old

arch that spans the narrow street, we pass into a

succession of gardens and go up the steep hillside

to Burg Cochem. This Burg was destroyed by the

French during the wars of the Revolution, and was

a heap of desolation and ruin for a century. Then

it was restored by its new proprietor, Ravenne of

Berlin, who is a great lover of art and a munificent

Maecenas to the museums of Germany. From the

inner court we look down on the Mosel. Vine-

yards cover every spot of earth. The river turns

and winds in endless beauty and runneth at its own

sweet will. On the outer wall of the Burg a

mighty St. Christopher in mosaic by Salviatti of

Venice gleams in the evening sunshine, and the

saint is of such gigantic stature that it is visible

from afar. The interior contains antique furniture
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belonging to former centuries, which the owner

diUgently collected. In one of the rooms hangs a

picture of Fortune, and beneath it (hinting at the

unfortunate married life of a former proprietor) the

words of the German Sappho, Louise Karsch :

Seek not a fortune all too great,

Nor yet a wife too fair.

Lest Heaven in anger grant thy wish

And fill thy life with care.

Going up the Mosel, we arrive at Treves. Emerg-

ing from the station, and seeing villa after villa

in the midst of gardens, you can hardly bring

yourself to believe that you are in the oldest

tovm in Germany. " Thirteen hundred years

before Rome was founded, Treves was flourishing."

Such is the inscription on many a public building.

The earliest authentic record goes no farther back

than the days of Julius Csesar. The Porta Nigra,

the Kaiser's palace, the amphitheatre, the Roman
baths, the remnants of a tower and wall, and the

red brick basilica, constitute a greater collection

of Roman remains than are to be seen on this

side of the Alps. We stand before the Porta Nigra

as in a dream. Its impression is overpowering.

The might and majesty of Rome look down upon

us. We are moved by the same feelings as rush
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into our souls when we gaze upon the Colosseum

or Roman Forum. What puny mortals we seem

to be in the presence of these monumental ruins

!

We cross the Mosel on a great raft-like boat, and

ascending the heights stand beside the lofty pillar

of Mother Mary, who seems to be watching over

and blessing the town. Here we look on the old

town. We mark its great Cathedral, with the lovely

Frauen Church as its neighbour. We can trace

the labyrinth of streets that issue from the market-

place. The city has an air of dignified leisure, but

how it pulsates with Ufe in the years when the Holy

Coat of Treves—that our Saviour wore—attracts

hundreds of thousands of pilgrims.

At night from our hotel window we noticed that

Mary's pillar was bright with electric light, and we

learned that all through the hours of darkness,

year in and year out, the light of Mary illumines

the town.

From Treves we pass into the region of the

Eifel, of which Gerolstein is almost the centre.

This remarkable district is studded with what are

said to be craters of extinct volcanoes, and which

are now covered with water. The land rises as we

turn our back on the Mosel and make our way into

the interior. Between Willich and Mandresheid
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the villages are dull and dead like Sleepy Hollow,

but the farms and farmyards are indicative of some

degree of prosperity. On the way we saw the

unusual spectacle of a herd of swine tended by a

woman. Here, as everywhere, w^e saw flocks of

geese herded by an old woman or a young girl.

As an illustration of German thrift, I noticed a

woman pick up a feather that fell from the breast of

one of the geese. " Gather up the fragments that

nothing be lost " and " Waste not want not " are

injunctions never neglected by the good German

housewife. It is a most interesting road which

leads from the station to the village of IVIandersheid.

It is up hill and down dale. It is through rich

meadows and among sweet-scented shrubs and pine-

trees that the path turns and winds. The little

village consists of a mill and an inn, which is post-

office and general store in one. Flocks of geese,

ducks, and chickens are the most conspicuous and

the noisiest of the inhabitants of the Httle clachan.

But behold what battered towers, broken walls, and

ruined battlements are here ! Such ruins as are

second only in size to those of Heidelberg Castle

confront us. Go over the drawbridge, pass through

the courtyard, enter the great living-room, go into

the armoury, stand at the shot window, climb
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what is left of the turret stair, and look out upon

the three green lakes, or Marren, as they are called,

and the group of hills far as the eye can reach.

There is an upper and a lower Burg, and we try to

recall the gay and brilliant life of the past in

contrast to the present humdrum of the village Ufe.

Many traditions attach themselves to these Burgs.

There is the story of the brothers Walter and

Richard made mortal foes by a simple practical joke

one played on the other. That hate kindled fires

of war which burned fiercely and made their vassals

suffer. Then the one brother put his Burg under

the protection of the Bishop of Treves, and the

other his under that of the Duke of Luxembourg.

Thus the baleful effects of war spread abroad.

One of the Burgs maintained itself against the

besiegers for eighteen months, from November 1346

to May 1348, and then the invaders were compelled

to raise the siege. Later the Burg was taken and

ravished with fire. Hans the waggoner was cut off

by the devouring flames, but rushing to the height

of the tower, he threw his leathern purse containing

his savings down to his friends below, uttering the

words, "A memorial, a memorial." The endow-

ment is still administered, and yields enough to pay

for a yearly mass for the old waggoner. Then comes
17
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that fearful story of human love, human weakness,

and diabolical revenge. One of the pages lifted

his eyes to the daughter of the count. Love was

kindled between them, and they held secret

meetings. The father, discovering the clandestine

love-making, beheaded Hugo the young page, and

then sent for the masons, who immured the young

countess. The peasants of the neighbourhood

declare that the white spirit of the countess is often

seen during the uncanny hours of night near the

scene of the terrible tragedy. Many of them

declare they have often heard her call, "Hugo,

Hugo." The parish priest avers it is only a night

owl that the heated imagination of the people

transforms into the spirit of the countess, and that

it is only the cry of the owl—oo-ou-ou—that they

have turned into the word Hugo. As the fool

thinks, the bell clinks. When part of the wall fell

recently, the skeleton of the countess was exposed

to view, thus attesting the truth of the terrible

tradition.
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VII

FROM FRANKFORT INTO THE

LUTHER LAND

Frankfort stands in the middle of a fertile plain

on the banks of the Main. It is sheltered by the

Taunus hills and is in the vicinity of many famous

spas. Wiesbaden, Kissingen, Homburg, Nauheim,

and Salzschlirf are its near neighbours. Charle-

magne is said to be its founder ; at any rate in 794

he celebrated Easter here, and built a palace, which

stood on the site now occupied by St. Leonard's

Church. It became the electoral city of the Holy

Roman Empire of the German nation. Frederick

Barbarossa was the first to be chosen by the electors.

The Golden Bull issued in 1356, that the emperors

should be chosen at Frankfort, crowned at Aix-la-

Chapelle, and hold their first parUament in Nurem-

berg, is still preserved in the historical museum.

The Reformation was introduced in 1522, and the

133
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city joined the Smalcald League shortly after. In

1554 John Knox became pastor of the Enghsh

congregation, which included Fox the martyr-

ologist and Miles Coverdale among its members.

Knox's brief pastorate here was the stormiest of

which history bears a record, and under the charge

of treason he was virtually expelled. The city has

seen Gustavus Adolphus and Tilly within its walls.

It had also several visits from Napoleon. Thus it

has a most notable history.

From 1816 to 1866 the German Parliament held

its sessions here. Bismarck was the most dis-

tinguished member of that body. During the first

year of his sojourn the landlord of the house

where he lodged took away the table bell he used

to call the servants when he had letters for the

post. He rang so frequently that the landlord took

this bold step. When Bismarck had his corre-

spondence ready again to be carried to the post-

office, he fired a pistol. The landlord, alarmed

at the loud report, rushed in. Bismarck coolly

addressed him and said, " Sir, you took away my
bell, and so I had recourse to the only method of

summoning a servant that was left." It is needless

to say that the bell was at once restored to its

place.
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Bismarck was here again on a more historic

occasion, in May 1871, when the treaty of peace

between Germany and France was signed. That

night the fountains in Frankfort ran with wine.

Frankfort was long the second mercantile city

of Germany, Hamburg being the first. It has

always been the Banking-house and the Exchange

City of the Fatherland. In the Juden Gasse the

old dwelling-place of Meyer Anselm Bauer, the

founder of the famous Rothschild Bank, is still

standing. Here he established himself as a money-

lender at the sign "Zum rothem Schilde." I have

often heard an old lady, who was born in 1791 and

lived till 1882, tell how she was many times with

her father in the little back parlour of the house

" Zum rothem Schilde." She had many interesting

stories to tell of the founder of the Rothschild

fortunes. From this humble venture in the Juden

Gasse sprang the great European Banking-house,

without whose aid no European Power would cry

havoc and let slip the dogs of war.

A few paces distant a quaint and picturesque

house, like a great Nuremberg toy, is pointed out as

the house where Martin Luther dwelt for a time.

In this city Goethe was born, and here his mother,

the Frau Rat, as she is called, lies buried.
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Ludwig Bjorne, Clemens Brentano, and Bettina

von Arnim, who published Goethe's Correspondence

with a Child, were all natives of Frankfort. Goethe

has many things to tell us of his youthful days here.

How he loved to run in and out of the Kaisersaal,

and look on the portraits of the emperors ! Towards

the end of the eighteenth century Kopisch wrote a

verse embodying an old prophecy, that Francis

should be the last of the emperors :

Covered are all the walls excepting one small space

;

No other monarch after can ever find a place.

The Cathedral, the stone group ofthe Crucifixion,

the noble monument to Gutenberg, Scheffer, and

Fust, and those to Goethe and Schiller, attract the

attention of the stranger.

No city in Germany has greater educational

advantages, or so many societies for the encourage-

ment of learning and the promotion of the fine arts.

As we see the gigantic strides it has made in the

last forty years, as we note the magnificence of its

public buildings and the villas of its merchant

princes, those who knew Frankfort in the olden

time say, " It is an old picture in a new frame."

Cassel, beautiful for situation, the joy of the old

Hessian land, is eminently worthy of a visit. It
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has memories of Philip of Hesse, who did so much

for the Reformation and so much to bring reproach

upon the Reformation. His monument in one of

the public squares recalls the noblest of his utter-

ances, " I would rather lose life and limb, land and

lieges, than depart one iota from the word of God."

What memories it has of Jerome Bonaparte, who

drove his sleigh in winter with four white reindeer

harnessed to it ! In the palace of Wilhelmshohe

Napoleon III. found his place of imprisonment.

Emperor William, who with his brother Prince

Henry attended the Grammar School at Cassel, has

chosen Wilhelmshohe as his summer residence.

Who would not wish to linger amid such scenes

of loveliness as its magnificent beech woods present ?

It is a spot to charm the painter and to give

inspiration to the poet.

We are bound for Thuringia and the land of

Luther, and so we hasten through one of the most

fertile vales in Germany, astonished at the progress

and prosperity that cannot be hid. Then we

arrive at Erfurt, the flower city of old Thuringia.

A queer old place it seems, one and two story

houses predominating in its older quarters. It

has, however, a network of electric cars and

many new and imposing buildings. High over the

18
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city towers its grand Cathedral. We seek out the

site of the famous university where Luther studied,

and we find the monastery he entered transformed

into an orphanage.

In this old town every stone speaks to us.

What could it not tell us of Napoleon ? Here he

called out the name of one of his colonels, and,

when the officer answered, shot him with his own

hand as he said, " Die, traitor ! " Here he had his

famous interview with Goethe, and hither he

summoned Talma, and caused him to perform

before a parquette filled with princes and kings.

It is, however, the name of Luther that

dominates Erfurt. It is true he only resided here

from 1501 to 1508. Here he studied. Here he

found the chained Bible. Here he fought out his

great spiritual conflict, and it is the spirit of Martin

Luther that is the inspiring spirit of Erfurt.

It was called "turreted Erfurt" in mediaeval

days, and it may be called turreted Erfurt still.

From its height, the Steiger, you can see the towers

and the old houses, and the angry river Gera with

Little Venice, and the patrician houses, and, far as

the eye can reach, the nurseries and gardens that

form its environment.

In these early June days the lilacs are in
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blossom ; the hawthorn is putting forth its tender

shoots both white and red ; the air is richly laden

with the perfume of flowering shrubs : all the land

is fair with flowers and all the fields are green.

Thuringia is a vast mountainous woodland, dark

and mysterious, with a wealth of fertile valleys and

stretches of meadowland. The most interesting

ghmpse of Thuringia presents itself from the terrace

at the Wartburg :

High towers the ancient fortress.

Sun-kissed its turrets stand,

And longingly gaze in the distance

To the heart of the German land.

We arrive at Eisenach at the foot of the Wartburg.

The old town is more associated with Luther than

any other except Wittenberg, where he spent the

last thirty-eight years of his life. It is an anti-

quated town, but its outskirts are full of beauty.

The crooked streets and low houses belong to the

olden time, but all the heights above the town are

crowned with modern villas. The square in front

of the grand-ducal residence, and the market-place

where the parish church stands, are the only

breathing - places. In that church, with its

double tier of galleries, John Sebastian Bach was

organist, and in this Thuringian town the house
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wherein he was born is still standing. Here Fritz

Reuter dwelt, and here Wagner sojourned whilst

he was studying the theme of Tannhduser and the

tournament of the Meistersingers.

In the principal square the Luther monument

finds its appropriate position. It is almost opposite

the church, where he used to assist the sexton in

his humble duties. It is not far from the Cotta

House, whose mistress, hearing the boy singing,

admired the richness of his voice and the purity of

his notes. She took him into her home and became

a second mother to the boy Martin. The lower

part of the square Cotta House is now a restaurant,

but the upper floor, where Luther had his room,

is unchanged.

All the rising ground between the centre of

Eisenach and the lofty Wartburg is filled with a

succession of villas. Many University professors

delight to spend their holidays amid these Thurin-

gian forests and these historic scenes. The ascent

to the Wartburg is steep and toilsome alike for

man and beast. The ever widening prospect of

mountains covered with dark pines shortens the

way, and revives the heart of the weary. Here is

a rocky region with cave-like openings. This is

said to be the spot where the Landgrave met St.
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Elisabeth as she was carrying bread to the hungry.

" What have you there ?
" said he. She answered,

"Roses," and as she uncovered the basket the

miracle was accomplished, and roses greeted her

where bread had been before. As a four-year-old

child, EHsabeth, daughter of the King of Hungary,

paid her first visit to the Wartburg. Then she

came as the bride of Duke Ludwig. Her career

of Christian charity, marked by alms-deeds to the

poor and help to the stricken, was worthy of this

century of social service. Her acts of loving

kindness were but the spontaneous expression of her

exalted piety. Her husband, feeling himself in duty

bound to take part in the Crusade, set out for the

Holy Land, and alas ! saw his own country no

more. Her cruel brother-in-law drove her forth

into the winter's storm. She bowed her head to

the blows God suffered her to feel, removed to

Marburg, and continued to minister to the poor and

the needy, the sick and the distressed. Men felt

that a veritable saint of God dwelt among them.

She died in the odour of sanctity, and is buried at

Marburg in the church that is called by her name.

In 1520 Luther was brought here as George

the Knight to be kept secretly for fear of his foes.

At dead of night he was brought, as though he
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were a prisoner, into the fortress. His whole

history has been splendidly depicted in a series of

frescoes on the walls of one of the rooms by

eminent artists. The place to study history is on

the spot where it took place. The place to study

the career of the great reformer is Eisenach. A
lady came to " The Golden Lion," and was unable

to leave the house for three days because the rain

descended in torrents. She asked the landlord

whether he had any English books. He said only

one, that some tourist left behind. It proved to

be the Chronicles of the Schonberg-Cotta Family.

When the sunshine returned after the ram, she

went up to the Wartburg, and enjoyed it as few

visitors are able to do. She was well prepared to

enter into the appreciation of the haunts of Luther,

and the mind receives only what it has fitted itself

to retain. What a mighty fortress is this whose

drawbridge we are crossing ! With what dignity

and strength that complex of buildings greets us

as we pass into the courtyard ! How appropriate

that the governor of this fortress should be Colonel

von Cranach, a lineal descendant of Luther's friend,

Cranach the painter. We are conducted into

the knights' hall, into the armoury, into the hall

adorned with the history of St. Elisabeth in mosaic.
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and into the passage-way where the comedy of the

seven or ten ages of man in relation to animals is

enacted by the guide daily for the delectation of his

auditors. We are impatient till we are brought

into the rooms Luther occupied. We are eager to

see the ink-stain on the wall where he hurled the

ink-bottle at Satan. Here he translated the New
Testament into the common tongue, and thus

conferred the greatest boon on the people that any

man could bestow. We had the great privilege of

spending a night within the walls of the historic

fortress. At midnight a great storm arose. The

rain came down in torrents, the lightning flashed,

and the thunder rolled with an awful sound. It

was a sight, grand beyond the power of words, to

look as the dark hills and forests were lighted up

for a moment, then suddenly blotted out by an

Egyptian darkness. It was an eerie feeling that

crept over us as we felt the solid rock tremble

and heard strange sounds, that might well beget

imaginings as they did in the soul of Luther.

Next morning the sun gladdened us with clear

shining after the rain. We looked out, as the

poet says the Wartburg does, " with longing into

the distance, the heart of the German land." We
were enraptured with the same goodly prospect
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Luther saw. We beheld the same heavens as

wondrously supported without columns which so

excited his adoring wonder. Then we journeyed

afoot through the weird wild Anna Vale, and up to

the Hohen Sonne, from which, as in a long long

Gothic aisle made by the trees of the forest, we
see the Wartburg five miles away.

From Eisenach we go up to llmenau that we
may seat ourselves on the height where Goethe

looked over the whole land of Thuringia, and

moved by the spirit of the scene wrote the " Songs

of the Night Wanderer," of which the first is of

surpassing beauty

:

Over each mountain's breast,

Peace abides.

Through the tree's leafy crest

No zephjT ghdes.

Hushed are the birds of song

In their woodland nest.

Only wait and ere long

Thou too shalt rest.

We turn our pilgrim feet now to Weimar, the

town of Goethe and Schiller. In the Goethe

house we see all the reHcs of the greatest German
poet. We visit his garden house, where many of

his masterpieces were thought out. The same

thoughts and feelings surge into the heart of the
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German here as rise in the soul of the Briton

when he makes a pilgrimage to Stratford-on-Avon.

Weimar is the great literary city of Germany.

Here all its notable congresses assemble. Even

its Shakespeare Society holds its meetings in this

town, and arranges a festival performance of some

of the great dramatist's plays.

This little court town has some very precious

memories for those who speak the tongue

Shakespeare spoke. In the years 1831 to 1833

Thackeray and Norman Macleod were fellow-

students, and boarded together in the home of the

Lord Chamberlain. Lady Ritchie tells us that in

their vealy days both of them fell in love with

Countess Melanie, their landlady's daughter. They

did not meet again till both had become famous.

As Thackeray came to Scotland to dehver a lecture,

he mounted the platform. His eye discerned

Norman sitting beside the chair he was to occupy.

With a merry twinkle in his eye he walked up and

said to Norman m German, "Aber ich liebe die

Melanie noch"—"1 still love Melanie though."

Norman wrote to his mother from Weimar :
" I

long to tell you all my adventures, and how I fell

in love with *La Baronne.' If you only knew

her, mother! None of your blockheads! You
19
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were once in love yourself, and I don't blame you,

for my father is a good-looking man. She has

made me a poet." She could have been no ordinary

vi^oman who thus shed a halo of romance over and

enkindled a poetic and ideal life in those illustrious

youths whom she attracted towards her.

1
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In the 13th and 14th centuries the residence of

the Dukes of Bavaria. The Castle extends for

I mile along the narrow ridge between the river and

the shallow lake on the left, which at one time

formed part of the river's course. On the right the

Austrian border.
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THE HARZ

From Weimar it is not a far cry to the Harz. As

we cross its borders we meet its famous motto :

Es grune die Tanne, Es wachse das Erz,

Gott schenke uns alien Ein frohliches Herz.

Let the pine tree flourish and the rich ore grow,

And evermore a cheerful heart, O God, on us bestow.

We come to the old capital Goslar, whose gates

and walls are still left. Its Town Hall is a treasury

of historic interest. The hall where homage and

the oath of allegiance greeted the Emperor is

adorned with paintings by Wohlgemuth, the teacher

of Albert Diirer. The most historic building,

however, is the Kaiser House, where parliaments

were held, and where Henry IV., the German

Kaiser, was born. In 1866 it became the property

of the government, and after the re-establishment

of the empire it was worthily restored, and is a
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strong connecting link between the old empire and

the new.

The most interesting building, however, is the

restaurant called the Brust Tuch, or Breast Cloth.

It is essentially sui generis. It was recently

rumoured that Pierpont Morgan had bought it,

and planned to carry it across the Atlantic and

rebuild it in the New World in exactly the same

form and fashion as it has to-day. Fortunately

the rumour lacked foundation. Its rightful place

is in Goslar. It is a two-story frame building

in panels, with extraordinary carved figures on

the outer walls. One represents the visit of the

three kings to the manger at Bethlehem. Others

represent mythological subjects. The most curious

is the figure of " Butter Jenny." She is churning,

and believing that no state law prohibits her from

scratching where scratching is necessary, she is in

the act of raising her dress to give herself the rehef

called for. Thus she performs two duties at once.

The Harz is a paradise for the pedestrian. The

hill-tops afford endless joy. From every height a

new and attractive panorama meets the eye. The

invigorating air gives new colour to the pallid

cheek, and the long tramps over the hills strengthen

nerves and sinews. Legends hover round each
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valley and hill, each tree and rock. The Harz has

an atmosphere that begets legends, and one's

blood begins to tingle in response to the uncanny

suggestions of the lonely places. Moreover, there

is a very peculiar stillness and silence in the Harz

mountains. Men discover that there are silences

and silences. The silence of the hills of the Harz

is a very remarkable, awe-inspiring silence. The

responsive soul begins to believe in elves and fairies

and ghosts. This feeling comes as a visit is made to

the Oker Vale. It deepens as Harzburg is reached.

All the weird, uneartlily legends with which the

Harz abounds compel belief, when the spell of their

homes and haunts silently creeps into the blood.

Harzburg has become a fashionable resort, and

many beautiful villas clinging to the hillsides open

their gates to welcome the tourist. It was from

Harzburg that Emperor Henry set out to make

his submission to the papal power. The remem-

brance of that humiliating journey moved the

people of Harzburg, when they erected a monument

to Bismarck, to set his own words, "Nach Canossa

gehen wir nicht "—" We will not go to Canossa."

The only question that arises is this. Did not the

force of circumstances compel even Bismarck to go

to Canossa after all ?
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From Harzburg it is easy to ascend the Brocken.

The path leads through beautiful forests, and along

the edge of a height whence broad meadows spread

out, and the tinkle of the bells on the necks of the

beeves is as the sound of fairy music. The bleating

of sheep, the cry of the curlew, the cooing of the

wood-pigeon blend with the sound of the wind

sighing through the branches of the pines. The

mountain paths are rich with wild flowers, wherever

a patch of earth amid the rocks gives them even a

scanty sustenance. The way winds through scrubby

underbrush and stunted birches as we rise higher.

Here and there the bed of a mountain torrent hes

bare, and anon the murmur of a little brooklet

strikes the ear. Past a lonely forester's house, with

its pasture-land for cows and a garden plot, a touch

of human interest is lent to the wildness of the

surrounding scene. A place of shelter erected by

the Harz Club of Brunswick is a welcome boon to

the wayfarer, and its shaded bench invites to a few

minutes' rest and thankfulness. After four hours

of toiling ascent the summit of the Brocken is

reached. What an extended prospect ! A quarter

of the whole German Empire is visible from this

spot. The whole region of the Harz is spread out

as in a mighty panorama. Yonder is the Ross-
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trappe and Schierke, and almost beneath you

Ilsenburg. The view stretches to the Kyifhauser

Mount, to Cassel, to Magdeburg, and as far as

the Luther town of Wittenberg. Although it is

August, there is a frosty feeling in the air.

As we finish our hearty, well-earned meal, the

landlord rushes in and cries, " Oh, friends, you are

fortunate ! A mist is driving down on us, and in a

few minutes each one may see himself as the giant

of the Brocken." We all ascend and crowd the

Bellevue tower. The shadowy outline of the

whole company is reflected on the great curtain

of mist. Each form is magnified. The gigantic

shadow - pictures move as we move, and great

hands are raised as we lift our hands. It was

a rare sight, and is a perpetual remembrance.

We trod our weary way back to Harzburg with

joyous heart, and the long day of toil enabled us

to realize that the sleep of the labouring man is

sweet.

Then we betake ourselves to Ilsenburg and see

Ilsenstein—the haunt of the Princess Use, the

Lorelei of the Harz who lures men to destruction

with the magic charm of her demonic beauty.

Heine embodies the legend in one of his most

beautiful ballads :

20
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I am the Princess Use,

I dwell in Ilsenstein

;

Come into my gilded chambers,

Our joys shall be divine.

With water from magic fountains

I'll sprinkle thy troubled brow.

And e'en to-day shall pass away

The cares that fret thee now.

Time fails us to do more than catch a ghmpse

of Wernigerode, whose castle crowns the heights

and seems to guard the town ; or to visit the

garden city of Quedlinburg, the rival of Erfurt

as the flower city of Germany—the town where

for ages the hand of a woman, an abbess, ruled

with a rod of power, where a Roland as great and

grim as that of Bremen preaches righteousness to

the citizens, and where one of the streets strives

to outdo the Grand Canal at Venice in its efforts

to form itself into the letter S. As we leave the

Harz we can only reiterate the wish and prayer

:

Let the pine tree flourish and the rich ore grow.

And evermore a cheerful heart, O God, on us bestow.





STREET AND TOWN HALT, IN

HALBERSTADT

The gigantic figure represents the CaroUngian

Paladin, Roland.
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IN SAXONY

Few are the travellers who have not been

impressed by the first glimpse of Dresden from

the railway bridge that crosses the Elbe. The

Court Church and the Royal Palace standing in the

foreground lend it an air of dignity and splendour.

That impression is only deepened when the way-

farer stands upon the stone bridge and, looking

up and down the river, regards the old town

and the new town from this coign of vantage.

It is a sight never to be forgotten.

Or, again, the stranger crosses the river to

Loschwitz, and, ascending to the heights by the

little mountain railway, views Dresden and its

surroundings. What a city is spread out before

our eyes ! What towers and spires, what palaces

and public buildings, what a multitude of villas,

what a sea of houses in this city of half a million
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inhabitants ! Looking down the Elbe, what wide-

spreading corn-fields protected by isolated moun-

tains, what rocky cliffs overlooking the river, meet

the view ! Beautiful for situation is Dresden, the

capital and glory of the Saxon land !

On Prager Street the dear English tongue is

heard, so that a home feeling is engendered in the

hearts of British and American visitors. That

great throng is attracted hither by the art treasures

and the educational advantages of this city. Its

art treasures were acquired at an enormous

expense in the days of Augustus the Strong,

and great was the outcry against the reckless

extravagance of adding to the heavy burdens of

the state. Time has proved that Dresden made a

very profitable investment, for the crowds that this

wealth of art has attracted have repaid the city and

state an hundredfold. The Madonna of Raphael

alone would suffice to draw pilgrim feet from all

lands. Day after day crowds stand before it, and

are hushed into a prayerful silence. The noble

attitude of the Virgin, standing as only a queen is

trained to stand, and the exquisite loveliness of the

Holy Child, stamp the picture as a world's wonder.

At the other end of the gallery there is a room filled

with rare treasures that is singularly neglected.





DRESDEN—AUGUSTUS BRIDGE

The tall Roman Catholic Hofkirche on the right-

close to it the old tower of the Royal Palace—on

the left the Ministry of Finance rises above the

steps to the BriJhlsche Terrace.
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It contains the " Meyer Madonna," as it is called,

by Holbein; the "Interior" by Jan van Eyck,

whose exquisite loveliness repays hours of study

;

Albert Diirer's " Christ on the Cross " ; and last,

but not least, the portrait of Moretti the goldsmith,

held by many critics to be the noblest portrait the

world holds. Time fails to speak of Correggio's

" Holy Night," of the Murillos, of the portraits by

Tintoretto and Van Dyck, and those of Rem-

brandt. Weeks are not sufficient to bestow on

these galleries, through which the tourist usually

rushes hurriedly hi a day.

The Green Vaults, or royal treasure chambers,

are as rich in rare and precious works of art,

and almost as worthy of attentive study, as the

galleries. There is no other collection of artistic

rarities and jewels, masterpieces of the goldsmith's

and silversmith's art, equal to this. It is unique in

the world. It represents a value of forty million

marks, and fills eight large halls.

The Augustus bridge is the most historic spot,

and at the same time the heart of Dresden. As

Napoleon besieged the city, the central arch was

blown up to prevent his entrance. As a narrow

plank was at last laid across the timbers with

which his men sought to bridge the chasm,
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Napoleon crawled over on hands and knees that he

might show the way to his men. That stamps the

bridge with deep historic interest.

INIany a time the river has come down in fury

and threatened to beat down its arches, but

they have always resisted the power of a flood that

rises sometimes as high as the coping of the bridge

itself. A few years ago the river bed was left as

dry as though a Moses had stretched out his rod

over it. Crowds were seeking coins and jewels

that had fallen into the stream and were now ex-

posed in the dry river bed, which was called the

gold mine of Dresden.

Dresden is a very comfortable city to live in.

It knows more than any other German city how

to cater for the English-speaking visitor. It has

as much Gemutlichkeit as Munich has, but with

a degree of refinement that one seeks in vain in

the Bavarian capital. All the chief objects of

interest are close to each other. The royal palaces,

the royal opera, and the galleries are within a gun's

shot of each other. Hence the visitor learns to

love the old historic Saxon town.

Moreover, Dresden is rich in its surroundings.

The Dresden moor has attractive walks, and its

endless variety of shrubs, underbrush, and wild
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flowers gives delight to the lover of nature. In

autumn, when the purple heather is in bloom, it is

still more beautiful. Then the excursions by water

are a perpetual feast. The Elbe is not the Rhine,

but it is one of the great German rivers, and

ministers to German trade and commerce in a high

degree. We go up the river, and are charmed

with the villas crowning its banks, and the high

sandstone clifls that rise so boldly on either side,

and furnish such admirable building stone. We
pause to visit Pirna, which Canaletto loved to

paint. We view its old church and picturesque

market-place, and climb to the Burg, from which

the Elbe is full of interest. As far as Dresden

on the one side, and on to the hill region of the

Saxon Switzerland on the other, the view is clear

and bright. We continue our journey and make

another halt at Pillnitz, that we may see the

Summer Palace of the king, and saunter through

the royal gardens, enjoying the rich perfume. As

the steamer proceeds, reaches of the river remind us

of the Rhine, and again there are turns of the Elbe

that are like the Seine as it nears St. Germains.

The sandstone quarries on its banks, and the great

barges laden with brown coal from Bohemia, give

to the Elbe a character all its own. At length we
21
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arrive at Wehlen, and, crossing the river, our

ascent of the Bastei begins. It is easy to cross the

ferry on a summer day, but to cross in winter, as

we did, when the thermometer was 18° below zero,

is another matter. Masses of ice were piled high

over each other. The crunching of the ice against

the sides of the boat made us wonder whether her

planks were strong enough to endure the pressure,

or whether her timbers would be suddenly ripped

open, and plunge us into the icy flood. The

danger safely passed, we began to ascend.

Through the forest, by the side of precipitous

rocks that rose high above us, we pass through a

clearing in the woods, reach a level plateau, and

look over a wide range of meadow land. Before

us towers the Konigstein, that high and lonely

fortress, with its attendant giant rocks, the

Pfaffenstein and the Lillienstein. A magnificent

sweep of the river, as it winds on its way and

waters this fertile region, lies far below. Now we
turn our eyes in the direction of Bohemia, and see

a goodly land stretching away far as the eye can

reach. Between us and the Bohemian land lies

a rocky valley of desolation. As one says, it is

filled with the riddlings of creation. It looks

as if gigantic powers had battled here with great





ROCK SCENERY (PREBISCH-THOR) IN

SAXON SWITZERLAND

On the Bohemian border overlooking the valley of

the Fllbe towards the south-east.
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stones for weapons, and the combatants and their

instruments of war had been suddenly turned into

stone. Every fantastic shape of rock appears to

frown upon you. It is a region of terror, a

desolation of desolations. Yet it is grand in its

frowning fury and its grim sublimity. It seems

an accursed land of waste places, where no man

would wish to dwell. To look from the Bastei in

summer along the valley of the Elbe, with its

merchant ships and its smihng meadows, is a great

delight. When all the region lies under a snowy

mantle, and winter binds the earth in icy chains

and the Elbe in strong fetters, it is much more

delightful, and is a joy never to be forgotten.

The descent by the long series of stone steps

that lead to Rathen has new charms to disclose.

Great boulders stand in the midst of the meadows,

as if the giants in their play had hurled masses of

rock from the heights of the Bastei into the plain

below. An old woman sitting by the wayside, to

whom we gave alms, said, " Have you seen the

locomotive with its driver and stoker?" She

pointed to a series of rocks, and truly it did seem

as if engineer and stoker and locomotive had been

turned into stone. Often as we had traversed this

pathway, this curious sight had escaped our notice.
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"And here," said she, "is the shepherd with his

flock." We were very thankful for the service the

poor woman rendered us, and we felt that we were

repaid for the httle gift bestowed upon her, which,

like every worthy alms-deed, was " twice blest."

No one who comes to Dresden should fail to

visit Meissen. Go to it by the river and return by

rail. Thus you obtain diversities of scene, and learn

to know more of the heart of the Saxon land.

The journey down the Elbe presents Dresden from

another point of view. At first we are greeted by

a softer landscape. Then suddenly Meissen rises

from the river bank and climbs the hillside. Above

the town the Albertsburg with the Cathedral seems

like a mighty lion keeping watch and ward. The

Cathedral is filled with memorials of prince

-

bishops, who ruled with a rod of iron when the old

church dominated the Hfe of man from the cradle

to the grave. Many Saxon princes have found

their last resting-place within its hallowed walls.

The view from the terrace, as you bend over to

see the Elbe with its coal barges, and its ships

filled with corn and wine and the famous wool of

Saxony, is a feast for the eyes.

A visit to the royal porcelain factory is inter-

esting and highly instructive. To see the trans-





MEISSEN FROM THE ELBE

The greater part of the town has behind the fine

pile of the Albrechtsburg and the latel_v restored

and completed Cathedral.
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formation of the fine clay in the hands of the

skilful potter ; to see it pass through the artist's

hands and then into the oven to be tried with

fire ; to watch as the fiery trial brings out the

design in form and colour and makes it fit for its

place on my lady's tea-table, is at once a great

privilege and pleasure. This crowns our sojourn

in the Saxon capital.

After Dresden we turn to Leipzig. This is the

third city of the Empire. It can boast of a splendid

University with many illustrious professors, and

many notable names on the roll of its graduates.

Its famous fairs and its publishing-houses should

make it dear to the heart of every lover of books.

For a long period it was the most renowned

musical centre in all the world, and so continued

till Vienna and Berlin overshadowed it. It had

famous directors like Schumann and Mendelssohn,

and gave birth to Richard Wagner, the greatest of

them all. It is the seat of the Supreme Court of

the German Empire, and has thus a high position

of dignity and honour. It saw the great disputa-

tion between Luther and Eck within its walls. It

has had a remarkable history, and battles which

have decided the fate of nations— Breitenfeld,

where Gustavus Adolphus secured freedom for the
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world, and that mighty battlefield where Napoleon's

power in Germany was shattered and a great deliver-

ance secured for the Fatherland—were fought in

its immediate neighbourhood. It is a great com-

mercial city, whose merchants are liberal patrons

of art, and munificent givers to everything that is

for the city's welfare. One of its publishers, Baron

Tauchnitz, has issued more English books than any

British firm. In spite of all, it is difficult to create

any real enthusiasm for the city that, in addition to

all these advantages, has the Auerbach cellar as

one of its attractions.





LEIPZIG—AUGUSTUS PLATZ

Museum on the left—University on the right.
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The gardens and fourfold avenue leading to the

city were laid out and planted in 1726 by Le Notre.
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HANOVER AND ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD

The former kingdom of Hanover—now a province

of the Empire—has a pecuhar interest for all

EngHsh readers. From the death of Queen Anne

till the accession of Queen Victoria Hanover was

united to the British crown. The four Georges

and King William IV. were kings of Hanover as

well as of Great Britain. To this day there exists

a strong sympathy between the two nations.

The capital city, Hanover, is a very comfortable

city to live in. Its older districts are full of crooked

streets with fine old houses. The Market Church

with its tower of many gables, as seen from one of

the streets leading to the market-place, is the most

picturesque object in the city. Painters never tire

of transferring it to their canvases.

The development of Hanover, since it became

subject to the Hohenzollerns, is one of the wonders
169 22
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of modem Germany. Its 70,000 inhabitants of

1866 have become nearly 400,000 in this year of

grace. Yet it is no longer a royal residence. It

has no great river to further its commerce. Like

Diisseldorf it is a garden city. It has many lovely

parks to give it adornment. It has its old castle of

Herrenhausen with memories of John Frederick,

who called musicians from Italy to his court, and

sought to promote the fine arts. In his efforts he

was nobly assisted by his consort Sophie, the great-

granddaughter of James I. of Britain, and grand-

mother of Frederick the Great. The king founded

the Royal Library and appointed the celebrated

Leibnitz as librarian. This accompHshed scholar

has said that Queen Sophie was one of the most

learned ladies of any age. To the time of her

death, which happened only a few days before her

son became king of Great Britain, she was the heart

and soul of a court which was said to rival Vienna

and Dresden in brilliance. That was the golden

age of the kingdom of Hanover. Now the royal

glory has departed from it, but the glory of

industry and art, of commerce and education, crowns

the old capital with fresh laurels.

In a city that in a century increased more than

thirtyfold, the new must necessarily overshadow
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the old. If the old houses are picturesque, the new

are mostly in good taste, imposing and impressive.

If the antiquated Town Hall with its high gables

attracts, the new Town Hall has a character of

artistic grandeur. If you wander through the old

crooked streets with intense interest, you deem such

new streets as George Street worthy of any city in

the world. The good taste exemplified in the

public buildings, the great business houses, and the

palatial villas bear testimony to the culture of those

who have guided the city in its rapid growth.

Here, evidently, culture is held in higher esteem

than gold, and true refinement honoured more than

great riches. This stamps Hanover with a charm

which induces many who have served the Fatherland

in high official stations to choose it as their residence

when, laying down the cares of office, they seek

repose in their declining years.

Hanover is the centre of an interesting region.

It is no gi-eat distance to Biickebourg, whose

peasants still chng to a costume which is as

beautiful as that of Alsace or the Black Forest.

Still nearer is Brunswick with its lovely Cathedral,

its column of the hon, one of the most striking

pillars in the world ; its memories ofHenry the Lion,

and Brunswick's fated chieftain, whom Byron has
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immortalised in his poem of Waterloo. Half an

hour's ride by rail brings us to Hildesheim, that

entrances by its wealth of old German architecture.

We visit the Cathedral, with bronze doors only

inferior to those of Florence, and in the grounds

look with wonder at the thousand-year-old rose

tree, still yielding its clusters. In the market-

place we are in dreamland. Only two squares in

the world are worthy to be compared to this—the

market-place in Brussels and the square in Bruges.

The fourteenth-century Town Hall, the Templar

House, and the house of the Butchers' Guild are

fascinating beyond the power of expression. If

Goslar is expressive of the power of the emperors

in mediaeval times, Hildesheim speaks to us of the

might of the papal power. It owes much of its

glory to Bernward, its great bishop, who lived from

933 to 1022. He was at once a great warrior, a

great statesman, a great scholar, a great builder, a

munificent patron of art, and a mighty bishop.

His successors for many generations were chosen

from princely houses, and ruled with resistless

power. For centuries they lorded it over the town

and all the region round.

The house of the Roman emperors, adorned with

figures of the Caesars, associates Hildesheim with





HILDESHEIM

St. Andrew's churchyard with two of the oldest

houses. That on the right goes by the name of

the " inverted sugar-lcaf.
"
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the mistress of the world ; and a treasure of Roman

silver, found by a workman as in 1868 he was

digging the foundations of a house on the Galgen-

berg, proves the presence of a Roman colony. The

original Hildesheim silver treasure undoubtedly

belonged to some noble Roman of the Augustan

age, and is exhibited in the Industrial Museum

in BerUn. It consists of the table silver of a

Roman equestrian, and is among the most costly

and beautiful remains of antique art that have come

down to us. A facsimile of the whole made by a

Paris silversmith was presented to Hildesheim by

old Emperor William.

Another remarkable town near at hand is

Llineburg, from which Prince Bismarck derived

one of his titles. It is full of many remarkable

examples of old German architecture. It is an

almost unknown treasure-house, presenting many

examples of mediaeval house-building. It is lying

in obscurity, but the day is not far distant when

students of art will find their way hither. It is

in the immediate vicinity of the Llineburg Moor.

This is an immense tract of barren heath that

looks at first dismal, lonely, and dreary. It is a

vast sheepwalk, yet it is full of a mild and

melancholy beauty. The wild flowers cover the
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moorland like a carpet. The purple heather that

blooms in August with such splendour gives

opportunities of study equal to those Hamerton

sought on the moors of Yorkshire and on the

shores of Loch Awe. The gorse that sends forth

its golden shoots in June, reminding one of the

bush Moses saw burning with fire yet not consumed,

lights up the dark moorland. The changing aspects

of the sky and the glorious sunsets, which shed a

glow over the monotonous landscape, are the joy of

the artist. The silence of the moorland enters into

the soul of the painter, and gives to his painting an

expression of melancholy and infinite longing. We
do not wonder that the Llineburg heath has become

a favourite resort of art students.
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BERLIN

Berlin, the capital of the German Empire and

the residence of the imperial family, is the most

modern of European capitals. In the rapidity of

its growth it resembles an American rather than a

continental city. Within its municipal boundaries

a little over two million inhabitants reside, but

Greater Berlin has nearly four millions. The

growth of some of the suburbs is phenomenal.

For example, Charlottenburg, with a population of

twenty thousand in 1890, numbers nearly three

hundred thousand in this year of grace. This

simply means that BerUn has overleaped its

boundaries and poured its surplus population into

the neighbouring town. The day is not far distant

when all the suburbs will be absorbed. Greater

Berlin will then be under one central municipal rule,

and will cover an extensive area.
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The Unter den Linden is the great historic

street and the centre of the city. From the

Brandenburg gate, past the statue of Frederick

the Great to the Royal Palace, there are few

streets in the world to be named beside it.

The Brandenburg gate is 200 feet high, and

is surmounted by the chariot of Victory, which

Napoleon removed to Paris, but which was restored

to its former site at the close of the war. What

has not this historic gate seen ? Defeat and

triumph, the black plumes of death and the orange

blossoms of the royal brides, the tramp of great

battahons crowned with the glories of war, and the

huzzas with which foreign sovereigns are welcomed,

are all associated with this mighty portal.

The noteworthy buildings and the interesting

sights of Berlin are either on the Linden itself or

in its neighbourhood. The French Embassy,

the palaces of Bliicher, Radziwill, and Henkel of

Donnersmark, the Royal Academy of Arts, and the

Hotel Adlon, are ranged under the shadow of the

great gateway. On each side of the street some

of the Prussian ministries are housed, although

Wilhelmstrasse, where the British Embassy is found,

is the Downing Street of Berhn. The Chancellor,

the Foreign Secretary, and the Imperial Secretaries
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have their official residences along this diplomatic

domain. Continuing our ramble on the Linden,

we arrive at the intersection of Friedrichstrasse and

Unter den Linden, which is the central point of

the bustling life of the great capital. There is an

unobstructed outlook from the Brandenburg gate

to the Palace, and from the bridge that crosses the

Spree along the whole length of Friedrichstrasse

to the Hallesches gate. On the one corner crowds

are inside and outside of Krantzler's, sipping coffise

or ice-cream, and watching the ever-changing scene.

Across the way the Cafe Bauer with its mural

paintings and its polyglot company holds its doors

open day and night. Beyond this historic caf^

the Linden is occupied by the court jewellers and

leading banking-houses on the one side ; on the

other stands the new building where the Prussian

Royal Academy and the Royal Library are housed.

Close beside them is the University, whose centenary

was celebrated in October. It has poorer buildings

and less attractive classrooms than any third-rate

college ; yet it is in the front rank among the

educational institutions of the world. It has had,

and still has, among its instructors a galaxy of

great men, who have given it high standing and

made it illustrious. The statues of William and
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Alexander von Humboldt, of Helmholz, Mommsen,

and Treitschke, are set in front of the halls where

their fame was won.

Across the street we see the Palace of Emperor

William I. — Old Father William, as Punch

felicitously named him on his ninetieth birthday.

At its historic window he showed himself daily to

the guards as they passed, and saluted them and the

crowds of sightseers, who came to view the daily

spectacle and cheer the venerable ruler of the

Empire. The Zeughaus—the Arsenal, as we call it

in English—has an immense collection of cannon,

of mediaeval suits of mail, of modern weapons, and

everything that is dear to the heart of a great

military nation. On its walls are frescoes of the

history of Prussia, and of its famous battles from

Fehrbellin to Sedan, and statues in bronze of its

military rulers from the Great Elector to Emperor

Frederick III. It is as a military Valhalla, where

Keith, Ziethen, Seydlitz, Dessau, Bliicher, Man-

teuffel, Bismarck, Moltke, and Von Roon are

commemorated, and the fame of the " Red Prince,"

Frederick Carl, and " Unser Fritz " extolled. Most

interesting is the collection of orders, decorations,

and the famous three-cocked hat found by Bliicher's

soldiers in the tent of the '* Little Corporal " after





KLEINER WANNSEE, NEAR BERLIN

One of the group of lakes formed by the Havel
between Berlin and Brandenburg.
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his defeat at Waterloo. The sword of honour

presented to Bliicher by the City of London is

appropriately placed beside the spolia opima that

fell to the lot of old Marshal "Forward."

Now we pass the Palace where Emperor and

Empress Frederick had their dwelHng. At one of

the windows a nurse was commanded to hold the

present Emperor, when he was only four months

old, and draw his attention to the funeral procession

of Alexander von Humboldt in May 1859, that he

might be able to say he had witnessed the passing

of the most illustrious scholar of Germany.

On the fourth window of the second story of

this Palace a horse -shoe is fastened. Thereby

hangs a tale. It happened that the father of the

*' Red Prince " had been commanded by Frederick

William III. to dine with him on a certain evening.

When the hour drew near his princess informed

him that she could not be ready in time, and that

she must be fifteen minutes late. Knowing his

father's extreme punctuality he set out alone,

promising to send the carriage back for the princess.

As the coach returned, the drivers urged the horses

and were driving furiously. As they ascended the

incline in front of the Palace, one of the horse-shoes

struck so hard against the stones that it was
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loosened, and flew through the window. It fell

with a crash upon the dining-table right in front of

the king. The monarch turned pale, fearing that

a shot had been fired at him. The prince said it

afforded another topic of conversation than the

lateness of the princess. King William caused it

to be nailed to the window sash, where it can

still be seen from the street.

Crossing the bridge that is adorned with

symboHc statues of a warrior, we stand before the

Royal Palace, the residence ofthe German Emperor.

This is the heart of Berlin, and the heart of the

Empire. It is most appropriately built on an

island formed by two arms of the Spree. It faces

the site of the old fishing village of Coin on the one

side, and the site of the old fishing village of Berlin

on the other. It is thus a connecting hnk between

the two rival fishing villages of five hundred years

ago, and the great metropolis of the new German

Empire. It is a vast pile of buildings of various

epochs and divers styles of architecture, having

no less than seven hundred rooms. It is full of

objects of interest, including many noteworthy

portraits and historic paintings. It has a Red

Eagle Chamber and a Black Eagle Chamber, where

the highest orders of knighthood are conferred.
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Its famous White Salon is the scene of the great

state banquets. The royal bridal processions wend

their way through the long gallery to the Royal

Chapel in the cupola of the Palace, and in the ball-

room the marriage festivities still culminate in the

famous Hohenzollern torch-dance.

What a history this Palace could tell of the five

hundred years of the Hohenzollern line ! Beginning

as petty princelings in the Burg on the heights

of Swabia, they became burgraves of Nuremberg,

then electors of Brandenburg. Two hundred years

ago Frederick I. was crowned King of Prussia,

and on the 18th of January 1871 Emperor

William of Germany was acclaimed in the Palace

of Versailles. It is a great history. It tells of a

noble race of men rising by the force and power of

their individuality to the highest pinnacle of dignity

and imperial rule. Among them all there is none

greater than the present Emperor. As a recent

London journal has said :
'* Three monarchs have

made Germany what it is. The Great Elector laid

deep and broad the foundation of the greatness of

the Hohenzollern line. Frederick the Great made
it a military power of the first rank, and the

present Emperor William II. has made it a great

naval power, that ranks with Britain and America."
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Near the Palace stands the Cathedral, somewhat

in the style of St. Paul's in London. The

National Gallery, the old and new Museums, and

the Emperor Frederick Museum all cluster round

the "Lustgarten" near the Palace. Together

they form a great treasury of ancient and modern

art. The Opera House and the chief Catholic

church are close at hand. The Luther statue

stands in front of the Marien Church, the oldest

ecclesiastical building in the city. Many of the

old churches of the city are in this neighbourhood,

although, like the ancient London churches, they

are now in a very thinly populated district.

The City Hall—the Red House, as it is called

—

is a noble brick structure, which has become so

inadequate to the needs of the municipal govern-

ment that a new and splendid stone structure has

been erected to afford room for the ever-increasing

demands of the city administration. Much praise

is due to the Town Council, guided as it is so wisely

and well by Chief Burgomaster Kirschner, and his

associate Burgomaster Dr. Reike. It is generally

admitted that Berlin is the best-governed city in

the world, with Glasgow and Toronto as its chief

rivals.

Behind the City Hall, from the Milldam to the
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Fisher's Bridge, we could imagine ourselves to be

in some Baltic seaport. Great warehouses line the

wharves, and barges are being loaded and unloaded,

to the chorus of such oaths as German sailors can

find in a language that is so poverty-stricken in its

profanity. Besides this, there is another harbour

in Hansa Platz, and the north harbour near

the region of industrial Berlin. Here the great

electrical works and the foundries give employ-

ment to a great army of toilers. No fewer than

350,000 are needed for the industries of this

great city.

Returning to the Brandenburg gate, we spend a

few minutes in admiring the statues of Emperor

and Empress Frederick. It is extremely gratifying

to all British visitors to find that this Empress, the

first descendant of the royal house of Hanover

who came back to the Fatherland, should have her

monument set up in a place so prominent. It

stands just outside the gate, where the Thiergarten

begins. A few paces farther we reach the

Avenue of Victory, lined with statues of the

Hohenzollems from Albert the Bear to Emperor

William the Great. Thence we make our way

through the centre of this splendid park to the Mau-

soleum at Charlottenburg. Here King Frederick
24
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William III. and his beautiful Queen Louise sleep

their last sleep ; here also Emperor William I. and

Empress Augusta were laid to rest as they desired.

At the entrance the gigantic figure of the archangel

Michael keeps watch and ward over the sleeping

dead. The wonderfully subdued light that streams

through the stained -glass windows invests this

sepulchre with an attractive loveliness. The

recumbent figures seem bathed in an atmosphere

of sweet peace. Sweet calm and serene, here they

rest in God, who were His instruments in troublous

times and in triumphant days I The soul of the

visitor is stirred as if he were present at some

memorial service.

Berlin is singularly mindful of those who have

deserved well of the city and of the empire.

Wilhelm's Platz is adorned with the statues of

great warriors like Keith and Ziethen. Close to

the Palace are those of Frederick the Great and

old Emperor William. The great trio, Bismarck,

Moltke, and Von Roon, have found their place in

front of the house of the Imperial Parliament.

Schiller graces the square in front of the Royal

Theatre. Goethe and Wagner share with Queen

Louise the honour of greeting the multitudes who

crowd the pathways of the famous Thiergarten.
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That of the Great Elector on the castle bridge is

perhaps the most artistic of them all.

Potsdam

Let us make a journey by steamer, going through

the heart of Berlin to Potsdam. We are impressed

by the numberless factories that line the banks,

and the din of the hammer on the anvil mingles

with the roar of untiring machinery. Great smoke-

stacks speak of the strides industrial Berlin has

made in the forty years that have passed since the

war. Soon we catch a glimpse of Spandau, the

great fortress, in one of whose towers the milliai'ds

of the French indemnity are stored against the

time of need. Then the river banks become

attractive. The Havel broadens into the character

of an inland lake. Passing through it, we enter

the land-locked bay of Wannsee, and look on the

villas of Berlin's rich men. In our farther progress

we pass the Pfauen Insel, where Queen Louise

loved to play the milkmaid as Marie Antoinette

was wont to do in the Petit Trianon at Versailles.

Glienecke, with the Palace of the Red Prince, the

father of the Duchess of Connaught, greets us as

we pass. We catch a glimpse of Babelsberg, that
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is liker an English baronial hall than any building

in Germany. It was a favourite abode of old

Emperor William, and has many memories of

the early married life of Emperor and Empress

Frederick. Here she, whom EngUshmen always

think of as the Princess Royal, came as a bride.

Here she and Crown Prince Frederick spent many

bright and happy days, before the shadow of the

great tragedy clouded the brightness of what to

the last hour was a true union of high and noble

souls. Now we have reached the long bridge at

Potsdam, the residence city. Almost the first

building that faces us in this city of 50,000 in-

habitants is the town castle. A gnarled and bent

linden tree in front is called "the petition linden."

Frederick the Great caused a letter-box, in which

petitions might be deposited, to be placed on this

tree. As he sat at his desk he could watch the

petitioner. In the park here reviews are held at

intervals. Here Frederick William I. used to

exercise that famous regiment of giants—the

" Long Carles," as they are called to this day.

We make our way to the Garrison Church, not

that we may view the old flags which are war

trophies, but to visit the little vault behind the

pulpit. Here in a coffin of Silesian marble
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Frederick William I. lies buried, and beside him in

a simple wooden coffin Frederick the Great sleeps

his last sleep. Into this historic vault Queen Louise

brought Frederick William III., Francis Emperor

of Austria, and Alexander Czar of Russia in

1804. She persuaded them to join hands over the

coffin of Frederick the Great, and swear that they

would stand by each other against the Corsican.

A year after Napoleon in his victorious progress

came hither. He caused his marshals to enter

the vault with bowed heads and to render every

token of reverence to the sleeping king. Then he

entered, and it is said that Napoleon tapped on the

coffin of Frederick the Great and said, " Hallo,

old warrior, if you were living to-day, I would not

be here." Receiving a leaf from one of the wreaths,

which bear perpetual testimony to the reverence

with which his memory is cherished, we reverently

withdraw.

Passing through the streets of the little city, we

arrive at its Brandenburg gate, look at the statue

of Emperor Frederick III., and reach the Church

of Peace. In its vaults Frederick William IV.,

the art-loving king, and Elizabeth his queen are

buried. In a beautiful little quadrangle in front of

this church Thorwaldsen's statue of Christ and a
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statue of Moses interceding for Israel, as Aaron

and Hur support his hands, are appropriately

placed. On one of the sides of this quadrangle,

beneath the shadow of the Church of Peace,

Emperor and Empress Frederick built a beautiful

little chapel, an exact copy of one they had seen

and admired in the Tyrol. It seemed to them

just the type of chapel in which they would wish

to sleep their last long sleep together "until the

day break and the shadows flee." After her long

years of widowhood she lies beside her noble

husband. They are united in death, whose lives

were lives of deep affection. Among the many

wreaths that keep fond memory of this devoted pair

of royal lovers there is always one from a humble

Englishwoman, who comes quietly, lays down her

little tribute of affectionate remembrance, and

chooses to withhold her name from the attendants.

Now we enter the park of Sans Souci.

Fountains are playing, the graven images of gods

and goddesses gleam through the leafy branches of

the lindens and chestnuts, and in the midst an

equestrian statue of Frederick the Great looks

upward to his favourite palace. We climb the

stairs, passing the terraced gardens with their

wealth of ripening fruit, and stand before the long
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one-storied palace, for which Frederick in his war

tent so often sighed, " Oh, to be in Sans Souci
!

"

Here he entertained Voltaire. When the French-

man returned again after a long absence, he found

that the king whom he had offended had caused

his bedroom to be transformed into a chamber

garnished with the spirit of mockery. The ape, the

fox, the peacock, the parrot and the jackdaw faced

Voltaire to remind him that he was ugly as an ape,

proud as a peacock, vain as a parrot, sly as a fox,

and garrulous as a jackdaw. The king took pleasure

in thus giving him a Roland for his Oliver.

Another room has a broad, gilded spider's web

on the ceiling, and is called the room of the spider.

One day, it is said, Frederick ordered a cup of

chocolate. When it was brought, the king took

it into his hands, and was in the act of putting it

to his lips when a spider dropped into it. The

king put the cup on the floor, and gave it to his

favourite spaniel. In five minutes the dog lay stark

and stiff. Frederick caused the matter to be

investigated, when it was discovered that the cook,

irritated by a reproof the king had given him,

sought revenge by poisoning the cup in the hope

that the king would drink it and die. The cook

was instantly beheaded, and the dog buried on the
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terrace in front of Sans Souci. The library with

its costly cedar panelling and its rows of French

books seems strange to us nowadays, when we

know all that France strove to do against the

Fatherland. His dream of introducing French

literary taste, and making German literature a

mere appanage of Gallican culture, happily failed.

Had he lived much longer he would have rejoiced

that all these plans and purposes of his had come

to naught. He would have acknowledged that

German literature is grander and healthier, that it

reaches a higher height and sounds deeper depths

than anything that literary France can show.

No visitor to Sans Souci omits a visit to the

historic windmill. Frederick loved to talk with the

plain-spoken old miller. The constant clipperty-

clap of the mill disturbed the slumbers of the king,

who offered to buy it at a price far beyond its

value. " Your Majesty, it is my heritage. It has

been in our family for centuries, and I dare not

part with it." "But I am your king," said

Frederick, " and if you will not sell it, I can take it

from you by force." " Your Majesty forgets that

there is a law-court in Berhn," was the splendid

retort of the miller. That word is a treasured

possession of the German : the law is throned
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above all; the German takes his stand upon the

law, and obedience to law is the chief characteristic

of the Teutonic race.

From the fountain below the terraces of Sans

Souci an avenue two miles long leads to the

new palace. In this magnificent palace Frederick

III. died, and along this great avenue the coffin

of Empress Frederick was carried. King Edward

and Emperor William following it, and walking

the whole distance with uncovered heads. Here

the present Imperial family reside for a great

portion of the year. It is a noble building reared

by Frederick the Great. Surmounting it is the

kingly crown upheld by three female figures.

The great king said he had been troubled by the

pohtical malevolence of three women. Empress

Maria Theresa of Austria, Catherine of Russia, and

Madame de Pompadour. " I will strip them bare

and set them on my palace to bear up my crown."

Frederick fulfilled the word he spake.

The palace is full of beautiful rooms, but one

—

the shell room—excels them all. It is unique in

its magnificent splendour. Its walls are covered

with precious stones from every quarter of the

globe. Agates, porphyry, lapis-lazuli, sapphires,

emeralds, jasper, and examples of all the precious

26
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stones that are enumerated in the description of the

New Jerusalem are there. When this great hall is

lighted up on some great state occasion, or for the

Christmas celebration of the royal family, it gleams

and glistens like an enchanted palace. In the

majesty of its luminous splendour, it is as a scene

from the Arabian Nights.
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THE SPREEWALD—AN INLAND

VENICE

The Spreewald is a low-lying district of country,

twenty-seven miles long and from one to six miles

wide. It is only two hours by rail from Berlin,

and not much farther from Dresden. The Spree

divides itself into three hundred arms, and thus it

is easy to penetrate the whole region by means of

boats that resemble the gondolas of Venice. The

whole country belongs to a peasant proprietary of

Wendish origin, who retain their pecuHar costume

and adhere to their Slavonic customs. At Lubbenau,

on the green banks of the Spree, we begin our

inland voyage. We take our seats in front of the

boatman who, standing at the stern, poles us along

our narrow watery way. The people, our garrulous

boatman tells us, are half-man, half-fish. They

have no roads except their little streamlets. The
197
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children go to school, the cattle are taken to

market, and workers to the field, by means of the

boat. We pursue our little voyage as if in dream-

land. We pass through a land of quiet beauty that

is a paradise for artists. We see women with kirtles

of red or green or blue, their heads covered with

peculiarly folded caps of white linen, at work in

the fields. A troop of children on their way to

school doff their caps to us as they pass, but do not

interrupt their singing of the German national

anthem. At the next farm children throw little

bouquets of wild flowers into our laps, and hold

out their hands for the expected groschen.

We enter the royal forest, which is the glory of

the Spreewald. The note of the cuckoo strikes

upon the ear. Swans, w41d ducks, storks, plover,

swallows and song-birds flit past us or fly over our

heads. At times a beautiful roe or even a little herd

of deer peep at us through the bushes. Giant elms,

ash and beech trees, whose intertwining branches

form a Gothic arch over our heads, line our path.

They are mirrored on the surface of the water.

We look down into its depths to see a world of

beauty reflected as clearly as in the famous Shadow

River of Northern Muskoka, the Canadian land of

a thousand lakes.
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After a most delightful journey we arrive at

Burg. The next morning is Sunday, and we are

poled to church. It is a large building, with a

double tier of galleries reserved for the men. A
thousand costumed Spreewald women sit in the

body of the church. Their many-coloured dresses

are quite overshadowed by the white folded head-

dresses, that make them appear like a vast flock of

swans. At the close of the service a baptism

follows. The baby is brought in on a white silk

cushion, the sponsors stand round the parents,

and when the sacred rite is administered each one

puts a hand under the cushion, thus supporting the

child to the end of the service.

A funeral in the Spreewald is still more im-

pressive. The boat which carried him to school,

to market, and to church becomes the hearse

which carries him on his last journey. The women

have added long white scarves to their daily

costume, and look like a procession of sheeted

ghosts, as slowly they follow the boat with its

mournful burden. The plashing and murmuring

of the water sounds in our ears like a dirge for

the dead.

The inhabitants of the Spreewald are as

superstitious as Highlanders. They have a wealth
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of legendary lore that fills volumes. They believe

that they still have a Wendish king, who will come

to them again. The more intelligent among them

say Emperor William is their true Wendish king,

the father of them all.

When the sun glows fiercely in the city, and

the bustle and smoke make heart and brain weary,

it is restful to fly to the Spreewald, where life is

delightful, and it is a joy to be alive. In the

morning and at noonday there are varieties of light

and shade such as charm the visitor in the Isle of

Skye. A Spreewald sunset of crimson, orange,

pale rose-pink and gold has beauties that are

unequalled except in Venice itself. In winter the

arms of the Spree are as alive with skaters as the

canals of Holland. Chair-like sleds are brought

out, on which, covered with furs, we are propelled

by a stalwart skater along the mirrored surface of

the ice. When the meadows are all covered with

snow, and the Spree invites us to join the outdoor

sports of winter, the whole landscape is white as

no fuller on earth could whiten it. When the full

moon sheds its silvery radiance, it almost rivals the

glory of a Canadian moonlight night, than which

there is no more glorious winter scene on earth.





EAST PRUSSIAN FOREST ON THE
KURISCHES HAFF

The narrow strip of land between the Baltic and
the Haffs is mainly forest in which the Elk is

preserved.
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STUBNITZ FOREST—ISLE OF RUGEX
Chalk cliffs on the north-east shore.
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ON THE SHORES OF THE BALTIC

Some one has compared the inland seas, the North

Sea and the East Sea, to the Mediterranean. Both

are German, for do not even British geographers

call the North Sea the German Ocean. As the

Mediterranean is divided into two parts by Italy,

so is this northern sea divided into two by the

peninsula of Denmark. Its two great centres of

commerce are like Genoa and Venice, which have

then- parallel in Hamburg and Liibeck. There is

one difference, however, that whilst Genoa and

Venice were ever at war with each other, Hamburg

and Liibeck went forward hand in hand.

The Baltic has low-lying sandy shores, dotted

with a series of delightful watering-places like

Colberg, Herringsdorf, and Zoppot. It has also

many interesting, progressive cities lining its long

beaches, or situated in the centre of its great bays

203
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or Haffs, as they are called. Beginning with

Wismar and Rostock, which are full of romantic

interest, we come to Stettin with its shipbuilding

yards and industries. Making our way westwards

past the bold headlands of the isle of Rugen, we

sail northwards to Kiel, the great naval station of

the Empire. Then voyaging eastwards through

the whole length of the Baltic, we steer for Memel,

renowned for its exports of pine, and make a short

run to Konigsberg, the coronation city of the

kings of Prussia.

Danzig

We are, however, attracted to Danzig, the old-

fashioned city, which in its quaint charm vies with

any town in the land. Though Danzig is a seaport,

it does not lie on the Baltic, but is two miles inland.

Its three rivers, the Mottlau, the Radaune, and the

Weichsel, with their fleet of merchant vessels and

fishing boats, have ministered to the prosperity as

they have given character to the situation of this

" Northern Venice." In the centre of the city the

Mottlau divides into two branches which unite

after they have formed the island, where the large

storehouses are situated. The river is navigable,

and great vessels come into the very centre of the
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Above the gateway, within the wooden tower, are

two ancient tread-mills, which were formerly worked

by men as a crane.
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city. The bustling maritime life, the forest of

masts flying the flags of all nations, the activity

of the sailor folk uttering imprecations in every

modern tongue, present an interesting spectacle,

unusual in the very heart of a town. Then the

unique character of Danzig architecture impresses

the stranger.

Let us look at the city from the heights of

Oliva. Only the words of Cornelius give expression

to our feelings :
" Danzig lies before you like a

paradise. Its bay is bright and blue as the bay

of Naples. The constant procession of ships, the

rivers as they run through the meadows to the sea,

the protecting wooded heights overlooking lovely

valleys, charming villages and smiling lakes, the

outer forts set for defence, with modern viUas built

after the art and style of old Danzig clustering round

them, and the towers of the romantic town, unite

to form so varied a picture that the German who
is not stirred by it with deep and proud emotion

should weep bitterly over himself, and know that

he has estranged himself from his fellow-country-

men, whose hearts beat high with patriotic pride

as they behold this second Naples."

Now we enter the city and walk through the

Lange Gasse, or long lane, and let it cast its
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glamour over us. In front of the houses there is

what is called a " Beschlag." This is a great stone

verandah with artistic balustrades, running the

whole length of the house, and extending twelve

feet into the street. It was not unusual to add a

little gateway, which rendered it a safe place for

the children. In the morning the merchant sat

there smoking his long pipe. At eventide the

whole family life, whenever weather permitted,

transacted itself on these " Beschlags " in the open,

where neighbour could greet neighbour. It is to

be regretted that in this utilitarian age so many of

these stone verandahs have been removed.

We cross the long bridge, look on the great

warehouses, and note the ships at their wharves, as

we turn to the finest of all the gates that remain

—

the Hohe Thor or High Gate. Connected with

this gate is the Stockthurm, a massive tower erected

in the days when the Teutonic knights were

dominant. It was used as a prison, and has a

terrible torture-chamber. Now it has become the

property of the Art Association.

At the end of the " long lane " we find the

Town Hall, with a magnificent fa9ade, a splendid

double stairway, and a tower 250 feet high. The

interior has many historic paintings, and volumes
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might be written on the art treasures it contains.

Close beside it is the Artushof, a fifteenth-century

building, which served the rich merchants and

patricians as their meeting-place. It has now

become the Stock Exchange. On its walls hangs a

terrible picture of " The Last Judgment," beneath

which this warning word stares the merchant in

the face

:

Perjury, false weights and measures

Pave the broad way to hell.

Bankruptcy with hidden goods

Leads there as well.

The Frauen Gasse, or the Street of Our Lady, has

preserved more of its mediaeval aspect than any

other. At the end of the street St. Mary's Church,

or " Fat Mary," as the common appellation is, stands

before us. It is the largest Protestant church

in the world, with accommodation for 25,000

worshippers. The interior of the Church with its

three splendid aisles and its thirty side chapels makes

a mighty impression. It is a museum of mediaeval

art. Its wonderful carved work came from the

hands of Michael of Augsburg, a pupil of Diirer.

Its greatest attraction, however, is the painting of

" The Last Judgment." This is the work of Hans

Memling of Bruges. Captain Paul Beneke found

the picture on an enemy's ship he had captured at
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sea. Neither the threat of papal excommunication

nor that of Itahan invasion could move him from

bestowing his spoil on his native city. In 1807

Napoleon caused it to be conveyed to Paris, but

when peace was concluded it was returned to its

place in St. Mary's.

In the Jopen Gasse a house of many gables

bears this inscription, which many pious Germans

have adopted as a motto that finds a place in the

entrance hall of their homes :

Here houses strong and fair to see

We biiild, though we're only guests.

For the land where we for ever shall be

We hardly build us nests.

LiJBECK

As the stranger arrives at Liibeck, the first

object that meets his gaze is the Holstein Gate.

He stands in mute amazement at the immensity

of this red-brick building. Its ponderous mass

is relieved by its two splendid towers, and the

graceful archway between. It is in a perfect state

of preservation, though it was standing when

Luther was a boy at school, and when Columbus

discovered America. As we go along the streets

and look into the stationers' shops, we never
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The two round towers on the right flank the water-

gate.
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fail to see in any of them a postcard with this

motto :

That the fairest maidens in all the land

Dwell in Liibeck 's acknowledged on every hand.

The city must be proud of her daughters when

she so persistently urges this claim. We find so

much to admire, so much to dehght us in street

and square, in church and market-place, that it is

a moot point whether Hildesheim or Liibeck has

a right to the title, " the Nuremberg of the North,"

to which both aspire.

The market-square, with the Post-Office on the

one side, St. Mary's Church on the other, and the

City Hall between them, does not present such

mediaeval magnificence as the square at Hildes-

heim. A visit to the City Hall and a walk round

the aisles and chapels of St. Mary's compel us

to acknowledge that, if Hildesheim Square in its

outward appearance surpasses that of this old

Hansa town, it has nothing to show comparable to

the treasures which Liibeck hides. A visit to the

City Hall convinces us that this little city was

once a mighty state. It did not hesitate as leader

of the Hansa to wage war with Denmark or with

Sweden. Military and naval pictures recording

27
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its victories find a prominent place on the walls.

No parliament has a more beautiful hall of assembly,

no king has a more splendid chair of state, no

government is administered with more princely

pomp and circumstance, than here. It was and is

virtually a republic in the bosom of the Empire

;

yet everything bespeaks regal splendour. The

war chamber is the precious jewel of the building.

Nowhere do we find such panelling, the beauty of

whose wood-carving tells of the skilful hand of

some Riemenschneider of the north. A century

ago some miscreant covered the whole of its surface

with a coat of black paint. The city authorities,

sensible of the beauty that was hidden from view

resolved to remove the unseemly covering. They

were fortunate enough to discover a skilled work-

man who had much artistic feeling, and a devotion

to the city beyond all praise. For ten years he

laboured with a patience that was untiring, and

restored the wondrous wood panelling to the

condition it presented before the vandal's hand

polluted it. Thus its beauty is a double monu-

ment to its maker and its restorer. The two

warriors who stand at the entrance are worthy of

the palmiest days of South German wood-carving.

In this building the Senate and the House of
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Commons hold their sessions, and have magnificent

chambers in which to dehberate. The civil rites

of every marriage are celebrated in a hall near the

entrance. Some crusty old bachelor caused these

lines to be inscribed over the mantelpiece :

Many a one, who cheerily sings.

As herein his bride he brings,

Could he then foresee his fate

Would find tears more appropriate.

The Church of St. Mary is a lordly example of

old Germanic architecture. Begun in 1276, it was

finished in 1310. It is, like the French cathedrals,

a church of three aisles with a rounded choir. It

has an imposing appearance, despite the fact that

some small-souled man has had the audacity to

whitewash the walls. It has three or four majestic

staUs for the burgomaster, the ambassador who

represents Llibeck in the Imperial Confederation,

and other civic dignitaries. These are not only

rare examples of the carver's art, but adornments

that excite the admiration and wonder of the

beholder. The church is rich in its art treasures.

Its glass windows illustrating the life of St. Jerome

are the work of Domenichino.

Llibeck has many other churches that are well

worthy of a visit. The Cathedral with its so-called
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Paradise is nearly as beautiful as St. Mary's. Its

Paradise is really a vestibule, but it is remarkable

for its beautiful pillars, and particularly for the

exquisite tracery on the cornices.

The quaintest of all the buildings in LUbeck is

the " Mariners' House." This was the headquarters

of the Maritime Union. Ship-captains and ship-

owners alone were admitted to membership. The

house with its splendid gables is five hundred years

old. Its interior speaks of the sea and the sailor.

Models of ships, old lanterns, and speaking-trumpets

are suspended from the ceihng. Its walls are

covered with queer old pictures of Bible scenes, with

such commentaries, half-humorous, half-satirical, as

accord with the strange theology of those "who
go down to the sea in ships." Three rows of

wooden benches, suitable for a ship's cabin, are

eloquent of the days of old. As you sit there you

would hardly be surprised if some old salt were to

rise from his grave, hold you by the power of his

eye like Coleridge's Ancient Mariner, and compel

you to listen to some weird tale of shipwreck and

suffering. Emanuel Geibel the poet, one of

Liibeck's greatest sons, loved to sit in this ancient

house, now turned into a restaurant. He wrote

this motto for the venerable house :
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What's good in the old

Most firmly to hold,

What's good in the new

With strength to pursue,

You never will rue.

Many other quaint advices and good wishes, with

here and there a prayer, are graven on these old

walls. A sailor's piety breathes in the following

:

Thou art the man, Lord Jesus Christ,

Whom winds and waves obey.

In mercy stretch Thy mighty hand

Over our good seamen's band

Upon their watery way.

Grant that each voyage still may be

From storms and robbers ever free.

The sailors of our company

We commend, O Lord, to Thee.

Grant unity and joy and peace
;

Thy blessing evermore increase.

From every ill this house defend.

Glory to Thee, world without end. Amen.

It is very pleasing to learn that twenty-two

seamen's widows have free dwelling in little apart-

ments connected with this house. They are well

cared for by the interest of the endowments of those

who made their wealth by their maritime enterprise.

The street on which this mariners' house is situated

ends at the Burg Thor or gate. This gateway is a

stately building five stories in height crowned with

a peculiarly shaped cupola. It is of marvellous
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beauty. We go in and out to view it from every

point of view. Then we ascend the tower, and with

our eye follow the course of the river as it winds

through the meadows and the forests until we

catch a glimpse of the Baltic. Then we turn

towards the city and see the turrets and spires, and

follow the course of the winding streets. We
descend and walk through its busy streets, down

to the harbour filled with ships and lined with tall

warehouses. Now we pass some patrician house

with a rarely fashioned stone portal ; anon we turn

into one of its numerous courts and see a dozen

workmen's houses, whose fronts are covered with

honeysuckle and rose-bushes. Out again we wend

our way to one of the bridges, and see the quarter

where Liibeck's nobles dwell in palatial villas

surrounded by park-like gardens. Thus we gain

some idea of the endless charm with which Liibeck

fascinates the visitor. A longing almost like home-

sickness fills our bosoms as we part from it, and we

hope to see more of the brave old Hansa town.

Hamburg

Hamburg, the second city of the Empire, and

the greatest commercially, is essentially a city of
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the sea. Forty ships enter and as many leave its

harbour daily. It believes, as its motto tells you,

" that to sail is a necessity, though to live is not a

necessity." Appropriately, therefore, it possesses a

Steamship Company that owns more vessels than

any other in the world. The value of its imports

is £150,000,000 a year, whilst that of its exports

exceeds £130,000,000. Thus we reahse what a

volume of trade Hamburg controls. Truly her

merchants are princes, who regard themselves as

occupying a station higher than any patent of

nobility could bestow.

Hamburg is an old Hansa town like Bremen

and Liibeck, a little self-governing commonwealth,

and sends a representative to the Imperial Confeder-

ation. Proud of its independence, it is yet most

loyal to the Empire. On its City Hall it has graven

the words

:

Father city and Fatherland,

Forward go ye, hand in hand.

The most interesting view of Hamburg presents

itself as you come in from the sea. The white sails

of merchant ships, the brown sails of the coaster,

the pleasure steamers with their joyous passengers

en route to Heligoland or Cuxhaven, a great

Atlantic liner like the Deutscfdand going out, or
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the Amerika coming in from the sea, are fitting

prelude to your first glimpse of the great seaport.

Now we see spires and cupolas green with verdigris,

and a forest of masts amid a vast sea of red-tiled

houses. The multitude of waterways or canals

sweeping in and out among the houses into the

heart of the town are a peculiar feature of this city.

The great warehouses of the free harbour and the

old-fashioned high-gabled houses interest us. How
different is our impression when we land and reach

the Jungfernstieg. Here we mingle with an inter-

national crowd like that on the boulevards of Paris

or the Unter den Linden in Berlin. That great basin

of water with its fleet of pleasure-boats, and its

multitudes who, arrayed like Solomon in all his

glory, seem to have perpetual leisure and endless

capability of eating ices or drinking coffee with rum,

introduces us to fashionable Hamburg. Here are

the ereat tourist hotels, the arcades with the

jewellers' shops, and souvenirs set out to attract the

eye and tempt the stranger.

The new Town Hall, stately as a palace, the

Bourse, the Post-Office are near neighbours, speak-

ing to us of the greatness of this mercantile city.

The Church of St. Nicholas, designed by Sir Gilbert

Scott, the Church of St. Peter, and many other
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ecclesiastical buildings, are worthy of the city,

though they have little attraction for the stranger.

No city in Europe except Constantinople has

suffered so much from the ravages of fire, and few

have been so often desolated by the invader. The
Parliament House, the Town Hall, and other public

buildings have the image of the Phoenix set in a

prominent place. Calamity never could daunt

Hamburg. There has always dwelt a spirit in her

citizens that no desolation could cast down and no

tribulation could appal. It is this spirit that has

made Hamburg great.

An excursion by steamer round Hamburg's water-

ways affords an excellent opportunity of seeing

the inner and outer harbours, and the magnificent

suburban residences of her merchant princes.

A gigantic statue of Bismarck, that seems the

embodiment of forces which no obstacle could turn

aside from the goal, has been erected by a city

whose spirit resembled his own. That statue

seems to invite us to turn aside and see at

Friedrich's Ruh the place where he dwelt, and

where he rests from his labours. In the little

chapel, where he sleeps beside her to whom he was

so devoted, his motto, *' In trinitate robur," and the

Scripture verse Schleiermacher gave him on the

28
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day of his confirmation, are inscribed on the chapel

walls. His birthplace is not far away. We
journey thither, that we may enter the room where

he was born, and see the attic, large as the whole

floor of the house, where on wet days he was wont

to sport and play.

In another building we find a Bismarck Museum.

It is filled with the gifts of monarchs, popes, princes,

and peasants. A ponderous tome has been issued

describing this store of treasures. Statesmen like

Gladstone and Beaconsfield, Cleveland and Grant,

Rosebery and Motley, are represented by autograph

portraits. Some one gave him the chair on which

Napoleon III. sat, as he surrendered at Donchery

near Sedan. Another person presented the desk

on which Thomas Jefferson wrote the " Declaration

of Independence." Mirabile dictu, the working

men of Leith sent him a gold chronometer. This

shows that all men admire power, and recognise

"a man" when they find him. The gifts are so

interesting that tourists from all lands will yet be

attracted to the Museum at Schonhausen.

Bremen

Bremen, the home of the North German Lloyd

Steamship Company, is an ancient as it is a
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progressive city. It possesses the most famous

figure of Roland, that emblem of justice and

judgment. The Town Hall is no less renowned.

HaufFs Fantasies in the Bremen Cellar has

carried its name to the ends of the earth. There

the casks called " The Twelve Apostles " yield the

costliest wine the world holds.

In the old town we find many evidences of its

notable history. The ring wall of the fortifications

has been transformed into a garden park rich with

shrubs and blossoming flower-beds. Beyond this

ring we find the magnificent mansions of the

patricians, and what is still more interesting, the

cottage home, or " one family house," as Germans

say, for the artisan.

Bremen has twelve hundred years of authentic

history. It is a commonwealth in itself, having all

the privileges of self-government. The prosperity of

the city dates from the time when the wise foresight

of Dr. Johann Schmidt founded Bremerhaven to

serve as the seaport of Bremen. Then the pulse of

commercial activity began to throb. The solid old

town roused itself, and extended its commerce to

the ends of the earth. With this new era came the

founding of the North German Lloyd. Small in

its beginnings, it has grown to a gigantic stature.

28 a
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The great steamship, the George Washington, is

the largest German steamer, and is fitted up like a

floating palace.

Though Bremen is virtually a republic, it is a

devoted member of the German Empire. It has

erected monuments to Emperor William I. and

Emperor Frederick III., to Bismarck and Moltke.

Nor has it been unmindful of its own notables.

Dr. Johann Schmidt is v^ell worthy of perpetual

remembrance, and his statue adorns one of its

squares. The foundations he laid have brought

prosperity beyond his dreams to his native city.

If Adam of Bremen, its first bishop, could return to

earth, he would stand with awe and wonder as he

beheld the expansion of the city for which he

laboured and prayed.

The time has now come, gentle reader, to bid

farewell to the German land. Together we have

traversed it from east to west, from north to

south. We have seen a goodly land and large, we

have noticed its progress, and seen evidences of its

prosperity. We have found much that makes us

feel our kinship to the nation from which our

forefathers sprang. Even Britain and America in

tracing back their ancestry are both led to the

northern shores of the German Empire. Should
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there not, therefore, be perpetual friendship between

these three nations possessing a common Teutonic

ancestry, the same splendid ideals, and the same

duty—to seek peace and pursue it, to be just and

fear not ?

As the bell in Cologne teaches us, we echo the

prayer

:

God grant to this land, without surcease,

Stainless honour and hallowed peace.
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Ammersee, 62

Apollinaris Church, 114

Augsburg, 67 etc. ; its Town Hall,

58 ; Perlach Tower, 68 ; foun-

tains of Hercules, of Mercury,

and of Augustus, 58; hotel

of the Three Moors, 68;

Augsburg Confession, 69

;

statue of J. Fugger, 59 ;
the

Fuggerei, 59 ; three famous

beauties of, 60; Charles V.

at, 61

Bacharach, 112 ; Bliicher at, 112

Baden-Baden, 11 etc. ; old Castle,

11 ;
Kurhalle, 11 ; Lichten-

thaler Allee, 11; Eberstein

Castle, 12; Edmund Yates

on, 12

Baltic, the, 203; its HaflFs or

bays, 204 ; its noted cities,

204
Bamberg, 85

Bastei, the, 162

Bavaria, 57 etc.

Bayreuth, 83; Margravme Wil-

helmina in, 83 ; Jean Paul,

83-84 ; Napoleon in, 83

;

Richard Wagner and Wahn-
fried, 84, 85

Berlichingen, Giitz von, 45

Berlin, 177 etc.; Unter den

Linden, 178; Brandenburg

gate, 178 ; British Embassy,

178; Krantzler's, 179; Cafe

Bauer, 179 ; University, 179;

Emperor William 1. at his-

toric window, 180; Arsenal,

180 ; hat and decorations of

Napoleon found in his tent at

Waterloo, 180 ; sword pre-

sented to Bliicher by City of

London, 181 ; funeral of

Alexander von Humboldt,

181 ; Imperial Palace, 182 ;

the Hohenzollerns, 183

;

Cathedral, 184; art treasures,

184 ; Luther's monument,

184 ; City Hall, 184 ;
indus-

trial Berlin, 185 ; maritime

Berlin, 184; Emperor and

Empress Frederick, statues

of, 185 ; Avenue of Victory,

185; Mausoleum, 186; Queen

Louise, 186 ; statues of its

great men, 186

Berncastel, 123

Black Forest, the, 13; farm-

houses, 13; devotion of in-

habitants to, 14-15 ; costumes,

15 ; wedding, 22-23

Bonn, 114; Beethoven's birth-

place, 114

Boppard, 113

Breitenfeld, 165

Bremen, 218 etc. ; the Roland of,

219 ; Town Hall with famous

cellar, 219 ; Bremerhaven,

223
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the port of Bremen, 219 ; Dr.

Johann Schmidt, 219 ; North
German Lloyd, 219 ; statues

in, 220 ; Adam of Bremen,
220

Bretten,31 ; birthplaceofMelanch-
thon, 31

Brocken, the, 152
Brunswick, 171 ; Henry the Lion

in, 171
Biickebourg, 171

Canaletto, 161

Cannstadt, 47
Carlsruhe, 29 ; origin of name,

29 ; inscription on hunting-

lodge, 30
;
palace, 30 ; statue

of Emperor William I., 30

Cassel, 136 ; statue of Philip of

Hesse, 137 ; Jerome Bona-
parte in, 137 ; Napoleon III.

prisoner in Wilhelmshohe,
137

Coblenz, 114
Cochem, 124 ; the Burg, 125

;

picture of Fortune with motto
in, 126

Cologne, 115 etc. ; Cathedral,

115; spire of, completed,
116 ; shrine of three Kings,

117 ;
portal, 117 ; Emperor's

bell, 117
Constance, 20 ; Hohehaus, 20

;

Cathedral, 20 ; Huss's house,

21 ; Council of, 21 ; Jerome
of Prague in, 21

Danzig, 204 ; three rivers of, 204

;

seen from heights of Oliva,

205 ; Lange Gasse, 206 ; the
" Beschlags," 206 ; High
Gate, 206 ; Town Hall, 206

;

Artushof, 207 ; Frauen Gasse,

207 ; St. Mary's Church, 207

;

Hans Memling's ''Last Judg-
ment," 207 ; Jopen Gasse,

with motto, 208

Detwang, 91

Dinkelsbiihl, 98 ; St. George's

Church, 98 ; its folk festival-

play, 99
Drachenfels, 114
Dresden, 157 etc. ; the Elbe at,

157, 158, 160 ; art treasures,

158-9 ; Augustus the Strong,

158; Green Vaults, 159;
Augustus bridge, 159 ; the

moor, 160
Durlach, 31

Diisseldorf, 118 ; Heine's birth-

place in, 118

Ehrenbreitstein, 114
Eifel, 127
Eisenach, 139; Bach in, 139;

Fritz Renter, 140 ; R. Wag-
ner in, 140 ; Cotta House
and Martin Luther, 140 ; St.

Elisabeth, 141 ; the Wart-
burg at, 141

Eltz, Burg, 123-4

Erfurt, 137; Cathedral, 138;
University, 138 ; Luther in,

138 ; Napoleon in, 138

Ettal, 68; Monastery of, 68-69;

Church of, 69 ; Madonna
brought by Ludwig of Bavaria

from Rome, 69

Frankfort, 133 ; emperors chosen
at, 133 ; English congregation

and John Knox, 134 ; Bis-

marck in, 134 ; Rothschild's

banking-house, 135; the

Luther house, 135 ; Goethe's
birthplace, 135 ; the Kaiser-

saal, 136
Freiburg-im-Breisgau, the Cathe-

dral, 16 ; Falckenstein house,

17

Gernsbach, 12
Gosslar, 149; Town Hall, 149;

Kaiser House, 149 ; Wohl-
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gemuth in, 149 ; " Brust

Tuch," 160

Hamburg, 214 ; exports and im-

ports, 215 ; its motto, 215 ;

view of, from sea, 215 ; Jung-

fernstieg, 216 ; St. Nicholas

Church designed by Sir Gil-

bert Scott, 216 ; scourged by

fire, 217 ; statue of Bismarck,

217 ; Bismarck's Mausoleum
at Friedrich's Ruh, 217 ; Bis-

marck Museum, 218

Hanover, 169 ; British kings of,

169; Market Churcli, 169;

castle of Herrenhausen, 170 ;

brilliance of Court in Queen
Sophie's time, 170 ; Town
Hall, 171 ; George Street, 171

Harz, the, 149

Harzburg, 151 ; Emperor Henry
sets out from, to Canossa,151

;

Bismarck's statue in, 151

Hatto's Tower, 113

Heidelberg, 82 etc. ; University,

32 ; Castle, 32-33 ; devotion to

Reformed faith, 33 ; tun, 34 ;

von Scheffel's song to, 34

Hildesheim, 172 etc. ; Cathedral,

172 ;
thousand-year-old rose

tree, 172 ; Town Hall, 172 ;

Templar House, 172 ; House

of the Caesars, 172 ; Roman
silver service found at, 173

Ilmenau, 144 ; Goethe at, and

his "Songs of the Night

Wanderer," 144

Ilsenburg, 153; Princess Use in,

153-4

Kehlheim, its hall of deliver-

ance, 7B

Konigstein, 162

Leipzig, 165 etc. ; University,

165 ; Richard Wagner born

in, 165; Tauchnitz publish-

ing house, 166 ; Auerbach

cellar, 166

Lichtenfels, 86; Castle Banz at,

86 ; Chapel of the Fourteen

Saints at, 86

Lillienstein, the, 162

Lorelei, the, 112

Loschwitz, 157

Liilieck, 208 etc. ; Holstein Gate

208; City Hall, 209-10;

carving in, 210 ; motto in

marriage room, 211 ; St.

Mary's Church, 211 ; Cathe-

dral, 211-12; Mariners'

House, 212; Emanuel Geibel's

motto in, 213 ; sailor's prayer

in, 213 ; Burg gate, 213

Luneburg, 173

Mandersheid, 128; the Burg,

128; hostile brothers, 129;

Hans the waggoner, 129 ;

Hugo the page, 130; the

unfortunate countess, 130

Mannheim, 35 ; naming of its

streets, 35 ; built in regular

squares, 35
Marbach, 41 ; Schiller's birth-

filace, 41

bron. Monastery of, 48

Mayence, 108; Drusus in, 109;

Gutetiberg monument, 109 ;

Bonifacius in, 109 ; Napoleon's

love of, 110

Meissen, 164

Mosel, the, 123 etc.

Munich, 70 etc. ; Marien Platz,

71 ; Ma.ximilaneum, 71 ;

English garden in, ^ 71 ;

Gustavus Adolphus in, 72

Murnau, 64

Neckar, the, 32

Nordliiigen, 1(M)-101

Nuremberg, 80 etc. ; the Burg,

80 ; Hans Sachs in, 81 ;
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Church of St. Lorentz, 81
;

of St. Sebald, 81 ;
" Brat

wurst Glocklein^" 82
Longfellow's poem to, 82
Albert Diirer's house, 82
grave, 82

Ober-Ammergau, 67-68
Oberwesel, 112
Odenwald, the, 35
Oifenburg, and Sir Francis

Drake's monument in, 16
Oker Vale in the Harz, 151

Passau, 78 ; meeting of the waters
at, 78

Pfaffenstein, the, 162
Pillnitz, 161
Pirua, 161

Potsdam, 187 etc. ; the petition

linden at, 188 ; Garrison
Church, 188 ; coffin of

Frederick the Great in, 189
;

Queen Louise, 189 ; Na-
poleon at tomb of Frederick
the Great, 189 ; Mausoleum
of Emperor and Empress
Frederick in, 190 ; Sans
Souci, 190 ; Voltaire and
Frederick the Great, 191

;

Voltaire's room in Sans
Souci, 191 ; the spider-room
and its story, 191 ; historic

windmill, 192 ; new palace,

193 ; the shell room in, 194

Quedlinburg, 154

Rathen, 163
Ratisbon, 72 etc. ; Porta Pretoria,

72 ; Cathedral, 72 ; Scottish

Monastery of St. James's, 73 ;

Barbarossa in, 73 ; Charles
V. and Barbara Blumberg, 78

;

Hotel of the White Lamb,
73 ; Goliath House, 76

;

Napoleon wounded at, 76-77

Rheinfels, 113
Rheinstein, 111

Rhine, falls of the, 18-19

Rhineland, 105 etc.

Rothenburg - on - the - Tauber, 88
etc. ; Burg gate, 90 ; St.

Blasius Chapel, 90 ; the

Engelberg, 91 ; St. James's

Church, 92 ; folk-play of The
Master Draught, 93 ; Toppler,

his greatness and his tragic

end, 96 ; house inscriptions

in, 97-98

Schaifhausen, 19
Scheffel, von, 34, 35, 41

Simrock, Karl, 118-19

Spires, 106 ; Cathedral, 107

;

Bernard of Clairvaux in, 107 ;

Gethsemane in, 107 ; Pro-
testation Church in, 108

Spreewald, 197 ; church in, 199 ;

baptism, 199 ; funeral, 199 ;

winter in, 200
Stolzenfels, 113
Strasburg, 3 etc. ; Cathedral, 6

;

clock, 7 ; Kommerzell house,

8 ; hireling soldiers in, 9
Stuttgart, 46
Swabian Alb, 62 ; cradle of

the Hohenzollerns, Hohen-
stauffens, Hohenlohes and
Tecks, 62

Translations by H. W. Dulcken,
47, 118 ; by the author, 5, 9,

15, 20, 21, 34, 62, 73, 76, 79,

81, 84, 86, 90, 98, 105, 117,

126, 136, 139, 144, 149, 164,

207, 208, 209, 211, 213, 215
Trarbach, 123
Treves, 126 ; its great antiquity,

126 ; Porta Nigra, 126

;

Cathedral, 127; Holy Coat
at, 127

Triberg, 25
Tubingen, 60
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Uhland, his birthplace, 50

Ulm, 51 ; Cathedral, 51 ; Town
Hall, 51 ; workmen's houses

at, 51

Unter-Ammergau, its municipal

system, conservation of its

natural resources, 67

Valhalla, the, 77
Villingen, 22

Waldshut, 18

Wehlen, 162
Weimar, 144; Goethe house in,

144 ; Thackeray and Norman
MacLeod in, 145

Weinsberg, 42
Wernigerode, 154

Wimpfeu, 43
VVorishofen, 62

Worms, 108 ; Luther in, 108

;

Luther's monument in,

108
Wurzburg, 86 etc. ; Charle-

magne in, 86 ; St. Kilian,

86
;
grave of Walter von der

Vogelweide, 87 ; Marienburg,

87 ; birthplace of Prince

Regent Luitpold, 87

Zeppelin, Count, 52

THE END
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